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SUMMARY	
	 With	 increasing	 industrialization	 and	 the	 increasing	 amount	 of	 chemical	 compounds	produced	every	day,	the	need	of	a	proper	monitoring	of	the	environment	 is	crucial.	The	use	of	biosensors	 based	 on	 living	microorganisms	 is	 an	 interesting	 alternative	 to	 common	 chemical	analysis.	 Since	microorganisms	are	 easy	and	 cheap	 to	produce,	 and	 thanks	 to	 their	 small	 size,	they	 can	be	 implemented	 in	miniaturized	portable	devices,	which	may	be	used	directly	 in	 the	field.	Common	whole-cell	bacterial	bioreporters	produce	an	easy	detectable	signal	by	induction	of	expression	of	a	reporter	protein	in	presence	of	either	a	specific	molecule	or	a	general	stress	reaction.	Whole-cell	 bioreporter	 analysis	 is	 robust,	 but	 requires	 a	 couple	 of	 hours	 to	 obtain	 a	clear	reporter	signal.		In	 this	 thesis,	 we	 envisioned	 to	 develop	 bacterial	 biosensors	 based	 on	 a	 different	physiological	 response	 than	de	novo	gene	expression	 that	 could	 lead	 to	a	 faster	 response	 time	while	keeping	target	sensitivity	and	specificity.	In	particular,	we	tried	to	exploit	chemotaxis,	the	behaviour	of	motile	bacteria	 to	sense	 their	environment	and	swim	 in	 the	direction	of	or	away	from	 chemical	 compounds.	 Chemotaxis	 is	 rapid	 (sec–min	 scale)	 and	 some	 species	 show	naturally	chemotaxis	towards	compounds	of	environmental	interest.			In	Chapter	2,	we	quantified	bacterial	chemotaxis	 from	direct	measurements	of	 cellular	motility.	We	developed	a	microfluidic	chip,	which	generated	a	stable	attractant	gradient	and	into	which	 motile	 bacteria	 could	 be	 added.	 The	 bacteria	 sensed	 the	 chemical	 gradient	 and	accumulated	 where	 the	 concentration	 of	 attractant	 is	 highest.	 Accumulation	 of	 cells	 was	quantified	over	time	by	epifluorescence	microscopy.	As	a	proof	of	concept,	we	used	chemotaxis	of	Escherichia	coli	towards	serine,	aspartate	and	methylaspartate.	Notably,	E.	coli	accumulated	to	10	µM	serine	within	10	minutes,	but	showed	maximum	accumulation	to	100	µM	serine	after	20	minutes	or	longer.	Secondly,	we	quantified	chemotaxis	of	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	JMP134	to	2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate,	 a	 commonly	 used	 herbicide.	 Unfortunately,	 accumulation	 of	
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JMP134	 was	 not	 very	 sensitive	 and	 could	 only	 be	 observed	 with	 1	 mM	 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic	 acid	 or	 higher.	 Steady-state	 chemodynamic	 and	 chemotaxis	 modelling	was	 used	 to	 support	 the	 observed	 cellular	 response	 in	 the	microfluidic	 chip	 as	 a	 function	 of	attractant	concentration.			In	 Chapter	 3,	we	wanted	 to	 facilitate	 the	manipulation	 of	 the	microfluidic	 chip	 by	 the	development	of	a	different	chip	that	 integrates	valves	inside	the	structure.	This	could	facilitate	the	control	of	the	liquid	flow	inside	the	chip,	as	well	as	enable	sample	exchange.	By	focusing	on	individual	 cell	 movement,	 we	 expected	 we	 might	 achieve	 very	 short	 response	 times	 upon	addition	of	attractants.	The	gradient	was	generated	by	alternating	valve	opening	and	motile	E.	
coli	were	inserted	in	the	middle	of	this	pre-established	gradient.	Individual	cell	trajectories	were	monitored	 in	 the	 few	 first	 minutes	 of	 response.	 Contrary	 to	 our	 expectations,	 no	 significant	difference	 in	 trajectory	 characteristics	 was	 measured	 in	 presence	 compared	 to	 absence	 of	 a	gradient.	Mathematical	simulations	of	single	cell	chemotaxis	response	suggested	that	more	time	is	required	to	observe	cell	accumulation,	or	that	cells	would	have	to	be	introduced	closer	to	the	source.			In	Chapter	4,	I	focused	on	chemotaxis	responses	at	the	molecular	and	single	cell	level	by	measuring	CheY–CheZ	 interactions.	 I	 fused	 two	non-fluorescent	parts	of	 the	 green	 fluorescent	protein	(Gfp)	 to	CheY	and	CheZ,	components	of	chemotaxis	pathway.	 I	could	demonstrate	 that	Gfp	 fluorescent	 foci	appear	 in	single	cells	as	a	genuine	 interaction	between	CheY	and	CheZ.	By	mutant	analysis,	I	showed	that	foci	form	mostly	at	the	motor	complex	and	less	frequently	at	the	sites	of	chemoreceptors.	Not	completely	unexpected,	the	reformed	split-Gfp	was	relatively	stable	and	little	dynamics	in	position	or	fluorescent	intensity	of	foci	was	detected.	However,	single	cell	analysis	indicated	that	the	turnover	of	split-Gfp	is	more	important	immediately	after	addition	of	100	µM	nickel	as	repellent.		
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In	Chapter	5,	I	attempted	to	measure	chemotaxis	response	through	pH	changes	at	single	cell	 levels.	 Notably,	 the	 flagellar	 motor	 is	 powered	 by	 an	 influx	 of	 protons	 through	 the	cytoplasmic	 membrane.	 I	 deployed	 the	 pH-sensitive	 fluorescent	 protein	 pHluorin,	 either	expressed	 inside	 the	 cytoplasm	 or	 in	 the	 periplasm	 of	 E.	 coli,	 to	 measure	 pH	 differences	 in	chemotactically	 active	 cells.	 For	 this,	 I	 used	 a	 modified	 agarose-block	 test	 as	 attractant	 and	recorded	 fluorescent	 changes	 in	 accumulating	 cells.	 Interestingly,	 a	 100	 µM	 serine	 source	induced	an	increase	of	pH	in	the	cytoplasm	and	a	decrease	in	the	periplasm	in	cells	close	to	the	source,	 but	 not	 in	 cells	 further	 away.	 This	 suggests	 an	 active	 export	 of	 protons	 from	 the	cytoplasm	 to	 the	 periplasm	 during	 chemotaxis	 in	 order	 to	 compensate	 for	 the	 increased	 flux	needed	for	the	flagellar	motors.		Finally	 in	chapter	6,	 I	attempted	to	change	E.	coli	chemotaxis	specificity	by	 introducing	receptors	 coming	 from	 Pseudomonas	 putida.	 I	 focused	 on	 two	 P.	 putida	 receptors,	 one	 for	benzoate	 and	 the	 other	 for	 toluene.	 I	 demonstrated	 expression	 of	 both	 receptors	 in	 E.	 coli	–	although	 we	 cannot	 be	 completely	 certain	 that	 the	 proteins	 inserted	 into	 the	 membrane.	Agarose-block	tests	with	serine,	toluene	and	benzoate,	in	comparison	to	no	attractants,	showed	that	 E.	 coli	 cell	 accumulation	 close	 to	 a	 source	 of	 toluene	 was	 significantly	 higher	 in	 strains	expressing	the	toluene	receptor.	E.	coli	without	benzoate	receptor	accumulated	as	well	as	those	with	benzoate	receptor	near	sources	with	benzoate.			In	 this	 work,	 we	 investigated	 different	 approaches	 to	 exploit	 chemotaxis	 in	 order	 to	produce	 biosensing	 signals.	 Our	 results	 are	 promising	 and	 show	 that	 functional	 biosensors	based	on	chemotaxis	may	be	achieved	in	a	variety	of	ways.			
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RESUME	
En	 raison	 de	 l’avancée	 de	 l’industrialisation	 et	 de	 l’augmentation	 du	 nombre	 et	 de	 la	quantité	de	composés	chimiques	produits	chaque	 jour,	 la	surveillance	de	 la	pollution	 touchant	notre	environnement	est	cruciale.	L’utilisation	de	biosenseurs	basés	sur	des	micro-organismes	vivants	 est	 une	 alternative	 intéressante	 aux	 analyses	 chimiques	 couramment	 utilisées.	 Ces	micro-organismes	sont	faciles	et	peu	coûteux	à	produire	et,	grâce	à	leur	petite	taille,	ils	peuvent	être	facilement	 implémentés	dans	des	appareils	miniaturisés	et	portables	pouvant	être	utilisés	directement	sur	le	terrain.	Les	biorapporteurs	bactériens	usuels	produisent	un	signal	facilement	détectable	 conséquence	 de	 l’induction	 de	 l’expression	 d’une	 protéine	 rapportrice	 en	 présence	d’une	 molécule	 spécifique	 ou	 en	 réponse	 à	 un	 stress.	 Les	 biorapporteurs	 sont	 des	 outils	d’analyse	robustes	mais	requièrent	quelques	heures	pour	obtenir	un	signal	clair.		Dans	cette	 thèse,	nous	avons	eu	pour	but	de	développer	des	biosenseurs	bactériens	basés	 sur	une	autre	réponse	physiologique	que	l’expression	de	novo	de	gènes,	ceci	dans	le	but	de	produire	une	réponse	plus	rapide	tout	en	conservant	la	sensibilité	et	la	spécificité	pour	la	molécule	cible.	En	 particulier,	 nous	 avons	 exploité	 le	 chimiotactisme,	 soit	 le	 comportement	 des	 bactéries	mobiles	qui	peuvent	sentir	leur	environnement	et	se	déplacer	pour	s’approcher	ou	s’éloigner	de	composés	 chimiques.	 Le	 chimiotactisme	 présente	 l’avantage	 de	 fournir	 une	 réponse	 rapide,	prenant	de	quelques	secondes	à	quelques	minutes.	De	plus,	certaines	espèces	bactériennes	sont	connues	 pour	 montrer	 naturellement	 une	 attraction	 pour	 des	 composées	 d’intérêt	environnemental	comme	des	polluants.			 Dans	le	chapitre	2,	nous	avons	quantifié	le	chimiotactisme	bactérien	par	mesure	directe	de	la	mobilité	cellulaire.	Nous	avons	développé	une	puce	micro-fluidique	qui	génère	un	gradient	stable	d’attractant	dans	lequel	des	bactéries	mobiles	peuvent	être	ajoutées.	Les	bactéries	sentent	le	gradient	chimique	et	s’accumulent	là	où	la	concentration	d’attractant	est	la	plus	élevée.	Cette	accumulation	 de	 cellules	 est	 quantifiée	 au	 cours	 du	 temps	 par	microscopie	 à	 épifluorescence.	Comme	preuve	de	concept,	nous	avons	utilisé	le	chimiotactisme	d’Escherichia	coli	vers	la	sérine,	
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l’aspartate	 et	 le	 méthylaspartate.	 E.	 coli	 est	 attiré	 par	 10	 µM	 de	 sérine	 en	 10	 minutes,	 mais	montre	une	 accumulation	maximale	 avec	100	µM	de	 sérine	 après	 au	moins	20	minutes.	Nous	avons	également	quantifié	le	chimiotactisme	de	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	JMP134	pour	le	2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate,	 un	herbicide	 communément	 utilisé.	Malheureusement	 JMP134	n’était	pas	 très	 sensible	 et	 la	 réponse	 n’a	 pu	 être	 observée	 qu’avec	 un	 minimum	 de	 1	 mM	 de	 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate.	 La	 modélisation	 mathématique	 du	 chimiotactisme	 en	 fonction	 de	 la	concentration	d’attractant	a	été	utilisée	pour	appuyer	les	résultats	obtenus	expérimentalement	en	utilisant	la	puce	micro-fluidique.			 Dans	le	chapitre	3,	nous	avons	voulu	faciliter	la	manipulation	de	la	puce	micro-fluidique	en	développant	un	autre	type	de	puce	qui	intègre	des	valves	à	l’intérieure	de	leur	structure.	Cela	facilite	 le	 contrôle	 du	 flux	 de	 liquide	 dans	 la	 puce,	 et	 permet	 ainsi	 un	 potentiel	 échange	d’échantillons.	En	se	focalisant	sur	le	mouvement	de	cellules	individuelles,	nous	nous	attendions	à	obtenir	un	temps	de	réponse	plus	court	après	l’ajout	d’attractant.	Le	gradient	d’attractant	est	généré	par	des	ouvertures	alternées	des	valves	et	des	cellules	d’E.	coli	sont	ensuite	insérées	au	milieu	du	gradient	préétabli.	Les	trajectoires	de	cellules	individuelles	sont	enregistrées	pendant	les	premières	minutes	de	réponse.	Contrairement	à	nos	attentes,	aucune	différence	significative	dans	les	caractéristiques	des	trajectoires	n’a	été	mesurée	en	présence	ou	en	absence	de	gradient.	Des	simulations	mathématiques	de	la	réponse	chimiotactique	de	cellules	individuelles	suggère	la	nécessitée	d’un	plus	long	temps	d’observation	ou	encore	d’introduire	les	cellules	plus	proche	de	la	source	d’attractant.			Dans	le	chapitre	4,	nous	nous	sommes	focalisés	sur	 le	chimiotactisme	aux	niveaux	cellulaire	et	moléculaire	 en	 mesurant	 l’interaction	 entre	 deux	 acteurs	 de	 la	 signalisation.	 Pour	 cela,	 deux	parties	 non-fluorescentes	 de	 la	 protéine	 fluorescente	 verte	 (GFP)	 ont	 été	 fusionnées	 aux	protéines	CheY	et	CheZ,	composants	de	la	signalisation	du	chimiotactisme.	J’ai	pu	démontré	que	les	foci	de	fluorescence	apparaissant	dans	les	cellules	individuelles	montrent	l’interaction	entre	
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CheY	 et	 CheZ.	 Par	 l’analyse	 de	mutants,	 j’ai	montré	 que	 les	 foci	 se	 forment	 principalement	 au	niveau	 du	 moteur	 des	 flagelles	 et	 moins	 fréquemment	 au	 niveau	 des	 récepteurs.	 La	 GFP	reformée	 lors	 de	 l’interaction	 de	 CheY	 et	 CheZ	 est	 relativement	 stable	 et	 se	 révèle	 peu	dynamique	dans	la	position	ou	dans	l’intensité	de	fluorescence	des	foci.	Néanmoins,	l’analyse	des	cellules	individuelles	indique	que	le	turnover	de	la	GFP	est	plus	important	immédiatement	après	ajout	de	100	µM	de	nickel,	utilisé	comme	substance	répulsive.			Dans	 le	 chapitre	 5,	 j’ai	mesuré	 la	 réponse	 chimiotactique	 à	 travers	 les	 changements	de	pH	 au	niveau	des	cellules	individuelles.	Le	moteur	des	flagelles	est	énergisé	par	un	influx	de	protons	à	travers	la	membrane	cytoplasmique.	J’ai	donc	exprimé	une	protéine	fluorescente	sensible	au	pH,	la	pHluorin,	 soit	dans	 le	 cytoplasme	ou	 le	périplasme	d’E.	coli	et	mesuré	 les	différences	de	pH	dans	 des	 cellules	 actives	 pour	 le	 chimiotactisme.	 Pour	 cela,	 j’ai	 utilisé	 un	 bloc	 d’agarose	contenant	la	source	d’attractant	et	mesuré	les	changements	de	fluorescence	des	cellules	attirées.	Une	 source	 de	 100	 µM	 de	 serine	 induit	 une	 augmentation	 du	 pH	 dans	 le	 cytoplasme	 et	inversement,	une	diminution	dans	le	périplasme	dans	les	cellules	proches	de	la	source	mais	pas	dans	 les	 cellules	 plus	 éloignées.	 Cela	 suggère	 un	 export	 actif	 de	 protons	 depuis	 le	 cytoplasme	dans	 le	périplasme	pendant	 le	chimiotactisme	afin	de	compenser	 l’augmentation	de	 l’influx	de	protons	nécessaire	à	la	rotation	des	flagelles.			Finalement	 dans	 le	 chapitre	 6,	 j’ai	 changé	 la	 spécificité	 du	 chimiotactisme	 d’E.	 coli	 en	 y	introduisant	 des	 récepteurs	 venant	 de	 Pseudomonas	 putida.	 Je	 me	 suis	 intéressée	 à	 deux	récepteurs	de	P.	putida,	l’un	liant	le	benzoate	et	l’autre	le	toluène.	J’ai	démontré	que	l’expression	des	 deux	 récepteurs	 se	 fait	 de	 façon	 correcte	 chez	 E.	 coli,	 même	 si	 l’on	 ne	 peut	 pas	 être	complétement	 certain	 que	 les	 protéines	 soient	 correctement	 repliées	 ou	 encore	 bien	 insérées	dans	la	membrane.	Les	tests	par	bloc	d’agarose	contenant	la	sérine,	le	toluène	ou	le	benzoate	en	comparant	à	l’absence	d’attractant,	montrent	que	l’accumulation	d’E.	coli	proche	de	la	source	est	significativement	plus	important	pour	la	souche	exprimant	le	récepteur	pour	le	toluène.	D’autre	
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part,	 la	 souche	n’exprimant	pas	 le	 récepteur	 au	benzoate	 s’accumule	 aussi	 bien	que	 la	 souche	avec	récepteur	autour	d’une	source	de	benzoate.		Dans	 ce	 travail,	 nous	 avons	 investigué	 différentes	 approches	 pour	 exploiter	 le	 chimiotactisme	dans	 le	 but	 de	 produire	 des	 signaux	 par	 des	 biosenseurs	 bactériens.	 Nos	 résultats	 sont	prometteurs	et	montrent	que	des	biosenseurs	fonctionnels	basés	sur	le	chimiotactisme	peuvent	être	obtenu	par	différentes	approches.			
CHAPTER	1	
GENERAL	INTRODUCTION																				Parts	published	previously	as	Roggo,	C.	and	J.R.	van	der	Meer,	Miniaturized	and	integrated	whole	
cell	 living	bacterial	 sensors	 in	 field	applicable	autonomous	devices.	 Curr	 Opin	 Biotechnol,	 2017.	
45:	p.	24-33.	 	
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2	
Introduction	Increasing	 industrialization	 in	 human	 societies	 leads	 to	 more	 and	 more	 chemical	compounds	being	released	into	and	finishing	in	the	environment.	As	many	of	those	compounds	are	 toxic	 at	 low	 concentrations,	 their	 increased	 presence	 in	 all	 environmental	 compartments	increases	 the	 likelihood	of	 harm	caused	 to	human	health,	 plant	 and	 animal	 life.	Monitoring	of	chemicals	 in	 the	 environment	 is	 thus	 critical	 in	 order	 to	 identify	 regions	 of	 elevated	concentrations	and	to	unveil	concealed	pollution	sources.	Monitoring	results	can	subsequently	be	used	as	basis	for	appropriate	pollution	mitigation,	treatment	or	removal	strategies	[1,	2].	The	most	 common	 method	 for	 environmental	 monitoring	 is	 to	 have	 fixed	 stations	 sampling	 at	regular	 intervals	 or	 to	 conduct	 periodical	 field	 sampling	 campaigns.	 Samples	 of	 different	matrices	 (aqueous,	 soil,	 air	 or	 other)	 are	 then	 transported	 to	 the	 laboratory	 to	 analyze	 their	chemical	 content	with	 advanced	methods	 and	 instruments	 (e.g.,	 solid-phase	micro-extraction,	gas	chromatography	coupled	to	mass	spectrometry).	These	methods	give	excellent	results,	but	are	expensive	and	time-consuming,	and	their	sampling	strategies	do	not	easily	capture	temporal	and	spatial	dynamics	of	the	contamination.	Increasingly,	therefore,	fixed	or	manual	sampling	is	replaced	by	mobile	samplers	(e.g.,	gliders,	drones,	buses	or	ships)	equipped	with	miniaturized	sensors	focusing	on	a	single	or	small,	defined	group	of	target	chemicals,	in	order	to,	ultimately,	allow	real-time	assessment	of	recurring	pollutants	[3-5].	The	development	of	 sensors	 that	are	 sufficiently	 small,	 target-specific	and	precise,	 and	which	 can	 fit	 miniaturized	 mobile	 samplers,	 is	 an	 active	 field	 of	 research	 that	 requires	integration	and	collaboration	between	various	disciplines.	One	of	the	possible	types	of	sensors	that	may	be	 integrated	 in	mobile	and	autonomous	 samplers	are	 those	based	on	 living	 cells	or	live	 microorganisms	 [6].	 The	 major	 incentive	 for	 deploying	 live	 cells	 in	 sensors	 is	 that	 they	reproduce	to	some	extent	the	biological	effects	expected	to	occur	in	living	organisms	exposed	to	or	 in	 the	 (contaminated)	 environment	 [7,	 8].	Whereas	 biological	 effects	 can	 be	manifold	 and	difficult	 to	 discern,	 in	 particular	 the	 design	 of	 synthetic	 implanted	 genetic	 circuits	 inside	 live	cells	(microorganisms	or	other)	has	enabled	to	target	specific	compounds,	compound	groups,	as	
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well	as	general	distress	pathways,	with	the	concomitant	output	of	an	easily	detectable	signal	[9-12].	There	is	more	than	two	decades	experience	with	bioassays	based	on	live	microorganisms	or	
bioreporters	 (as	 they	 are	 more	 commonly	 referred	 to),	 which	 therefore	 appear	 to	 be	 an	interesting	option	for	miniaturized	sensor	development.	Bioreporters	based	on	bacteria	or	yeast	are,	 in	 principle,	 extremely	 easy	 to	 reproduce	 and	 cheap	 compared	 to	 conventional	 analytical	machines.	 Due	 to	 their	 small	 size	 (1-20	 µm)	 and	 low	 population	 numbers	 needed	 for	 signal	detection	(104-106	cells),	 the	 integration	of	bioreporters	 into	 field	applicable	miniaturized	and	autonomous	 devices	 is	 a	 realistic	 option.	 Nonetheless,	 important	 technical	 and	 biological	challenges	remain	before	such	mobile	and	autonomous	live-biosensor	devices	can	be	routinely	deployed.		In	this	chapter,	we	describe	recent	attempts	to	integrate	bioreporters	into	miniaturized	devices	while	focusing	on	the	specific	obstacles	challenging	their	field	deployment.	We	will	first	discuss	 the	 different	 signal	 outputs	 of	 bioreporters	 and	 their	 connection	 to	 small	 integrated	detectors.	 Then	 we	 will	 briefly	 explore	 recent	 studies	 demonstrating	 survival,	 long-term	maintenance	 and	 activity	 of	 bioreporter	 cells,	 which	may	 be	 used	 to	 obtain	 longer	 biosensor	instrument	 shelf-lives.	 Finally,	 we	 will	 present	 some	 examples	 of	 integrated	 bioreporter	instruments	and	critically	review	potential	field	deployment	of	automated	biosensors.			
Generating	the	signal:	transmission	between	live	bioreporters	and	detectors	The	 principle	 of	 a	 bioreporter	 is	 to	 produce	 an	 easy	 detectable	 signal	 that	 changes	 in	presence	 of	 or	 upon	 exposure	 to	 the	 target	 compound(s).	 Bioreporter	 cells	 are	 frequently	equipped	with	purposely	designed	genetic	circuits	allowing	the	production	of	a	cellular	sensor	(protein	or	aptamer)	that	can	influence	expression	from	the	reporter	gene	[13,	14].	To	achieve	this,	 the	 reporter	 gene	 itself	 is	 fused	 directly	 or	 via	 some	 relay	 to	 a	 specific	 promoter	 that	 is	controlled	by	 the	cellular	sensor	 (for	a	very	simplified	conceptual	 idea,	 see	Fig.	1A).	Details	of	synthetic	circuitry	design	have	been	reviewed	elsewhere	and	will	not	be	repeated	here	[15,	16].	The	outcome	of	the	reaction	of	an	exposed	bioreporter	cell	 is	a	proportional	production	of	the	
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reporter	protein	as	a	function	of	the	target	compound	availability	(concentration	or	flux)	in	the	sample	(Fig.	2A)	[17,	18].		Reporter	proteins	 come	 in	a	wide	variety	of	 flavors	and	 their	 activity	or	 spectroscopic	properties	 (e.g.,	 color,	 fluorescence,	 bioluminescence)	 is	 routinely	 detected	 with	 macro-size	instruments.	Miniaturization	of	bioreporter	assays	into	devices,	however,	leads	to	lower	overall	signal	 intensity	 from	the	cells,	and	requires	both	 improved	signal	 transmission	to	 the	detector	and	detector	sensitivity.	The	type	of	coupling	depends	to	a	large	extend	on	the	type	of	reporter	protein	or	biological	signal	[18,	19].	Frequently,	fluorescence	is	used	as	output	for	bioreporters,	being	 produced	 from	 genes	 for	 autofluorescent	 proteins	 that	 are	 non-native	 to	 the	 cell.	 This	results	 in	 their	 specific	 fluorescence	 being	 detected	 at	 high	 sensitivity	 without	 too	 much	interference	from	other	fluorescing	molecules	in	the	cell.	Specific	genetic	design,	however,	may	be	needed	to	reduce	background	reporter	gene	expression	in	the	circuit	in	absence	of	the	target,	in	order	to	obtain	the	highest	signal-to-noise	ratio	in	the	assay	(see,	for	example,	Ref	[20,	21]).	In	most	 bioreporter	 designs,	 exposure	 to	 the	 target	 compound	 induces	 an	 increase	 in	 the	expression	of	the	fluorescent	protein.	The	increase	is	to	some	extent	dose-dependent	and	allows	the	establishment	of	a	calibration	curve,	from	which	the	target's	presence	in	the	environmental	sample	 can	 be	 deduced	 (Fig.	 2A).	 Importantly,	 because	 of	 the	 inherent	 flexibility	 and	 cross-reactivity	of	 the	 cellular	 sensors	on	which	bioreporters	are	based,	 the	 cells	 inevitably	 react	 to	compound	classes	rather	than	a	single	individual	chemical.	Consequently,	bioreporter	reactions	to	 unknown	 samples	 can	 only	 be	 interpreted	 from	 calibration	 curves	 as	 concentrations	
equivalent	 to	 the	 effect	 provoked	 by	 known	 target	 chemicals,	 when	 incubated	 with	 the	bioreporter	cells	under	the	same	conditions	and	assay	duration.	For	illustration,	the	well-known	bacterial	 bioreporters	 to	 mercury	 or	 arsenic	 are	 relatively	 compound	 specific,	 but	 respond	slightly	 differently	 depending	 on	 Hg	 or	 As	 chemical	 speciation	 [22,	 23].	 An	 extreme	 case	 of	compound	 unspecificity	 is	 formed	 by	 yeast	 and	 bacterial	 bioreporters	 for	 genotoxicity,	which	react	to	any	type	of	molecule	or	condition	resulting	in	DNA	damage	[12].	The	fluorescent	signal	produced	 by	 such	 reporters	 upon	 sample	 exposure	 can	 only	 be	 interpreted	 as	 reaction	
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equivalent	to	exposure	to	defined	concentrations	of	known	DNA	damaging	agents	(e.g.,	nalidixic	acid)	 [23,	 24].	 Fluorescence	 from	 bioreporters	 can	 be	 relatively	 easily	 detected	 by	 specific	illumination	 through	 inexpensive	 laser	 or	 light	 emitting	 diodes,	 selective	 filters,	 collimating	lenses	and	photodiode	detectors	 that	are	sufficiently	 small	 (mm-size)	 to	allow	 fabrication	of	a	miniaturized	biosensor	[25,	26].		
	
Figure	 1:	 Concept	 of	 live-cell	 based	 assays	 and	 their	 output.	 (A)	 Bioreporter	 cells	 are	genetically	 engineered	 to	 carry	 a	 synthetic	 DNA	 construct	 permitting	 to	 sense	 a	 polluting	chemical	 (or	condition)	and	 turn	on	expression	of	a	 reporter	gene.	The	output	of	 the	reporter	protein	can	be	measured	by	e.g.,	fluorescence,	luminescence	or	by	electrochemistry.	(B)	Electron	release	from	native	enzymes,	such	as	toluene	dioxygenase,	can	be	measured	by	conductivity	or	impedance,	and	can	be	used	to	measure	the	presence	of	trichloroethylene	[26,	27].	(C)	Release	of	tight	cell-cell	junctions	as	a	measure	for	toxicity	response	can	be	detected	by	impedance	[28,	29].	(D)	Changes	in	random	cell	motility	can	be	used	for	detecting	the	presence	of	heavy	metals	[30].			
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Bioluminescence	 is	 also	 a	 commonly	 used	 output	 for	 bioreporters	 because	 it	 is	 -	 again,	 non-native	 to	 most	 cells,	 which	 have	 no	 bioluminescence	 background	 themselves,	 and	 is	 easily	detectable	 with	 light	 detectors.	 Numerous	 different	 bioluminescence-based	 bacterial	bioreporters	have	been	developed	 that	detect	diverse	compound	classes	and	which	have	been	used	 for	 environmental	 analysis	 [31-34].	 Both	 the	 concept	 of	 increase	 of	 light	 production	 in	presence	of	the	target,	as	well	as	decreasing	light	production	have	been	used	[35,	36].	Increasing	light	 production	 allows	 coupling	 to	 a	 specific	 signaling	 chain	 of	 events	 leading	 to	 de	 novo	reporter	 gene	 induction,	 as	 explained	 above	 for	 fluorescence-based	bioreporters.	This	has	 the	advantage	 of	 measuring	 an	 increase	 of	 signal	 intensity	 against	 low	 background,	 but	 the	disadvantage	 of	 requiring	 induction	 time	 (in	 practice	 mostly	 longer	 than	 30	 min).	 The	decreasing	 light	 production	 bioreporter	 is	 based	 on	 fact	 that	 the	 light-emitting	 enzyme	(luciferase)	is	highly	dependent	on	cellular	ATP	levels.	Any	change	in	the	physiological	state	of	the	bioreporter	cells	that	impacts	ATP	levels	as	a	consequence	of	sample	exposure	will	thus	be	almost	instantly	detected	in	the	level	of	luminescence	emitted	[37].	The	principle	is	deployed	in	the	 commercial	Microtox®	 acute	 toxicity	 test	 that	 uses	 the	 natural	 bioluminescent	 bacterium	
Allovibrio	 fischeri,	 but	 has	 been	 adapted	 in	 newer	 studies	 for	 potential	 integration	 in	microdevices.	 In	 a	 recent	 example,	 Roda	 et	 al.	 [36]	 expressed	 constitutively	 a	 red-emitting	luciferase	in	Magnetospirillum	gryphiswaldense	strain	MSR-1,	which	may	be	used	for	more	easy	on-chip	manipulation	through	magnetic	cell	concentration	(see	below).	The	M.	gryphiswaldense	cells	 showed	 dose-dependent	 decrease	 of	 bioluminescence	 with	 increasing	 concentrations	(2.5	 %	 -	 40	 %)	 of	 dimethyl-sulfoxide	 and	 (0.1-10	 mM)	 of	 taurochenodeoxycholic	 acid,	 a	detergent	 bile	 acid	 that	 impairs	 membrane	 stability	 [36].	 Although	 bioluminescence	 is	 very	sensitive	 it	used	 to	 require	 rather	expensive	photomultiplier	or	 charge-coupled	detectors	 that	were	not	so	easy	to	miniaturize	(alternative	concepts	have	appeared,	see	below).	More	recently,	miniaturized	 photomultiplier	 detectors	 have	 appeared	 on	 the	 market,	 whose	 size	 (2×4	 mm)	enables	 capturing	 light	 signals	 from	 bioreporters	 in	 e.g.,	 tiny	 incubation	wells	 or	microfluidic	devices.	
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	 Finally,	 the	 activity	 of	 certain	 reporter	 proteins,	 such	 as	 beta-galactosidase,	 can	 be	captured	 through	 electrochemistry	 [18,	 38].	 This	 is	 interesting	 because	 no	 optical	 device	 is	needed	 to	 illuminate	 or	 detect	 the	 reporter	 signal	 (Fig.	 1A).	 Instead,	 reporter	 activity	 can	 be	recorded	by	electrodes	that	can	be	miniaturized	and	integrated	into	microfluidic	devices,	easily	multiplexed	to	obtain	multisample	capacity.	As	example,	Cortes-Salzar	et	al.	used	a	commercial	electrode-integrated	microdevice	with	16-wells	to	measure	the	 induction	of	beta-galactosidase	by	Escherichia	 coli	bioreporter	 cells	 in	 presence	 of	 arsenic	 [39].	 Beta-galactoside	 can	 catalyze	cleavage	 of	 p-aminophenyl-β-galactopyranoside	 into	 p-aminophenol,	 which	 is	 an	electrochemically	 active	 species	 detectable	 by	 amperometry.	 The	 results	 from	 the	electrochemical	 biosensor	 on	 groundwater	 samples	 were	 in	 good	 agreement	 with	 arsenic	measurements	conducted	with	atomic	absorption	spectroscopy	[39].	A	disadvantage	of	the	beta-galactosidase	 electrochemical	 reaction	 is	 that	 it	 requires	 substrate	 addition,	 which	 may	complicate	fluidic	flows	in	a	miniaturized	device.	Electrochemical	detection	does	not	necessarily	require	specific	reporter	proteins	but	can	probe	other	(natural)	cellular	pathways	in	a	label-free	sensitive	manner	(Fig.	1B).	For	example,	Hnaien	et	al.	measured	trichloroethylene	and	toluene	presence	 from	 electrons	 released	 during	 transformation	 by	 the	 toluene	 dioxygenase	 in	
Pseudomonas	 putida	 F1	 cells,	 using	 conductometry	 [26]	 or	 impedimetry	 [27].	 Changes	 in	impedance	are	also	a	global	measure	for	distress	caused	by	toxicant	exposure	to	surface-grown	eukaryotic	 cell	 layers,	which	 results	 in	disruption	of	 tight	 cell-cell-junctions	and	 increased	 ion	flux	(Fig.	1C,	see	elsewhere	in	this	issue)	[28,	29].			
Immobilization	techniques	to	retain	the	responsiveness	of	live	cell	sensors.	In	 order	 to	 develop	 autonomous	 and	 integrated	 live-cell	 biosensors,	 it	 is	 crucial	 to	maintain	 or	 restore	 the	 cells	 in	 a	 physiologically	 active	 state	 at	 the	 time	 of	 exposure	 to	 the	sample	[40].	This	is	a	non-trivial	issue,	since	most	bioreporters	are	developed	in	rapidly	growing	species	such	as	E.	coli,	which	tend	to	survive	better	in	stationary	phase,	but	are	poorly	inducible	
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in	 that	 state	 [41].	 Essentially	 three	 approaches	 have	 appeared	 to	 tackle	 this	 issue.	 The	 first	approach	 is	 to	 lyophilize	 or	 encapsulate	 the	 bioreporter	 cells	 in	 such	 a	 state	 that	 both	 good	survival	 and	 (immediate)	 inducibility	 upon	 contact	 to	 the	 sample	 are	 guaranteed.	 The	 second	approach	 is	 to	 exploit	 species	 with	 different	 biological	 properties	 allowing	 them	 to	 naturally	survive	well	 (e.g.,	 sporulation)	and/or	 retain	 immediate	activation	 (e.g.,	 fish	cell	 lines	or	algae	adapted	to	lower	temperatures	[29,	42,	43]).	The	third	alternative	is	to	maintain	a	constant	pool	of	 actively	 growing	 cells	 that	 can	 be	 deployed	 for	 instant	 sample	measurements	 [44,	 45].	 All	three	 approaches	 have	 specific	 requirements	 in	 terms	 of	 their	 integration	 into	 small	 sensor	devices.		
	
Figure	2:	Concepts	for	conducting	integrated	live-cell	measurements	in	microstructures.	
(A)	 Single	 use	 devices	 with	 single	 type	 bioreporter	 strains	 [46,	 47].	 Cells	 can	 be	 preserved	
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through	lyophilization	or	encapsulation.	A	calibration	series	is	conducted	in	parallel,	from	which	the	equivalent	concentration	in	an	unknown	sample	can	be	derived.	Picture	on	the	left	shows	a	standalone	 device	 to	 measure	 fluorescence	 from	 agarose-bead	 immobilized	 E.	 coli	 cells	 for	arsenic	detection	(reproduced	with	permission	from	ref.	[25]).	Picture	on	the	right:	an	example	of	a	portable	field	luminometer	with	incubation	vials	(Picture	by	the	authors).	(B)	Multiplexed	single	use	device	to	contain	multiple	different	types	of	bioreporters	[48].	Picture	below	shows	a	ten-well	microchip	 for	 bioluminescence	measurements.	 Picture	 to	 the	 right	 shows	 a	 compact	luminometer	 reader	 for	 such	 chips	 (Pictures:	 Courtesy	 of	 Yoann	 le	 Digabel,	 University	 of	Lausanne).	 (C)	 Constant	 growth	devices,	 allowing	multiple	 consecutive	 sample	measurements	with	new	batches	of	cells,	and	kinetic	detection	of	the	reporter	signal	[41].	Picture	in	the	middle	shows	 a	 PDMS	 chip	 with	 a	 microreactor	 and	 measurement	 zone	 (Picture	 courtesy:	 Siham	Beggah,	University	of	Lausanne).	(D)	Continuous	measurements	over	multi-strain	devices	with	slow-decay	 of	 the	 reporter	 protein	 in	 absence	 of	 a	 target	 compound	 in	 the	 sample,	 as	 in	 the	example	of	Ref.	[49].		 Bioreporter	 lyophilization	 has	 allowed	 excellent	 and	 reproducible	 results,	 at	 least	 in	closed	milliliter-size	 vials	 and	multi-well	 structures.	 In	 this	 strategy	 the	 bioreporter	 cells	 are	first	cultured,	washed	and	pretreated	with	cryoprotecting	agents,	aliquoted	and	lyophilized,	and	then	kept	under	specific	storage	conditions	to	optimally	retain	cellular	survival	and	activity.	The	assay	 is	 started	 by	 injecting	 the	 aqueous	 sample	 or	 extract	 into	 the	 vial	 with	 the	 dried	bioreporters	 to	 revive	 the	 cells,	 which	 are	 subsequently	 incubated	 for	 the	 necessary	 time	duration	 to	 develop	 the	 reporter	 signals	 [46].	 Ideally,	 the	 vials	 with	 the	 dried	 bioreporters	require	 minimal	 liquid	 handling,	 fit	 directly	 the	 detector	 for	 the	 reporter	 signal	 and	 remain	"closed"	 at	 all	 times,	 in	 order	 to	 be	 legally	 considered	 as	 a	 closed-system	 (with	 genetically	modified	organisms,	Fig.	2A).	The	concept	was	successfully	demonstrated	by	e.g.,	Siegfried	and	co-workers,	who	assayed	dozens	of	groundwaters	 in	the	field	 in	Bangladesh	and	Argentina	for	the	presence	of	arsenic	with	single-use	lyophilized	cells	in	glass	vials	[46,	47].	Although	single-
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use	vials	per	sample	seems	time-	and	labor-intensive,	the	authors	showed	that	sample	analysis	could	 be	 massively	 parallelized,	 allowing	 rapid	 screening	 of	 all	 potable	 water	 wells	 in	 e.g.,	 a	small	 village	 in	 an	 afternoon.	 Furthering	 this	 concept,	 Yagur-Kroll	 et	 al.	 deposited	 and	lyophilized	 six	 different	 fluorescence-based	 bacterial	 bioreporters	 on	 a	 porous	 1.5	 ×	 3	 cm	aluminum	oxide	chip	with	3	mm	diameter	wells	that	was	fixed	in	a	flow	cell	for	exposure	to	the	sample	 [50].	 Their	 procedure	 enabled	 long-term	 storage	 (3	 months)	 of	 the	 chips	 while	maintaining	 good	 bioreporter	 induction	 after	 sample	 contact.	 One	 could	 imagine	 lyophilizing	and	 preserving	 bioreporter	 cells	 in	 even	 much	 smaller	 sealed	 chip	 microcavities,	 which	 are	punctured	 and	 automatically	 filled	 to	 revive	 the	 cells	 and	 start	 sample	 analysis.	 After	 the	measurement	is	completed	the	chip	with	the	cells	can	be	inactivated	and	destroyed.			Cellular	 immobilization	 and	 encapsulation	 have	 also	 been	 extensively	 used	 to	preconcentrate	 and	maintain	 bioreporter	 cells	 in	 an	 active	 physiological	 state.	 This	 has	 been	adapted	to	microfluidic	compartments	to	allow	precise	sample	flow	or	reagent	mixing	across	the	cells,	 and	 to	 enhance	 subsequent	 signal	 detection.	 For	 example,	 Axelrod	 and	 coworkers	developed	 a	 sensor	 "pad"	 with	 bioreporters	 encapsulated	 in	 4	 mm	 diameter	 alginate	 beads,	which	 are	 loaded	 in	 a	 glass	 well	 and	 exposed	 to	 the	 sample	 [51].	 By	 encapsulating	 the	bioreporter	 cells	 in	 alginate	 beads	 the	 bioluminescent	 signal	 remained	 confined	 to	 a	 smaller	area	[51].	Ahn	and	coworkers	encapsulated	different	bioreporter	strains,	which	were	mixed	and	differentiated	in	a	single	assay	by	co-immobilization	of	different	color	fluorescent	beads	[52].	In	another	study,	Buffi	et	al.	encapsulated	E.	coli	bioreporter	cells	in	50	µm	diameter	agarose	beads,	which	 were	 loaded	 into	 a	 permeable	 ‘cage’	 on	 a	 microfluidic	 chip	 [53].	 This	 permitted	 easy	sample	 flow	over	 the	bioreporters	 and	 yielded	 a	more	 concentrated	 signal	 from	 the	 cells	 in	 a	specific	 zone	 on	 the	 chip.	 Preloading	 of	 reporter	 cell-encapsulated	 beads	 on	 the	 chip	 enabled	storage	 at	 –20	 °C	 for	 a	 month,	 whereupon	 the	 cells	 rapidly	 regained	 activity	 by	 simple	preflushing	 of	 nutrient	 solution	 during	 30	 min	 before	 starting	 sample	 analysis	 [54].	 The	aforementioned	genotoxicity	yeast	reporter	was	used	for	microfluidic	embodiment	with	help	of	
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coated	magnetic	 nanoparticles,	which	 facilitated	 cell	 concentration	 in	 a	 specific	 chamber	 by	 a	magnet	[23].	Also	the	constant-ON	bioluminescent	reporter	 in	the	naturally	magnetic	strain	M.	
gryphiswaldense	MSR1	enabled	easy	liquid	and	cell	manipulation	by	magnetism	in	a	microfluidic	device	[36].	Immobilized	bioreporter	cells	have	also	successfully	been	deposited	and	printed	on	surfaces	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	 multi-analyte	 arrays	 (Fig.	 2B)	 that	 can	 give	 a	 "fingerprint"	 of	 a	contaminated	 sample.	Melamed	et	 al.	 printed	nanoliter	 spots	of	E.	coli	bioreporter	bacteria	on	different	types	of	surface	(polystyrene,	PVC	and	glass),	which	remained	responsive	even	after	2	months	of	storage	at	4	°C	[55].		To	exploit	the	natural	capacity	of	some	species	for	long-term	survival,	some	groups	have	developed	 bioreporter	 bacteria	 in	 spore-forming	 bacteria	 such	 as	 Bacillus	 subtilis	 or	 Bacillus	
megaterium.	In	this	case,	the	vegetative	cells	are	pregrown,	spore	formation	is	induced	and	the	spores	 are	 preserved	 and	 loaded	 in	 the	 assay	 device.	 Before	 sample	 exposure,	 the	 spores	 are	again	germinated	to	vegetative	cells,	and	these	subsequently	react	to	the	target	chemical	[56,	57].	Studies	 showed	 examples	 of	 spore-based	Bacillus	 bioreporters	 producing	GFP	upon	 induction	with	 arsenic	 and	 zinc	 in	 blood	 serum	 or	water	 samples	within	 2.5	 to	 3	 h	 [58],	 or	 to	 indicate	spoilage	of	packaged	meat	[56,	57].			As	 an	 alternative	 to	 preservation	 it	 is	 also	 possible	 to	 maintain	 reporter	 cells	 in	 a	constant	 active	 state	 by	 continuous	 growth	 and	 cell	 division	 [44,	 45].	 Continuous	 bacterial	growth	can	be	achieved	 in	e.g.,	chemostats,	allowing	constant	growth	rates,	and	recent	studies	have	shown	that	 these	can	be	miniaturized	to	mm2-scale	or	smaller,	embedded	 in	microfluidic	structures	[59-61].	The	bioreporter	cells	are	inoculated	into	the	micro-reactors	and	cultured	as	in	macro-size	chemostats,	with	constant	inflow	of	nutrients	and	removal	of	excess	biomass	(Fig.	2C).	 A	 recent	 study	 then	 showed	 that	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 use	 the	 constantly	 grown	 biomass	 for	sample	 analysis	 [41].	 For	 this	 purpose	 a	 two-layered	 microfluidic	 chip	 was	 fabricated	 with	integrated	 valves	 in	 order	 to	 more	 easily	 manipulate	 the	 pressure-driven	 nutrient,	 cell	 and	sample	flows	on	the	chip.	Cells	were	removed	from	the	micro-reactor	into	a	specifically	designed	
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sample	exposure	chamber,	with	filter	channels	so	small	that	bioreporter	cells	were	retained	but	liquid	 sample	 passes	 through.	 The	 preconcentrated	 bioreporter	 cells	 were	 brought	 here	 in	contact	 with	 the	 sample	 and	 induced	 the	 reporter	 protein,	 which	 was	 visible	 more	 easily	because	 of	 the	 confined	 spot	 of	 accumulated	 cells.	 After	measurement,	 the	 cells	were	washed	from	 exposure	 chamber	 upon	 which	 a	 next	 measurement	 could	 be	 started	 with	 fresh	 cells	transported	from	the	micro-reactor	 into	the	exposure	chamber.	The	authors	demonstrated	the	working	 principle	 of	 the	 microchemostat	 sensor	 chip	 and	 showed	 that	 multiple	 sample	measurements	could	be	performed	during	one	week	with	the	same	E.	coli	bioreporter	batch	[41].			
Toward	integrated	autonomous	biosensor	instruments	There	 is	 thus	 ample	 proof	 of	 successful	 miniaturization	 of	 bioreporter	 assays	 into	microstructures,	signal	perception	by	integrated	detectors	and	of	bioreporter	cells	preserved	in	such	a	way	to	allow	storage	and/or	semi-continuous	measurements	in	integrated	small	devices.	A	 few	integrated	systems	have	appeared	and	allow	a	 first	assessment	of	 their	deployment	and	measurement	 capacity	 [4].	 Many	 specific	 questions	 and	 challenges	 remain,	 however,	 some	 of	which	we	will	elude	to	below.	A	first	important	distinction	is	whether	a	system	is	designed	for	single-use	disposable	cartridges	or	enables	multiple	consecutive	measurements.	Several	of	 the	examples	 discussed	 above	 allow	 single-use	 measurement;	 others	 may	 permit	 multiple	measurements	 in	 parallel	 or	 consecutively.	 Single-use	 disposable	 cartridges	 with	 integrated	microfluidics,	prefilled	and	preserved	bioreporter	cells	that	are	activated	by	the	sample	could	be	useful	for	hand-held	devices.	These	may	be	deployed	by	people	in	field	situations	needing	near	real-time	 measurements	 of	 e.g.,	 water	 quality.	 As	 a	 proof-of-concept,	 Truffer	 and	 colleagues	developed	a	small	(10×16×25	cm3)	fully	integrated	device	that	holds	a	single-use	fluidic	biochip	with	 bioreporter	 cells	 encapsulated	 in	 agarose	 beads	 as	 in	 Ref	 [53]	 inside	 flow	 cages	 [62].	 A	pumping	 system	 brings	 the	 aqueous	 sample	 in	 contact	 with	 the	 bioreporters,	 and	 integrated	optics	excite,	collect	and	read	the	fluorescence	signal	at	short	time	intervals	during	three	hours,	after	 which	 the	 results	 can	 be	 send	 and	 displayed	 on	 a	 mobile	 phone.	 This	 chip	 carried	 two	
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parallel	fluidic	lines	and	cages,	allowing	duplicate	measurements	of	the	sample.	In	addition,	the	system	allowed	an	estimation	of	the	number	of	reporter	cells	in	beads	through	light	scattering,	which	 can	 be	 used	 to	 normalize	 signal	 variations	 resulting	 from	different	 cell	 numbers	 in	 the	assay.	Despite	 the	 success	of	 the	proof-of-principle	 standalone	bacterial	 biosensor	 to	measure	arsenic	 in	water	samples,	 the	essential	problem	in	the	single-use	disposable	cartridge	remains	the	 signal	 calibration.	 Since	 the	 bioreporter	 signal	 development	 depends	 on	 the	 duration	 and	conditions	 of	 the	 assay,	 and	 the	 amount	 (and	 quality)	 of	 bioreporter	 cells	 in	 the	 assay,	 one	cannot	 immediately	 interpret	 the	actual	 target	 concentration	 in	 the	 sample	 from	only	a	 single	(or	duplicate)	assay.	At	least	one	calibration	standard	would	have	to	be	measured	independently	to	 compare	 to	 the	 sample	 output,	 unless	 one	 could	 guarantee	 the	 exact	 performance	 of	preserved	batches	of	bioreporter	cells.	Addition	 of	 calibration	 standards	 and	 of	 blank	 samples	 (without	 the	 target)	 to	 be	measured	simultaneously	with	one	(or	more)	unknown	samples	facilitates	the	interpretation	of	results,	but	requires	multiplexing	the	miniaturized	assay	in	separate	parallel	cavities.	This	was	successfully	 done,	 e.g.,	 in	 the	 electrochemical	 bioreporter	 assays	 mentioned	 above	 using	 the	commercial	 16-well	 minidevice	 to	 measure	 arsenic	 in	 aqueous	 samples	 [39].	 However,	 this	device	 still	 required	manual	 liquid	 handling	 and	 interpretation	 of	 results.	 Alternatively,	 some	form	of	internal	calibration	may	be	carried	out	even	on	single	sample	measurements	by	spiking	known	concentrations	of	the	target	compound	and	comparing	both	signals	in	time.	Multiplexing	 has	 also	 been	 used	 to	 develop	 (single	 use)	 miniaturized	 assays	 with	bioreporters	carrying	different	 target	specificities.	This	 is	 illustrated	by	the	work	of	Tsai	et	al.,	who	 developed	 a	 16-well	 chip	 that	 contained	 multiple	 bioreporters	 reacting	 to	 different	toxicants	[48].	The	16-wells	with	the	bacteria	were	etched	in	an	aluminum	chip,	with	an	oxygen-permeable	microfluidic	channel	on	top	to	bring	the	sample	in	contact	with	the	bioreporter	cells.	A	linear	charged-coupled	device	(CCD)	camera	captured	the	bioluminescence	from	the	cells,	and	was	 integrated	 in	 a	 15×30	 cm2	 footprint	 portable	 device	 that	 further	 automatically	 computed	the	results	by	a	custom-developed	program	in	python.	As	proof	of	principle,	the	authors	loaded	
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two	 E.	 coli	 bioreporter	 strains,	 one	 for	 genotoxicity	 and	 the	 other	 targeting	 nitroaromatic	compounds.	They	showed	dose-dependent	responses	of	both	strains	and	further	demonstrated	how	2	or	4	samples	can	be	analyzed	in	parallel	[48].	A	general	toxicity	portable	device	with	single	use	exchangeable	assays-on-chip	was	also	developed	 for	rainbow	trout	gill	 cells	and	successfully	used	 to	detect	major	 toxicants	 in	water	[29].	These	cell	lines	are	not	equipped	with	synthetic	reporter	gene	circuits	but	toxic	effects	can	be	judged	from	impedance	changes	on	mono-layered	cells	through	loss	of	tight	 junctions.	Cells	can	thus	be	pregrown	on	top	of	electrode	pads	integrated	in	a	fluidic	chip,	that	can	be	stored	at	4°C	 for	 several	 months	 without	 loss	 of	 activity	 of	 the	 cells	 [28].	 The	 chip	 contains	 separate	channels	 for	 a	 control	 and	 a	 sample	 measurement	 and	 is	 inserted	 in	 a	 portable	 impedance	reader	(14×22.9×8.9	cm3).	The	reader	measures	impedance	every	minute	during	one	hour	and	displays	 whether	 the	 sample	 is	 ‘contaminated’	 or	 ‘not	 contaminated’	 (i.e.,	 being	 significantly	different	 from	 the	 control	 channel).	 The	 system	 appears	 to	 be	 robust	 although	 toxicant	concentrations	need	to	be	quite	high	for	the	fish	cells	to	respond	within	the	1	h	response	time.		Systems	 with	 single-use	 disposable	 cartridges	 are	 feasible	 as	 long	 as	 manual	 operations	 are	intended,	 but	 they	 become	 much	 more	 cumbersome	 in	 automated	 remotely	 operated	instruments.	In	that	case	the	instrument	itself	will	have	to	(i)	fill	the	sample	in	the	cartridges,	(ii)	run	the	measurement,	(iii)	collect	and	integrate	(or	report)	the	data,	(iv)	remove	the	cartridge	after	use	and	(v)	renew	the	cartridge	 from	some	storage	unit	 for	subsequent	measurement.	 In	addition,	the	instrument	may	have	to	carry	standard	solutions	for	calibration,	nutrient	solutions	to	revive	cells,	pretreat	the	sample	and	so	on.	Alternatively,	the	instrument	may	use	a	multi-use	biosensor	 unit,	 which	 simplifies	 the	 automated	 handling	 of	 single-use	 cartridges.	 Very	 little	experience	yet	exists	with	instruments	that	can	carry	out	all	such	biosensor	tasks	autonomously.	Elad	et	 al.	proposed	an	 integrated	system	with	 luminescent	bacterial	 reporters	 for	 continuous	water	monitoring	 [49].	 Three	 parallel	 microfluidic	 chips	 containing	 12-wells	 are	 loaded	 with	bacterial	 bioreporters	 immobilized	 in	 agarose,	 allowing	 sample	 replicates	 and	 controls	 on	 the	same	 chip	 (Fig.	 2D).	 Sample	 flow	was	 driven	 with	 a	 peristaltic	 pump	 through	 all	 wells	 via	 a	
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serpentine	 channel.	 Single-photon	 avalanche	 diode	 devices,	 which	 are	 moved	 above	 the	microfluidic	 chip	 with	 a	 motorized	 arm,	 record	 bioluminescence	 emitted	 by	 the	 bioreporter	bacteria.	 The	 authors	 applied	 three	 different	 bacterial	 bioreporter	 strains	 that	 respectively	responded	to	DNA	damage,	oxidative	stress	or	heavy	metals	within	2	h	exposure.	They	showed	that	 the	 system	 could	 be	 operated	 continuously	 for	 10	 days	 with	 five	 consecutive	 sample	measurements,	 thanks	 to	 spontaneous	 decay	 of	 the	 bioluminescence	 signal	 after	 sample	induction	down	to	background	level	(~2	days)	[49].		A	 different	 semi-continuous	 multi-use	 biosensor	 disposible	 cartridge	 was	 developed	using	 the	 aforementioned	 naturally	 bioluminescent	 marine	 bacterium	 Allivibrio	 fischeri	 [35].	This	 disposable	 cartridge	 contained	 three	 channels	with	 agarose-encapsulated	A.	 fischeri	 cells	that	 can	 be	 exposed	 to	 the	 sample	 by	 means	 of	 a	 peristaltic	 pump.	 Bioluminescence	 is	continuously	monitored	during	one	hour	with	a	CCD	camera	and	any	decrease	in	light	emission	is	a	sign	for	potential	toxicants	in	the	sample.	After	sample	exposure,	fresh	media	can	be	flowed	into	the	device	to	restore	the	cells	for	a	subsequent	sample	analysis	[35].		
Future	applications	Integrated	 sensors	 with	 miniaturized	 bioreporter	 assays	 clearly	 have	 potential	 for	monitoring	of	toxicants	in	environmental	samples,	but	we	see	two	critical	issues	that	need	to	be	solved	which	otherwise	may	strongly	limit	their	deployment.	The	first	is	the	assay	response	time	and	 the	 second	 is	 the	 compound	 detection	 limit.	 Most	 bioreporters	 engineered	 to	 produce	reporter	proteins	need	some	30	min	to	a	few	hours	before	sufficient	signal	has	accumulated	in	reaction	to	(low	concentrations	of)	target	compounds.	This	may	be	sufficient	if	sample	analysis	is	to	be	carried	out	at	regular	time	intervals	(e.g.,	every	day)	on	a	remote	fixed	platform	(e.g.,	a	buoy),	 but	 is	 clearly	 insufficient	 for	 autonomous	mobile	 systems	 (e.g.,	 vehicles,	 boats)	 where	response	times	of	at	most	a	few	minutes	would	be	required.		Current	bioreporters	that	potentially	react	very	rapidly	(e.g.,	decrease	in	light	emission	from	luciferase)	are	not	very	specific	nor	very	sensitive.	New	approaches	are	needed	here,	which	
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may	 exploit	 natural	 processes	 directly	 or	 enhance	 those	 through	 specific	 engineering.	 Such	approaches	may	 include	 rapidly	 detecting	 specific	 enzyme	 activities	 (see	 above	 [26]	 [27]),	 or	capturing	 activity	 of	 (eukaryotic)	membrane	 receptor	 channels	 that	 control	 ion	 in-	 and	 efflux	[62].	 A	 further	 potentially	 exploitable	 cellular	 process	 is	 motility,	 which	 is	 fast	 (seconds),	adaptive	 and	 reversible	 (Fig.	 1D)	 [63].	 Many	 microorganisms	 are	 motile	 and	 can	 bias	 the	direction	of	their	swimming	in	response	to	gradients	of	chemical	compounds,	both	attractive	or	repulsive.	As	an	illustration,	Zheng	et	al.	showed	that	changes	in	random	motility	of	two	marine	microalgae,	 Platymonas	 subcordiformis	 and	 Platymonas	 helgolandica	 var.	 tsingtaoensis,	 was	suitable	to	assess	toxicity	of	copper	or	cadmium	in	the	µM-range	[30].		Another	 very	 interesting	 way	 to	 decrease	 the	 time	 response	 of	 bioreporters	 is	 not	 to	focus	on	de	novo	induction	of	reporter	gene	expression,	but	to	follow	subcellular	changes	in	the	localization	 of	 key	 proteins	 in	 signaling	 chains,	 which	 prelude	 the	 actual	 change	 in	 gene	expression.	The	proof	of	concept	of	this	idea	was	recently	demonstrated	in	a	series	of	papers	on	budding	 yeast	 quantifying	 kinase	 activation	 and	 protein	 synthesis	 at	 single	 cell	 level	 from	fluorescent	protein	relocalisation	into	and	out	from	the	nucleus	[64,	65].	Relocalisation	occurred	at	a	 time	scale	of	a	 few	minutes	and	was	reversible	upon	removal	of	 the	 target.	This	principle	may	 be	 interesting	 to	 adapt	 for	 environmental	 monitoring	 purposes	 although	 for	 now	 high	resolution	microscopes	and	rapid	image	analysis	are	required	to	quantify	the	signals.		The	second	crucial	issue	to	solve	is	the	relatively	poor	detection	limit	for	many	live	cell	bioreporters	that	are	incubated	directly	(or	with	marginal	dilution)	with	the	sample.	As	argued	above,	this	may	be	an	accurate	reflection	of	the	biology	of	the	cell	(hence:	compound	availability	to	 the	 cell),	 but	 poor	 detection	 limits	 are	 not	 very	 useful	 for	 the	 practice	 of	 environmental	monitoring.	Exceptions	exist,	which	completely	fulfill	required	environmental	standards,	such	as	the	heavy	metal	bioreporters	 for	Hg	or	As	that	react	 in	the	µg	 l–1	range	or	below.	 In	particular	bioreporter	 assays	 for	 As	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 produce	 accurate	 results	 on	 field	 samples,	comparable	to	chemical	analytics	but	with	the	advantage	of	being	carried	out	on	the	spot	with	
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almost	 instant	 results	 [46,	47].	 In	 contrast,	most	other	bioreporters	 respond	 in	 the	 low	mg	 l–1	range.	They	can	still	be	used	directly	on	samples	 in	cases	of	severe	pollution	as	a	recent	study	with	 bacterial	 bioreporters	 on	 oil	 spills	 in	 the	 North	 Sea	 showed	 [66],	 but	 will	 be	 unable	 to	detect	low	pollutant	concentrations	without	further	sample	preconcentration.	Of	note	that	many	of	 the	 above-presented	 miniaturized	 devices	 for	 bioreporter	 embodiment	 were	 made	 of	materials	 (e.g.,	 PDMS)	 that	 are	 non-inert	 to	 organic	 pollutants.	 Chemical	 analytics	 has	recognized	 and	 solved	 this	 problem	 by	 using	 more	 resistant	 materials,	 by	 extracting	 and	concentrating	 target	 compounds	 from	 samples	 before	 bringing	 them	 on	 the	 detectors.	 So	 far	such	 methods	 have	 not	 really	 been	 adapted	 to	 bioreporter	 assays,	 mostly	 because	 regular	extraction	 solvents	 (e.g.,	 hexane,	dichloromethane)	are	 incompatible	with	 live	 cells.	Extraction	techniques	 also	 have	 the	 advantage	 of	 removing	 potentially	 negative	matrix	 effects.	 This	may	enormously	 facilitate	 assay	 interpretations	 using	 bioreporter	 cells,	 in	 particular	 when	 toxic	compounds	 other	 than	 the	 target	 inhibit	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 bioreporters.	 Creative	alternative	 solutions	 are	 thus	 required	 to	 be	 able	 to	 purify	 and	 concentrate	 target	 chemicals	before	exposure	to	bioreporter	cells,	which	may	help	to	lower	the	apparent	detection	limit.		Undoubtedly,	sample	pretreatment	adds	to	the	complexity	of	the	analysis,	which	would	reduce	 some	of	 the	 attractiveness	 of	 the	 heralded	 simplicity	 of	 bioreporter	 assays.	One	might	therefore	have	to	choose	whether	or	not	sample	pretreatment	is	necessary	and	a	yes/no	answer	by	the	bioreporter	assay	on	the	presence	in	the	sample	of	a	target	compound	(in	comparison	to	a	specified	 threshold	 or	 concentration	 range)	 is	 sufficient,	 or	 whether	 precise	 quantification	 of	compounds	is	necessary.	In	the	first	case,	the	bioreporters	may	be	used	as	simple	and	cheap	first	warning	 systems,	 followed	 by	 advanced	 broad	 chemical	 analysis	 of	 samples	 if	 required.	 In	particular	recurrent	contamination	cases	(e.g.,	As	or	Hg	contamination)	it	may	be	advantageous	to	 develop	 a	 more	 sophisticated	 miniaturized	 bioreporter	 instrument	 that	 can	 conduct	quantitative	 analysis.	 Both	 approaches	may	 be	 useful	 for	 environmental	monitoring	 requiring	repetitive	measurements	of	samples	coming	from	different	localizations	in	order	to	characterize	the	size	or	the	precise	position	of	a	contamination	but	also	its	evolution	through	the	time.		
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What	will	 the	 future	of	 environmental	monitoring	 (with	bioreporter	 assays)	 look	 like?	Sensors	will	 become	more	 and	more	miniaturized	 thanks	 to	microfluidics	 and	micro-printing	technologies.	The	development	of	autonomous	vehicles	such	as	drones,	robots,	gliders	or	boats	is	 revolutionizing	 many	 areas	 and	 would	 permit	 screening	 the	 environment	 for	 potential	pollution	 [67-70].	 Bioengineers	 can	 profit	 from	 this	 technology	 revolution	 by	 developing	accurate	 biological	 sensors	 and	 by	 looking	 for	 ways	 to	 integrate	 those	 biosensors	 in	 such	autonomous	 vehicles.	 Robust	 software	 will	 have	 to	 be	 developed	 to	 integrate	 and	 interpret	biosensor	 results,	 be	 it	 quantitatively	 or	 with	 yes/no	 answers.	 How	 this	 may	 look	 like	 is	illustrated	by	a	study	 fixing	a	multi-channel	microfluidic	chip	below	a	drone	to	produce	an	air	pollution	 biosensor	 [71].	 Environmental	 monitoring	 may	 also	 largely	 benefit	 from	 widely	dispersed	 technologies	 such	as	mobile	phones.	Easy	 connecting	devices	may	be	developed	 for	reading	 bioluminescence	 from	 cell-based	 assays.	 For	 example,	 a	 3D-printed	 device	 was	developed	 to	measure	chemiluminescence	as	a	 response	 from	an	enzymatic	 sensor	measuring	cholesterol	and	bile	acids	in	oral	fluids	[72].	Ultimately,	everyone	may	contribute	to	measuring	the	quality	of	his	or	her	"personal	environment",	which	may	help	to	develop	detailed	pollution	maps	and	better	control	the	contamination	in	our	environment.		 	
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Context	of	the	project		 Whole	 cell	 bacterial	 biosensors	based	on	 the	 induction	of	 the	 expression	of	 a	 reporter	protein	are	excellent	and	simple	tools	for	accurate	water	monitoring	of	toxicants.	The	induction	process	typically	requires	between	30	min	and	several	hours;	the	total	time	needed	for	de	novo	transcription	upon	detection	of	the	signal	(several	minutes	[73,	74]),	translation	(minutes	[75]),	maturation	of	proteins	(minutes	to	hours	[76])	and	accumulation	of	sufficient	reporter	protein	to	 provide	 a	 signal	 (hour-scale).	 For	 applications	 requiring	 detection	 times	 in	 the	 order	 of	minutes,	regular	reporter	gene	expression	takes	too	long.	The	goal	of	this	project	is	to	search	for	possibilities	 that	would	maintain	 the	 flexibility	 (and	sensitivity)	of	 the	whole	cell	bioreporters	for	 a	 large	 diversity	 of	 potential	 chemical	 targets,	 but	 which	 would	 respond	 in	 a	 second-to-minute	 rather	 than	 an	 hour-timescale.	 These	 types	 of	 sensors	 could	 be	 used	 in	 diverse	 field	applications,	such	as	integrated	into	automized	robot	platforms.	If	 we	 want	 to	 achieve	 this,	 it	 is	 probably	 necessary	 to	 exploit	 different	 physiological	responses	of	 cells	 than	molecule-dependent	de	novo	gene	 induction.	Cellular	 chemotaxis	 could	possibly	 achieve	 this	 goal.	 Chemotaxis	 is	 a	 rapid	 response	 of	 bacteria	 to	 specific	 compounds,	which	 is	 based	 only	 on	 protein-protein	 interactions	 and	 phosphorylations,	 and	 has	 a	 very	defined	output	 (i.e.,	motility).	 Chemotaxis	 is	 very	 conserved	 among	motile	 bacteria,	 and	 some	strains	are	even	chemotactic	toward	toxic	compounds	[77,	78].	These	properties	make	bacterial	chemotaxis	a	suitable	pathway	to	potentially	engineer	more	rapid	whole	cell	biosensors.	On	the	other	hand,	the	readout	of	chemotaxis	is	very	different	than	reporter	protein	activity,	and	is	not	necessarily	very	easy	to	quantify.		
Bacterial	chemotaxis		Chemotaxis	 is	 the	behavior	by	motile	bacteria	 to	sense	 their	environment	and	swim	in	the	direction	of	or	away	from	chemical	compounds.	Chemotaxis	has	been	intensively	studied	in	
Escherichia	 coli	 during	 the	 last	 decades.	 E.	 coli	 motility	 is	 characterized	 by	 a	 combination	 of	
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straight	 runs	 and	 tumbling,	 to	 randomly	 reorient	 its	 swimming	 direction.	 In	 a	 uniform	environment,	E.	coli	 cells	 swim	 randomly	with	 an	 alternation	 of	 “runs”	 (~	 1	 s)	 and	 “tumbles”	(~0.1	 s)	 in	 order	 to	 explore	 the	maximal	 accessible	 volume	 (Fig.	 3A)	 [79].	 In	 presence	 of	 an	attractant	 gradient,	 cells	 bias	 the	 direction	 of	 swimming	 toward	 the	 highest	 concentration	 of	attractant,	 with	 longer	 runs	 and	 fewer	 periods	 of	 tumble	 (Fig.	 3B).	 The	 “run”	 and	 “tumble”	events	 are	 determined	 by	 the	 rotation	 direction	 of	 the	 flagella:	 when	 the	 flagella	 turn	counterclockwise	 (CCW),	 all	 flagella	 form	 a	 bundle	 and	 cells	 swim	 straight.	When	 the	 flagella	turn	clockwise	(CW),	they	destabilize	the	bundle	and	the	cell	starts	to	tumble	[78,	79].		
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Figure	3:	Bacterial	chemotaxis.	(A)	Bacterial	swimming	pattern	in	a	uniform	environment,	(B)	bias	of	swimming	pattern	in	direction	of	the	highest	concentration	of	attractant,	(C-D)	Molecular	pathway	of	 chemotaxis	 from	 the	 receptor	 to	 the	 flagellum,	 in	 absence	of	 attractant	(C)	 and	 in	presence	of	attractant	(D).				 At	 the	 molecular	 level,	 in	 absence	 of	 attractant,	 the	 methyl-accepting	 chemotaxis	receptors	(MCP)	are	active,	and	the	associated	kinase	protein	CheA	is	autophosphorylated	and	can	 phosphorylate	 the	 response	 regulator	 protein	 CheY.	 The	 phosphorylated	 form	 of	 CheY	(CheY~P)	 interacts	with	 the	 flagellar	motor	 (FliM)	 and	 induces	 CW	 rotation,	 leading	 to	more	tumbling.	At	the	same	time,	the	phosphatase	CheZ	constantly	dephosphorylates	CheY,	keeping	a	basal	ratio	of	“run”	and	“tumble”	events	(Fig.	3C).	Ligand-binding	to	the	receptor	inhibits	CheA	kinase	 activity,	which	 decreases	 the	 level	 of	 CheY~P.	 A	 lower	 CheY~P/CheY	 ratio	 on	 average	leads	 to	 a	 decrease	 of	 tumble	 events	 and	more	 straight	 runs	 (Fig.	 3D)	 [78,	 79].	 On	 top	 of	 the	phosphorylation	 cascade,	 the	 chemotaxis	 system	 has	 a	 “memory”,	 which	 allows	 the	 cell	 to	temporally	compare	the	level	of	attractant	through	chemoreceptor	methylation.	Methylation	of	the	 chemoreceptor	 at	 specific	 amino	 acids	 is	 thought	 to	 increase	 its	 activity.	 The	methylation	state	 is	 a	 result	 of	 competition	 between	 a	 methyltransferase	 named	 CheR	 and	 the	methylesterase	CheB.	Demethylation	only	occurs	from	the	phosphorylated	form	CheB~P,	whose	balance	is	again	maintained	by	CheA	(Fig.	3C-D).	This	feedback	loop	allows	the	cells	to	swim	in	direction	 of	 the	 highest	 concentration	 of	 the	 attractant	 by	 the	 re-establishment	 of	 the	 basal	activity	level	of	the	receptor	through	time	[80].		
E.	coli	possesses	five	MCP	receptors	that	bind	mainly	amino	acids	and	sugars.	However,	methyl-accepting	 receptors	 are	 highly	 conserved	 among	 bacteria,	 and	 some	 are	 known	 to	mediate	chemotaxis	toward	toxic	compounds	[77,	78,	81].	Furthermore,	it	has	been	shown	that	functional	 hybrid	 receptors	 can	 be	 constructed	 with	 the	 periplasmic	 binding	 domain	 coming	from	one	 and	 the	 phosphorylation	 cascade	 from	another	 receptor,	 as	well	 as	 combinations	 of	
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chemoreceptors	originated	from	different	species	[82,	83].	This	has	been	further	used	to	create	de	novo	(reporter)	gene	expression	 from	chemoreceptor	 input	 [84].	One	could	 thus	 imagine	a	sort	 of	 combinatorial	 exercise	 in	 which	 the	 chemoreceptor	 diversity	 is	 exploited	 to	 obtain	different	 target	 specificities,	 which	 is	 somehow	 coupled	 to	 chemotaxis-	 or	 phosphorylation-related	measurable	output	[83].		
Aim	of	the	project	and	approaches	The	aim	of	this	project	is	to	find	new	ways	to	decrease	the	time-response	of	whole	cell	bioreporters,	while	maintaining	target	flexibility	and	sensitivity.		We	 focus	 specifically	 on	 the	 chemotaxis	 pathway	 because	 it	 offers	 both	 target	 flexibility	(potentially	 through	 different	 chemoreceptors	 in	 a	 single	 host	 or	 strains	 with	 different	chemoreceptors)	 and	 rapidity	 (cellular	 motility).	 We	 focus	 on	 E.	 coli	 as	 a	 model,	 because	 its	chemotaxis	pathway	has	been	very	well	characterized	and	is	amenable	to	genetic	manipulation.	The	project	is	divided	in	three	different	parts.		
1.	Direct	quantification	of	chemotaxis	through	cellular	motility.	In	the	first	part,	we	exploited	E.	coli	motility	directly	as	a	proxy	for	chemoreceptor-ligand	binding.	 Once	 cellular	motility	 is	 robustly	 quantified,	 one	 could	 imagine	 that	 by	 changing	 the	chemoreceptor	or	using	another	bacterial	species	one	could	target	a	different	chemical,	such	as	a	pollutant.	Using	microfluidic	technology,	we	attempt	to	quantify	cellular	motility	in	real-time	in	response	 to	 a	 gradient	 of	 the	 target	 molecule.	 The	 use	 of	 micron-scale	 observation	 devices	decreases	 the	 time	 of	 the	 measurement.	 We	 have	 developed	 microfluidic	 chips	 that	 create	 a	gradient	 of	 attractant,	 toward	 which	 the	 bacteria	 react.	 E.	 coli	 chemotaxis	 towards	 standard	attractants	 was	 quantified	 at	 a	 population	 level	 in	 Chapter	 2.	 Additionally,	 we	 studied	 the	response	 of	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	 towards	 the	 herbicide	 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic	 acid.	Chapter	3	focuses	on	the	design	of	a	different	microfluidic	chip	that	would	allow	a	more	direct	measurement	of	chemotaxis	at	the	individual	cell	level.		
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2.	The	molecular	approach.		In	 the	 second	 part,	 we	manipulated	 and	 directly	 interrogated	 parts	 of	 the	 chemotaxis	pathway	 as	 proxies	 for	 quantifiable	 chemoreceptor	 ligand	 binding,	 such	 as	 CheY-CheZ	interactions	 using	 split-Gfp	 fusions	 (Chapter	 4)	 and	 proton	 flow	 through	 the	 flagellar	 motor	using	as	reporter	a	pH-dependent	fluorescent	protein	(Chapter	5)		
3.	Change	of	attractant	specificity	of	E.	coli	Finally,	in	the	last	part,	we	investigated	the	possibilities	to	change	chemoreceptor	ligand-specificity	of	E.	coli	by	expressing	heterologous	methyl-accepting	chemoreceptors	targeting	non-cognate	attractants	for	E.	coli	such	as	toluene	and	benzoate	(Chapter	6).			 	
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		CHAPTER	2	
QUANTITATIVE	CHEMICAL	SENSING	BY	BACTERIAL	CHEMOTAXIS	IN	
MICROFLUIDIC	CHIPS									In	an	attempt	to	attain	faster	readout	but	maintain	flexibility	of	chemical	targeting	by	bacterial	bioreporters,	we	explored	the	concept	for	quantitative	chemical	sensing	by	chemotaxis.	Cellular	motility	 was	 quantified	 from	 enrichment	 of	 cells	 across	 a	 600	 µm-wide	 chemical	 gradient	stabilized	by	parallel	flow	in	a	microfluidic	chip,	further	supported	by	transport	and	chemotaxis	modeling.	 As	 proof-of-concept,	 we	 quantified	 Escherichia	 coli	 chemotaxis	 towards	 serine,	aspartate	 and	methylaspartate	 as	 a	 function	of	 attractant	 concentration	 and	 exposure	 time.	E.	
coli	chemotaxis	enrichment	increased	sharply	between	0	and	10	µM	serine,	before	saturating	at	100	µM.	The	chemotaxis	accumulation	rate	was	maximal	at	10	µM	serine,	leading	to	observable	cell	 enrichment	 within	 5	 min.	 The	 potential	 application	 for	 biosensing	 of	 environmental	toxicants	was	 demonstrated	 by	 quantifying	 chemotaxis	 of	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	 JMP134	towards	 the	herbicide	2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate.	Our	results	 show	that	bacterial	 chemotaxis	can	be	quantified	on	a	scale	of	minutes	and	used	for	developing	faster	bioreporter	assays.			 	
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Introduction		 Chemotaxis	 is	 the	behavior	by	motile	bacteria	 to	sense	 their	environment	and	swim	in	the	direction	of	or	away	from	sources	of	chemicals.	Chemotaxis	has	been	intensively	studied	in	
Escherichia	 coli	 [1-4],	 but	 various	 components	 of	 the	 system	 (e.g.,	 chemoreceptors,	 flagellar	operation)	 are	 conserved	 among	 motile	 bacteria	 [5].	 E.	 coli	 motility	 is	 characterized	 by	alternating	 periods	 of	 straight	 runs	 and	 tumbling,	 during	which	 cells	 randomly	 reorient	 their	swimming	direction.	In	a	uniform	environment,	E.	coli	cells	swim	stochastically	with	alternating	“runs”	(~	1	s)	and	“tumbles”	(~	0.1	s),	 in	order	to	explore	the	maximal	accessible	space	[3].	In	presence	 of	 an	 attractant,	 the	 cells	 bias	 their	 swimming	 direction	 towards	 the	 highest	concentration	of	attractant,	with	longer	runs	and	fewer	tumbles	[3].	Interestingly,	some	bacteria	show	chemotaxis	to	compounds	of	environmental	interest,	which	they	use	as	carbon	and	energy	sources	[6,	7].	An	example	of	such	a	bacterium	is	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	(formerly	C.	necator	or	 Ralstonia	 eutropha)	 JMP134,	 which	 is	 chemotactic	 towards	 the	 herbicide	 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic	 acid	 (2,4-D),	 that	 can	 be	 metabolized	 by	 enzymes	 encoded	 on	 the	plasmid	pJP4	[8-10].		In	this	chapter,	we	attempt	to	measure	chemotaxis	via	direct	cellular	motility	as	a	proxy	for	 chemoreceptor-ligand-binding.	 Chemotaxis	 has	 been	 traditionally	 studied	 using	 different	techniques	such	as	swimming	plates,	capillary	assays	[11,	12]	or	agarose	plug	assays	[13],	which	mostly	 give	 a	 qualitative	measurement	 of	 the	 chemotaxis	 response	 and	 take	 several	 hours	 or	days	 for	 results.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	microfluidic	 chips	 have	 also	 been	 deployed	 to	 study	 and	quantify	chemotaxis	[14-17]	and	could	potentially	enable	faster	and	more	quantitative	cellular	readouts.	 The	 crucial	 aspect	 for	 inducing	 cellular	 chemotaxis	 in	 a	 microfluidic	 chip	 is	 the	creation	of	a	micro-scale	gradient	of	the	target	chemical,	which	can	be	formed	either	by	flow	or	by	diffusion	 [17,	 18].	 Flow-based	gradient	 generator	 chips	deploy	 the	 laminar	 flow	 in	parallel	channels	with	either	attractant	or	buffer	to	create	a	concentration	gradient	perpendicular	to	the	flow	 as	 a	 consequence	 of	 molecular	 diffusion.	 This	 type	 of	 chip	 creates	 rapid	 and	 stable	
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gradients	in	which	chemotaxis	is	observed,	but	the	cells	undergo	a	shear	stress	induced	by	the	flow	[19-21].	In	the	second	type	of	microfluidic	chips,	the	attractant	is	allowed	to	diffuse	from	a	source	 to	 create	a	 concentration	gradient	 in	which	cells	 can	react,	but	 the	source	 is	 separated	from	the	cell	compartment	by	a	physical	barrier	[18,	22-24].		Although	 chemotaxis	 has	 been	 extensively	 quantified	 and	modeled,	 it	 has	 rarely	 been	proposed	as	means	 for	biosensing	of	 target	molecules	 [25].	The	main	aim	of	 this	 chapter	was	thus	 to	 test	whether	 chemotactic	 response	 from	 bacterial	 cells	 can	 be	 reliably	 quantified	 and	calibrated	as	a	function	of	attractant	concentration.	Chemotaxis	was	quantified	in	a	microfluidic	chip	similar	in	concept	as	in	Ref.	[18,	22],	consisting	of	three	parallel	channels,	but	modified	to	link	the	channels	by	pores	so	shallow	that	cells	cannot	pass	(Fig.	1A).	Solutions	of	attractant	and	buffer	are	flowing	in	each	of	the	side	channels	to	create	via	diffusion	a	stable	gradient	across	a	middle	observation	channel,	where	the	cells	are	 introduced	(Fig.	1B).	Cell	accumulation	on	the	side	 of	 the	 observation	 channel	 closest	 to	 the	 source	 is	 recorded	 and	 quantified	 by	epifluorescence	microscopy.	We	calibrated	the	concept	by	measuring	chemotactic	response	of	E.	
coli	 towards	 its	 best	 known	 attractants	 (serine,	 aspartate	 and	 methylaspartate)	 at	 different	concentrations.	 Results	 were	 compared	 to	 numerically	modeled	 steady-state	 transport	 of	 the	attractant	 and	 biomass	 in	 the	 microfluidic	 chips.	 We	 further	 used	 a	 strain	 of	 Cupriavidus	
pinatubonensis	JMP134	that	was	reported	to	be	chemotactic	towards	2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic	acid	 to	 demonstrate	 whether	 chemicals	 of	 environmental	 concern	might	 be	 detected	 using	 a	chemotaxis-microfluidic	biosensor	chip	concept.			 	
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Results		
Fabrication	of	a	stable	gradient-forming	microfluidic	chip	A	 polydimethylsiloxane	 (PDMS)	 chip	 was	 designed	 in	 which	 a	 stable	 solute	concentration	 gradient	 can	 be	 established	 by	 flowing	 buffer	 with	 and	 without	 attractant	("source"	 and	 "sink",	 respectively)	 in	 two	 side-channels	 (Fig.	 1A).	 The	 side-channels	 are	connected	to	 the	observation	channel	by	series	of	perpendicular	and	shallow	pores	(~600	nm	height	 and	 5	 µm	 wide,	 Fig.	 1A,	 B),	 allowing	 attractant	 diffusion	 from	 the	 source	 to	 the	 sink	channel,	which	creates	a	gradient	perpendicular	to	the	observation	channel	where	cells	can	be	introduced	at	low	flow	rate	(Fig.	1B).	Modeled	pressure	and	flow	distribution	across	the	chip	in	steady-state	conditions	(see	material	and	methods,	Fig.	9)	shows	that	the	flow	in	the	observation	channel	is	mostly	insulated	from	the	side	channels,	apart	from	a	small	inflow	through	the	pores	(Fig.	1C,	see	streamlines).		
	
Figure	1:	Concept	and	design	of	the	chemotaxis	microfluidics	chip.	(A)	Schematic	side	view	of	the	polydimethylsiloxane	(PDMS)	chip	mounted	on	a	microscope	slide.	Filter	pores	(0.6	µm)	
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between	 channels	 allow	 chemical	 diffusion	 but	 prevent	 the	 passage	 of	 bacterial	 cells.	 (B)	Schematic	top	view	of	the	chip	composed	of	three	parallel	channels	with	in-	and	outlets	linked	by	 filters	 (dimensions	 in	 µm).	 Inset	 illustrates	 how	 attractant	 and	 buffer	 flow	 in	 the	 side	channels	 create	 a	 gradient	 perpendicular	 to	 the	 observation	 channel	 where	 the	 bacteria	 are	introduced.	The	level	of	accumulation	of	cells	near	the	attractant	channel	is	indicative	for	their	chemotaxis	 response.	 (C)	 Modeled	 pressure	 (color	 map)	 and	 flow	 distribution	 (white	streamlines)	across	the	chip	channels	at	the	used	experimental	flow	settings.	
		 The	 generation	 and	 stability	 of	 the	 chemical	 gradient	 was	 verified	 by	 addition	 of	rhodamine	B	(1	or	10	µM)	to	the	source	buffer	and	measuring	the	fluorescence	profile	across	the	observation	 channel	near	 the	 entry	port.	The	diffusion	 coefficient	of	 rhodamine	 in	water	 (D	 =	4.27×10–10	m2	s–1	[26])	 is	 in	the	same	order	of	magnitude	as	that	of	small	attractant	molecules	(e.g.,	serine:	8.8×10–10	m2	s–1	and	aspartate:	8.0×10–10	m2	s–1	[27]),	and	can	serve	as	a	proxy	for	the	formation	of	attractant	gradients	in	the	experiments	with	bacterial	cells.	Without	flow	in	the	observation	channel,	rhodamine	was	detected	near	the	sink	channel	after	5	minutes	and	persisted	for	more	than	one	hour	under	constant	flow	(0.25	µl	min–1)	in	the	side	 channels	 (Fig.	 2A,	 B,	 red	 lines).	 The	 introduction	 of	 (fluorescently	 labeled)	 bacterial	 cells	under	slow	flow	(~3	nl	min–1)	 in	the	observation	channel	slightly	changed	but	did	not	perturb	the	stability	of	the	gradient	(Fig.	2A,	B,	blue	lines).	The	modeled	chemical	gradient,	based	on	the	steady-state	flow	and	pressure	situation	as	presented	in	Figure	1C,	resembled	quite	closely	the	observed	 rhodamine	 gradient	 (Fig.	 2C),	 although	we	noticed	 that	 some	 rhodamine	 absorbs	 to	the	material	 of	 the	 chip,	 slightly	 increasing	 background	 fluorescence	 compared	 to	 the	model.	Notice,	however,	how	the	modeled	serine	concentration	at	the	source	border	of	the	observation	channel	does	not	completely	attain	the	dosed	source	concentration	in	the	side	flow	channel,	due	to	a	concentration	drop	across	the	filter	pores	(Fig.	2D).		
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We	 concluded	 that	 introducing	 a	 chemical	 in	 the	 source	 channel	 would	 rapidly	 (~20	min)	lead	to	the	generation	of	a	stable	gradient	into	which	the	bacterial	cells	could	be	introduced	with	 minimal	 disturbance.	 We	 thus	 expected	 that	 the	 chemotactic	 cells	 would	 react	 to	 the	chemical	gradient	by	accumulating	near	the	source.		
	
Figure	 2:	 Gradient	 formation	 across	 the	 observation	 (middle)	 channel	 of	 the	 chip.	Fluorescence	 profile	 formation	 across	 the	 channel	without	 flow	with	 (A)	 1	 µM	 or	 (B)	 10	 µM	rhodamine	in	the	source	channel	during	20	min	(red	lines,	every	2	min),	and	after	starting	E.	coli	cell	 flow	 in	 the	observation	channel	 for	another	20	min	(blue	lines,	every	5	min).	(C)	Modeled	rhodamine	 steady	 state	 gradient	 across	 observation	 channel	 at	 different	 positions	 along	 the	channel,	 at	 the	 flow	 conditions	 computed	 as	 in	 Figure	 1C.	 (D)	 Modeled	 serine	 steady-state	gradients	 across	 the	 observation	 cell	 channel	 at	 position	 2200	 µm	 for	 a	 range	 of	 source	concentrations,	as	indicated,	at	the	flow	conditions	computed	as	in	Figure	1C.	Note	that	for	ease	
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of	comparison	to	the	chip	design,	the	distance	across	the	channel	is	represented	from	300	to	–300	µm.			
Chemotaxis	of	E.	coli	MG1655	towards	serine	To	calibrate	chemotaxis	quantitatively	as	a	function	of	different	source	concentrations	in	the	developed	PDMS	chip,	we	measured	 the	distribution	of	E.	coli	MG1655	cells	 tagged	with	a	constitutively	expressed	enhanced	green	 fluorescent	protein	 (MG1655-gfp)	across	 the	channel	transect	 and	 in	 a	 100	 µm-wide	 zone	 (around	 position	 2200	 µm	 in	 the	 chip,	 see	 Fig.	 1C)	 at	different	time	points	after	establishing	the	serine	gradient.	A	∆fliC	non-motile	mutant	of	E.	coli	tagged	 with	 mcherry	 (∆fliC-mcherry)	 was	 used	 as	 internal	 control	 for	 non-chemotactic	 cell	distribution	 as	 a	 result	 of	 the	 flow	 inside	 the	 observation	 channel.	 MG1655-gfp	 and	 ∆fliC-
mcherry	 cells	were	added	as	a	mixture	 to	 the	 reservoir	of	 the	observation	channel	of	 the	 chip	and	 introduced	 at	 low	 flow	 (3	 nl	 min–1)	 after	 serine	 gradients	 had	 established	 (20	min	 after	starting	 flow	 in	 the	side	channels).	The	cell	distributions	across	 the	observation	channel	were	then	recorded	during	one	hour	(at	5	min	 intervals	during	 the	 first	30	min	and	 then	at	10	min	intervals	until	one	hour)	using	epifluorescence	microscopy.		As	 expected,	 MG1655-gfp	 but	 not	 ∆fliC-mcherry	 cells	 accumulated	 near	 the	 source	channel	 when	 serine	 was	 added,	 whereas	 in	 absence	 of	 serine,	 MG1655-gfp	 cells	 distributed	homogenously	across	the	channel	(Fig.	3).	Both	the	relative	accumulation	and	the	time	needed	for	accumulating	MG1655-gfp	cells	depended	on	the	serine	concentration	(Fig.	3C).	The	relative	cell	 accumulation	was	 quantified	 by	 calculating	 a	 chemotaxis	 index	 (CI),	which	 represents	 the	proportion	of	fluorescence	from	cells	in	the	100	µm	zone	closest	to	the	source	compared	to	the	total	fluorescence	of	cells	across	a	channel	transect	of	100	µm	×	600	µm.	The	CI	was	slightly,	but	significantly	higher	for	a	source	with	1	µM	serine	compared	to	buffer	alone	(p=9.5×10–17,	pair-wise	 t-test,	 one	 tail,	 equal	 variance).	 In	 contrast,	 the	CI	 increased	already	after	5	minutes	 at	 a	source	 concentration	of	10	µM	 (Fig.	 3C).	 Interestingly,	 the	CI	 increased	 slower	with	 a	0.1	mM	
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serine	 source	 but	was	 higher	 after	 one	 hour	 compared	 to	 10	 µM,	 at	 which	 point	 50%	 of	 the	MG1655-gfp	 cells	had	accumulated	 in	 the	100	µm	segment	 closest	 to	 the	 source	channel.	At	1	mM	serine	in	the	source,	the	final	CI	reached	was	the	same	as	for	10	µM,	but	the	cells	took	even	longer	to	accumulate	(almost	no	response	before	25	minutes,	Fig.	3C).			
	
Figure	 3:	 Quantified	 chemotaxis	 of	 E.	 coli	 towards	 different	 serine	 concentrations.	 (A)	Fluorescence	 images	of	E.	coli	MG1655-gfp	 accumulating	at	 a	 transect	 zone	at	2200	µm	 in	 the	observation	 channel	 over	 time	 (0–40	 min;	 image	 top	 corresponds	 to	 the	 sink,	 bottom	 to	 the	
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source	channel).	(B)	Cell	biomass	distribution	after	60	min	across	the	channel	transect	without	or	at	 the	different	source	serine	concentrations,	expressed	as	normalized	 fluorescence	 from	E.	
coli	MG1655-gfp	cells.	(C)	Chemotaxis	index	of	MG1655-gfp,	representing	the	proportion	of	cells	accumulating	in	the	100	µm	zone	closest	to	the	source	over	time,	as	a	function	of	serine	source	concentration.	 (D)	 Chemotaxis	 index	 of	 ∆fliC-mcherry.	 Error	 bars	 are	 calculated	 standard	deviations	from	the	average	of	independent	triplicate	experiments.			 Simulation	 of	 steady	 state	 cell	 biomass	 distributions	 in	 the	 observation	 channel,	 using	the	 chip	 geometry	 and	 flow	 conditions,	 and	 including	 both	 chemotaxis	 as	 well	 as	 serine	metabolism,	 largely	 confirmed	 the	 observed	 results	 (Fig.	 4B,	 C).	 Cells	 without	 modeled	chemotactic	ability	in	presence	of	10	µM	serine	in	the	source	channel	formed	a	band	of	slightly	higher	biomass	concentration	 in	 the	middle	of	 the	channel	without	any	accumulation	near	 the	source,	 similar	 to	 the	 experimentally	 observed	 ∆fliC	 mutant	 behavior	 (not	 shown).	 This	centering	 in	 the	observation	channel	 is	 the	result	of	 the	 incoming	 flow	 from	the	side	channels	(Fig.	 1C),	 pushing	 non-swimming	 cells	 away	 from	 the	 filter	 pores.	 In	 contrast,	 modeled	 cells	given	 chemotactic	 ability	 accumulated	 near	 the	 source	 channel,	 which	was	 dependent	 on	 the	serine	concentration	(Fig.	4B,	C).	One	can	see	that	 the	serine	concentration	gradient	 is	not	 the	same	at	every	position	along	the	length	of	the	observation	channel	as	a	result	of	the	presence	of	the	connecting	pores	and	convective	transport	along	the	channel	(Fig.	4A).	As	a	consequence,	the	accumulation	of	cells	also	changes	along	the	channel,	but	is	most	pronounced	near	the	beginning	(Fig.	 4B,	 C).	Measured	 and	modeled	biomass	 accumulation	 in	 the	100–µm	wide	 zone	 across	 a	channel	 transect	at	2200	µm	 from	the	 inlet	 (as	 indicated	 in	Fig.	4A),	were	 in	close	agreement.	Cells	 indeed	 responded	 slightly	 at	 1	 µM	 serine	 in	 the	 source	 channel,	 with	 a	 maximum	chemotaxis	response	between	50	and	200	µM	(model)	and	100	µM	(experiments).			
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Figure	4:	Modeled	E.	coli	chemotaxis	towards	serine	in	the	microfluidic	chip.	(A).	Overview	of	observation	channel	with	steady	state	serine	gradient	with	a	10	µM	source.	Note	the	area	used	for	CI	 calculation	and	zone	 showed	 in	 (B)	and	 (C).	(B)	 Phase	 contrast	 composite	 image	of	 the	observation	 channel	 and	 experimental	 cell	 distributions	 for	 different	 conditions.	 (C)	 Modeled	biomass	 distribution	 of	 chemotactic	 bacteria	 with	 increasing	 concentration	 of	 serine	 in	 the	source.	All	model	parameters	listed	in	Table	1.			
Comparison	 of	 chemotaxis	 of	 MG1655	 towards	 aspartate	 and	 its	 non-metabolizable	
analogue	methylaspartate	Because	serine	is	not	only	attractant	for	E.	coli	but	can	also	be	metabolized	by	the	cells,	its	 concentration	 gradient	 may	 change	 over	 time.	 In	 order	 to	 test	 experimentally	 whether	attractant	metabolism	may	have	an	effect	on	the	chemotactic	response	time	and	accumulation	of	
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cells	near	the	source,	we	compared	E.	coli	distributions	in	the	PDMS	chip	to	sources	of	aspartate	(Asp)	or	its	non-metabolizable	analogue,	N-methyl-D-aspartate	(MeAsp)	at	1	µM,	10	µM,	0.1	mM,	1	mM	and	10	mM	concentrations	(Fig.	5).			
Figure	5:	Quantified	chemotaxis	of	E.	coli	
towards	 aspartate	 and	 N-methyl-D-
aspartate.	 	 (A)	Observed	chemotaxis	 index	of	MG1655-gfp	and	 ∆fliC-mcherry	cells	 over	time	 in	 response	 to	 aspartate	 (Asp).	 (B)	 As	(A)	 but	 for	 the	 non-metabolizable	 analogue	N-methyl-D-aspartate	 (MeAsp).	 Error	 bars	are	 calculated	standard	deviations	 from	 the	average	 of	 independent	 triplicate	experiments.			 Compared	to	serine,	the	CIs	of	E.	coli	to	Asp	and	MeAsp	in	general	were	lower	(i.e.,	 less	cells	accumulating	near	 the	source,	Fig.	5).	E.	coli	MG1655-gfp	 responded	slightly	 to	1	µM	Asp	but	more	rapidly	to	10	µM	and	0.1	mM,	after	which	the	reaction	time	increased	again	with	1	and	10	mM	(Fig.	5A).	The	maximum	CI	increased	from	0.19	(at	1	µM)	to	0.21	(at	10	µM)	and	0.32	(at	0.1	mM,	 1	 and	 10	mM;	 Fig.	 5A).	 In	 contrast,	 exposure	 of	 cells	 to	 1	 µM	MeAsp	 did	 not	 elicit	 a	reaction,	whereas	the	CI	at	10	µM	MeAsp	(0.18)	was	slightly	lower	(p=0.00078,	pair-wise	t-test,	time	 points	 30–60	 min,	 one	 tail,	 equal	 variance)	 than	 at	 10	 µM	 Asp	 (Fig.	 5B).	 At	 source	concentrations	of	0.1	and	1	mM,	however,	the	response	of	the	cells	to	MeAsp	was	faster	than	at	the	equivalent	Asp	concentration,	whereas	at	10	mM	MeAsp	the	response	dropped	to	the	level	of	10	µM	MeAsp	(Fig.	5B).		
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As	expected	the	∆fliC-mcherry	mutant	of	E.	coli	did	not	react	to	Asp	or	MeAsp	at	any	of	the	tested	concentrations	(Fig.	5A,	B).	This	 suggests	 that	 cells	 are	 slightly	 more	 sensitive	 to	 Asp	 than	 to	 MeAsp,	 and	 that	attractant	metabolism	can	play	a	role	at	higher	concentrations	(0.1	mM	-	10	mM),	 leading	to	a	delay	of	chemotaxis	response.			
Chemotaxis	 response	 of	 Cupriavidus	 pinatubonensis	 JMP134	 towards	 2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic	acid	In	 order	 to	 determine	 whether	 chemotaxis	 can	 be	 used	 as	 a	 biosensor	 readout	 for	pollutants,	we	 tested	C.	pinatubonensis	 JMP134,	which	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 be	 attracted	 by	 the	herbicide	2,4-D	[8].	Similar	to	E.	coli,	C.	pinatubonensis	JMP134-gfp	cells	accumulated	over	time	near	 the	 source	 inlet	 in	 the	PDMS	 chip	 and	as	 a	 function	of	 the	2,4-D	 concentration	 (Fig.	 6A).	However,	the	concentrations	of	2,4-D	needed	to	elicit	observable	JMP134-gfp	cell	accumulation	were	much	 higher	 than	 in	 case	 of	 E.	 coli	 for	 serine,	 Asp	 or	 MeAsp.	We	 also	 observed	 that	 C.	
pinatubonensis	 JMP134-gfp	 cells	 became	 more	 responsive	 over	 time	 upon	 storage	 in	 the	 cell	reservoir	of	the	microfluidic	chip	(Fig.	6A,	no	versus	1h	adaptation).	In	the	first	exposure,	the	CI	of	C.	pinatubonensis	JMP134	increased	linearly	over	time	and	with	increasing	concentrations	of	1,	5	and	10	mM,	being	significantly	higher	after	20	min	compared	to	0	and	0.1	mM	2,4-D	(Fig.	6A,	
no	adaptation).	In	the	second	exposure,	the	cells	reacted	within	5-10	min	and	the	CIs	at	1,	5	and	10	mM	reached	more	or	 less	 stable	values	of	0.175,	0.180	and	0.190,	 respectively	 (Fig.	6A,	1h	
adaptation).		This	suggested	that	chemotactic	behavior	for	2,4-D	of	C.	pinatubonensis	is	different	than	that	for	serine,	Asp	or	MeAsp	in	E.	coli.					
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Figure	 6:	 Quantified	 chemotaxis	 of	 C.	
pinatubonensis	 to	 2,4-D.	 (A)	 Observed	chemotaxis	 index	 for	 C.	 pinatubonensis	JMP134-gfp	 cells	 to	 different	 2,4-D	concentrations	over	time,	immediately	after	introduction	 of	 cells	 into	 the	 observation	channel	 (left	panel),	 or	 after	 1	 h	 storage	 in	the	 chip	 reservoir	 (right	 panel).	 (B)	Swimming	 behavior	 deduced	 from	individual	 cell	 trajectories	 immediately	after	 introducing	 the	 cells	 into	 the	observation	 channel	with	 a	pre-established	chemical	gradient,	or	after	10	min.	Swimmer	cells	are	 those	with	at	 least	a	10°	different	cell	 trajectory	with	 the	respect	 to	 the	channel	 flow	(else	non-swimmers).	Bars	show	the	ratio	between	the	numbers	of	swimmers	near	the	attractant	zone	 versus	 the	 sink	 zone.	 Bu,	 buffer	 only;	 Se,	 serine;	 As,	 aspartate;	Me,	Methylaspartate	 (all	three	at	0.1	mM).	Error	bars	are	calculated	standard	deviations	from	the	average	of	three	zones	of	measurement	on	the	movies.			 In	 order	 to	 better	 understand	 possible	 chemotactic	 differences,	 we	 analyzed	 and	compared	individual	C.	pinatubonensis	and	E.	coli	cell	trajectories	calculated	from	13	sec	movie	series	in	zones	near	the	source	and	the	sink	channels	immediately	after	introducing	the	cells	in	the	observation	 channels	 (Fig.	 6B,	0	min)	 and	10	min	afterwards	 (Fig.	 6B,	10	min).	 Cells	were	categorized	as	"swimmers"	if	the	angle	of	their	average	trajectory	length	deviated	more	than	10°	from	 the	 flow	 direction	 and	 if	 the	 ratio	 of	 the	 effective	 travel	 distance	 divided	 by	 the	 total	trajectory	 length	 was	 smaller	 than	 0.9;	 else	 they	 were	 considered	 "non-swimmers".	 The	
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proportion	of	swimmers	of	C.	pinatubonensis	JMP134-gfp	increased	up	to	twofold	within	10	min	in	zones	close	to	the	attractant	compared	to	the	sink,	 for	1,	5	and	10	mM	2,4-D	but	not	for	0.1	and	 0	mM	 (Fig.	 6B,	 left	panel).	 In	 contrast,	 the	 number	 of	 non-swimmers	was	 similar	 in	 both	zones	over	time	(ratio	~1,	Fig.	6B,	right	panel).	Also	E.	coli	 showed	a	sharp	 increase	within	10	min	in	the	number	of	swimmers	close	to	the	source	compared	to	the	sink,	up	to	a	level	of	7-fold	for	 serine	 and	MeAsp,	 and	 twofold	 for	Asp	 (all	 at	 0.1	mM	source	 concentration),	whereas	 the	number	of	non-swimmers	remained	equal	in	both	zones	(Fig.	6B).		This	 thus	 suggested	 that	 even	 when	 C.	 pinatubonensis	 cells	 were	 proportionally	swimming	as	much	as	those	of	E.	coli	(ratio	=	2	at	10	mM	2,4-D	and	0.1	mM	Asp,	Fig.	6B),	they	accumulated	much	less	near	the	source	(CI	at	10	mM	2,4-D	=	0.18,	Fig.	6A;	versus	0.30	at	0.1	mM	Asp	for	E.	coli,	Fig.	5A).		
Interpretation	of	attractant	concentration	using	chemotaxis	quantification	One	of	the	goals	of	this	work	was	to	determine	whether	chemotaxis	quantification	could	be	 used	 to	 interpret	 attractant	 concentration.	 One	 could	 imagine	 calibrating	 the	 chemotaxis	response	as	a	function	of	attractant	concentration,	which	could	then	be	used	to	interpolate	the	response	 to	 unknown	 samples	 (which	 is	 similar	 to	 the	 regular	 practice	 for	 biosensor	calibrations).	 One	 possibility	would	 be	 to	 use	 the	maximum	CI	 attained	 by	 the	 cells	 (Fig.	 7A),	which	 increases	 between	 1	 and	 100	 µM	 and	 then	 stabilizes.	 Calculations	 of	 CIs	 in	 the	microfluidic	model	under	steady	state	globally	follow	the	same	trend,	but	tend	to	overestimate	the	CIs	 at	 higher	 attractant	 concentrations	 (Fig.	 7A).	 The	modeled	 chemotaxis	 index	 response	curves	 were	 slightly	 but	 not	 extremely	 sensitive	 to	 variations	 in	 two	 key	 model	 chemotaxis	parameters,	 the	 serine	 dissociation	 constant	 (KC,	 optimum	 25-30	 µM)	 and	 the	 chemotactic	sensitivity	coefficient	(Chi_0:	optimum	value	~8	×10–4	cm2	s–1,	Fig.	7A).	In	comparison	to	the	E.	
coli	response	to	serine,	Asp	or	MeAsp,	the	C.	pinetubonensis	response	to	2,4-D	was	much	lower	(Fig.	 7B).	 Fitting	 C.	 pinetubonensis	 CIs	 in	 the	 microfluidic	 model	 required	 a	 two	 orders	 of	magnitude	less	sensitive	cellular	chemotaxis	coefficient	(D	=	2×10–9	instead	of	2×10–7	for	E.	coli,	
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Table	 1).	 This	 suggests	 that	 the	 type	 of	 chemotaxis	 by	 C.	 pinetubonensis	 JMP134	 to	 2,4-D	 is	different	 than	 that	 of	 E.	 coli	 to	 serine,	 Asp	 or	 MeAsp.	 Perhaps	 C.	 pinetubonensis	movement	towards	2,4-D	 is	 the	result	of	energy	taxis	rather	 than	chemotaxis	with	a	genuine	receptor	 for	2,4-D,	or	the	result	of	an	intermediate	of	2,4-D	metabolism	being	recognized	intracellularly	[28].		An	alternative	measure	for	chemotactic	performance	could	be	the	cell	accumulation	rate	(CAR),	which	can	be	calculated	from	the	observed	slopes	of	CI	over	time	(Fig.	3D).	E.	coli	CARs	were	higher	to	serine	(12×10–3	min–1,	s.d.	=	4.2×10–3	)	than	to	Asp	or	MeAsp	(4.9×10–3	min-1	and	6.8×10–3	min–1,	resp.),	and	were	reached	at	 lower	attractant	concentration	(serine:	10	µM;	Asp	and	MeAsp:	0.1	mM).	CARs	as	a	 function	of	Asp	and	MeAsp	concentrations	were	globally	very	similar	(Fig.	7C).	The	advantage	of	using	a	CAR	would	be	that	the	measurement	is	faster	(e.g.,	5	min	at	10	µM	than	the	steady-state	CI;	30	min	or	longer).		
	
Figure	7.	Concentration	dependent	chemotaxis	responses.	 (A)	Maximum	chemotaxis	index	(CI)	for	E.	coli	observed	at	different	serine	concentrations	in	comparison	to	CIs	calculated	from	the	microfluidic	model	using	different	parameters	coefficients	(Chi_0	and	KC).	(B)	As	(A)	but	for	
C.	pinatubonensis	and	2,4-D	using	one	set	of	chemotaxis	parameters	(C)	Cell	accumulation	rates	for	E.	coli	and	the	three	attractants	in	different	concentrations,	calculated	from	the	slope	of	the	chemotaxis	kinetic	profiles	as	in	Fig.	3C.		 	
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Discussion		 In	this	chapter,	we	quantified	bacterial	chemotaxis	in	a	microfluidic	chip	that	enabled	to	produce	 stable	 chemical	 gradients	 under	 flow,	 in	 order	 to	 conceptually	 assess	 whether	chemotaxis	might	be	used	for	biosensing	of	chemical	target	compounds.	The	concept	of	the	chip	was	based	on	previous	demonstrations	 [18,	22],	 but	 altered	by	 including	a	multitude	of	 small	and	 shallow	 channels,	 which	 allow	 chemical	 diffusion	 from	 the	 source	 to	 a	 sink	 channel,	 but	separate	the	bacterial	cells	in	an	observation	channel	(Fig.	1).	The	use	of	shallow	filters	prevents	passage	of	 the	 cells	 into	 the	 source	 channel	 and	abolishes	 the	need	 for	 gels	 or	membranes	 as	physical	barrier	 [18,	22],	which	 facilitates	 the	 fabrication	of	 the	 chips.	Moreover,	 the	bacterial	cells	enter	the	observation	channel	at	low	flows,	which	minimizes	shear	stress	on	cells.	Although	we	 demonstrate	 here	 the	 proof	 of	 concept	 for	 the	 functioning	 of	 the	 chip	 as	 a	 "stand-alone"	measurement,	one	could	imagine	it	operating	in	continuous	mode,	with	constant	fresh	bacteria	entering	 the	 observation	 zone	 and	 sample	 exchange	 in	 the	 source	 channel.	However	with	 the	current	 experimental	 settings,	 sample	 exchange	 would	 be	 tricky	 due	 to	 the	 important	 dead	volume	 upstream	 the	 PDMS	 chip	 and	 flow	 perturbations	 produced	 by	 an	 exchange	 of	 tubing.	Implementation	of	valves	inside	or	outside	the	PDMS	chip	could	be	an	approach	to	achieve	this	(see	chapter	3).		A	slight	drawback	of	the	filter	structures	is	that	they	allow	a	small	part	of	the	flow	in	the	side	channels	to	enter	the	observation	channel,	which	pushes	(non-swimming)	cells	away	from	the	 walls	 (Fig.	 1C).	 Chemotactic	 and	 swimming	 bacteria,	 however,	 easily	 overcome	 the	 side-channel	inflow	and	still	accumulate	near	the	source	channel	when	attractant	is	present,	although	their	distribution	along	the	observation	channel	is	not	homogenous	(Fig.	3).		We	 used	 the	 microfluidic	 chip	 to	 calibrate	 the	 kinetics	 of	 E.	 coli	 MG1655	 chemotaxis	towards	 serine,	 aspartate	 and	 methylaspartate	 at	 different	 attractant	 concentrations.	 The	bacteria	showed	a	significant	accumulation	for	concentrations	between	1	µM	and	1	mM,	with	the	strongest	response	observed	at	0.1	mM	and	the	fastest	response	at	10	µM	serine	in	the	source	
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channel.	The	 response	of	 the	 cells	 to	Asp	and	MeAsp	was	 slightly	 less	 sensitive	 than	 to	 serine	with	observed	accumulation	between	10	µM	and	10	mM	source	concentration	(Fig.	3	and	Fig.	5).	Our	results	are	 in	agreement	with	measurements	performed	by	others	with	E.	coli	RP437	 in	a	different	type	of	microfluidic	chip,	but	without	kinetic	observations	[18].	Comparisons	between	different	 microfluidic	 chip	 types	 are	 rather	 difficult	 since	 most	 of	 the	 times	 all	 the	 channel	structures	 and	 dimensions	 are	 different	 and	 the	 parameters	 describing	 the	 responses	 vary.	Using	 flow-based	 microfluidic	 chips,	 chemotaxis	 measurements	 are	 usually	 based	 on	 the	comparison	 of	 the	 distribution	 of	 a	motile	 to	 a	 non-motile	 strain	 [19-21].	With	 the	 diffusion-based	 microfluidic	 chips,	 the	 quantification	 can	 be	 based	 on	 accumulation	 of	 bacteria	 in	 a	specific	zone	close	to	the	source	of	attractant	(similar	to	the	CI	in	our	work)	[23,	24,	29].	Also	the	abundance	 of	 individual	 cell	 trajectories	 extracted	 from	 long	 exposure	 images	 or	 movies	 of	fluorescent	 bacteria	 have	 been	 used	 as	 a	 parameter	 to	 characterize	 chemotaxis	 response	 [18,	21].		 Interestingly,	 both	 the	 magnitude	 and	 the	 kinetic	 response	 of	 the	 cells	 varied	 with	attractant	 concentration	 in	 the	 source	 (Fig.	 3C).	 We	 speculate	 that	 the	 delay	 in	 response	 at	higher	attractant	concentrations	(0.1,	1	and	10	mM)	might	be	due	to	the	cells	not	 immediately	detecting	the	chemical	gradient.	Attractant	metabolism	by	the	cells	could	change	the	steepness	of	the	gradient,	allowing	them	to	eventually	react	by	further	chemotaxis	towards	the	source.	By	comparing	 the	 responses	 of	 E.	 coli	 MG1655	 cells	 towards	 Asp	 and	 its	 non-metabolizable	analogue	MeAsp,	we	showed	that	at	high	attractant	concentrations,	metabolism	by	the	cells	can	indeed	 influence	 their	 chemotactic	 response	 (Fig.	 5).	 The	 mathematical	 model	 was	 used	 to	simulate	 the	 steady-state	 response	 of	 the	 cells,	 for	which	 there	 is	 little	 difference	 in	 biomass	distribution	with	or	without	attractant	uptake	(not	shown).	Further	time-dependent	chemotaxis	simulations	may	capture	the	dynamic	response	and	the	kinetics	observed	in	the	experiments.		Collectively,	 our	 results	 showed	 that	 the	 microfluidic	 chip	 can	 be	 used	 to	 quantify	chemotaxis.	 For	 environmental	 purposes	 it	 is	 not	 so	 exciting	 to	 use	E.	 coli	 to	measure	 serine	concentrations,	but	we	demonstrated	with	C.	pinetubonensis	that	it	should	be	possible	to	deploy	
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other	strains	that	naturally	swim	towards	toxic	compounds	(i.e.,	2,4-D,	although	the	response	of	
C.	pinatubonensis	to	2,4-D	was	not	very	sensitive).	In	optimal	cases,	the	chemotactic	response	in	the	microfluidic	chip	was	relatively	rapid	(5-10	min,	10	µM	serine,	Fig.	3C),	which	is	faster	than	the	 readout	 of	 typical	 de	 novo	 gene	 induction	 bioreporters	 (30	 min	 or	 longer).	 Instead	 of	measuring	the	cellular	accumulation,	one	could	measure	the	increase	of	movement	close	to	the	attractant	 source	 as	 a	 faster	 readout	 of	 the	 chemotaxis	 response,	 but	 this	 requires	 more	sophisticated	image	analysis	(Fig.	6B).	We	 conclude	 that	 quantitative	 detection	 of	 chemotaxis	 response	 as	 a	 function	 of	attractant	concentration	is	 feasible	and	that	motility	or	chemotaxis	are	promising	readouts	 for	faster	environmental	bioreporters.				 	
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Material	and	Methods		
Bacterial	strains	and	growth	conditions	A	specific	motile	strain	of	E.	coli	MG1655,	obtained	from	the	E.	coli	Genetic	stock	center	(Yale)	 (CGSC#8237),	 was	 transformed	 with	 plasmid	 pME6012-Ptac-gfp	 (which	 enables	constitutive	gfp	expression	from	the	tac	promoter).	This	strain,	MG1655-gfp,	was	grown	in	M9	minimal	medium	at	37°C	with	180	rpm	shaking	supplemented	with	4	g	l–1	of	glucose,	1	g	l–1	of	BactoTM	casamino	acids	(BD	difco),	Hutner’s	trace	metals	[30]	and	1	mM	of	MgSO4	and	25	µg	ml–1	of	 tetracycline	 (medium	 hereafter	 called	M9-Glc-Tc25)	 [31].	 A	 non-flagellated	E.	 coli	MG1655	
ΔfliC	mutant	(obtained	from	the	Keio	collection	[32])	transformed	with	plasmid	pME6012-Ptac-
mcherry	 was	 used	 as	 a	 control	 for	 the	 effect	 of	 flow	 in	 the	 channel.	 Strain	ΔfliC-mcherry	was	cultured	in	M9-Glc-Tc25	and	additional	kanamycin	at	50	µg	ml–1.		
C.	 pinatubonensis	 	 JMP134	 strains	 were	 grown	 at	 30	 °C	 in	 Nutrient	 broth	 no	 2	 (NB,	Oxoid)	or	21C	minimal	medium	(MM)	[30]supplemented	with	3	mM	2,4-D	or	10	mM	succinate,	and	further	supplemented	with	50	µg	ml–1	kanamycin,	in	case	of	gfp	constructs.		All	strains	used	in	this	chapter	are	listed	in	Table	2.			
C.	pinatubonensis		JMP134	tagging	with	gfp	A	derivative	of	C.	pinatubonensis	JMP134	was	produced	carrying	a	single	chromosomal	copy	 of	 a	 Ptac-gfp	 transcriptional	 fusion	 delivered	 by	 mini-Tn5	 transposition.	 The	 mini-transposon	 was	 delivered	 into	 C.	 pinatubonensis	 JMP134	 in	 a	 triparental	 mating	 [33].	 C.	
pinatubonensis	 transconjugant	 colonies	were	 checked	 for	 green	 fluorescence	 and	motility	 and	were	regrown	in	MM	with	3	mM	2,4-D	as	sole	carbon	and	energy	source.	Three	individual	and	independent	 colonies	 of	 C.	 pinatubonensis	 JMP134-gfp	 (with	 possible	 different	 insertion	positions	of	the	mini-Tn5)	were	then	stored	at	–80	°C.	Only	one	of	the	clones	(strain	5198)	was	used	for	the	chemotaxis	assays	but	all	the	clones	showed	similar	chemotaxis	response	in	agarose	plug	assays.		
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Chip	design	and	fabrication	A	 microfluidic	 chip	 was	 designed	 using	 CleWin4	 software	 and	 fabricated	 in	 PDMS	(polydimethylsiloxane).	The	 chip	had	 three	parallel	 channels	 linked	by	 shallow	pores	of	 5	µm	wide,	100	µm	long	and	650	nm	high	(Fig.	1A,	B).	Buffer	(sink)	and	attractant	(source)	are	flowed	in	 separate	 side	 channels,	 each	 1	 mm	 wide	 and	 15	 µm	 high.	 Constant	 flow	 and	 attractant	diffusion	through	the	pores	lead	to	the	creation	of	a	gradient	perpendicular	to	the	observation	channel	(600	µm	wide	and	15	µm	high)	where	the	cells	are	introduced	(Fig.	1A,	B).		A	 silicon	mold	 of	 the	 designed	 chip	 was	 produced	 in	 the	 cleanroom	 by	 standard	 soft	photolithography	and	etching	processes	[34].	A	 first	step	of	photolithography	and	etching	was	performed	to	create	an	imprint	for	the	pores,	because	these	have	a	different	height.	In	a	second	photolithography	 step,	 the	 imprints	 for	 the	 flow	 channels	were	 created	 (Fig.	 8).	The	 chip	was	then	 fabricated	 as	 a	 negative	 imprint	 on	 the	 silicon	 mold	 using	 PDMS.	 Syglard	 184	 silicone	elastomer	 base	 and	 curing	 agent	 (Dow	 Corning)	were	mixed	 in	 a	 10:1	 ratio,	 degassed	 under	vacuum	and	poured	onto	the	silicon	mold.	The	polymerization	was	performed	at	80°C	overnight.	The	chips	 (a	block	of	approximately	2×2	cm)	were	cut	and	peeled	 from	the	silicon	mold,	after	which	flow	channel	inlets	were	punched	with	a	1.5	mm	diameter	Harris	Uni-Core	puncher	(TED	PELLA,	 Inc).	 Finally,	 the	 PDMS	 chip	was	 bonded	 to	 a	 standard	 glass	microscopy	 slide	 (1	mm	thickness,	RS	France,	Milian)	using	oxygen	plasma	treatment	for	0.1	min	(FEMTO	plasma	cleaner	from	Diener	Electronic,	settings:	0.6	mbar,	100	W,	Fig.	8)		
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Figure	 8:	 Microfluidic	 chip	 fabrication	
procedure	The	 fabrication	 procedure	 starts	 with	 a	silicon	 wafer	 (1).	 A	 photolithography	process	 produces	 a	 layer	 of	 resist	 at	 the	filter	imprint	position	that	protects	this	zone	during	 the	 etching	 step	 (2).	 The	 etching	results	 in	 the	 formation	 of	 the	 negative	 of	the	650	nm	high	channels	of	the	filters	(3).	A	second	 step	 of	 photolithography	 produces	the	mold	of	 the	channels	with	a	 resist	 layer	of	14	microns	high	(4).	This	inverted	mold	is	used	 multiple	 times	 to	 produce	 the	 PDMS	chips,	 by	 pouring	 PDMS	 on	 it	 and	 let	polymerize	(5).	Once	polymerized,	the	PDMS	is	 peeled	 off	 the	 inverted	 mold	 and,	 after	punching	 holes	 for	 the	 inlets,	 is	 bonded	 to	the	glass	slide	by	a	plasma	treatment	(6).				
Gradient	formation		Formation	of	the	chemical	gradient	in	the	PDMS	chip	was	tested	by	using	1	or	10	µM	of	Rhodamine	B	(Sigma-Aldrich)	in	water	as	source	and	water	alone	as	sink	fluid,	introduced	at	a	flow	rate	of	0.25	µl	min–1.	Fluorescence	was	 recorded	by	epifluorescence	microscopy	 in	a	100	µm-wide	zone	around	position	2200	µm	of	the	observation	channel	(Fig.	4A)	every	2	min	during	20	min	(exposure	times	110	ms).	After	20	min,	an	MG1655-gfp	cell	suspension	(~108	cells	ml–1)	was	 connected	 at	 a	 flow	 rate	 of	 3	 nl	 min–1.	 Rhodamine	 fluorescence	 was	 again	 recorded	
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immediately,	5,	10,	15	and	20	min	after	connecting	the	cell	suspension	(exposure	times	200	ms).	Fluorescence	was	recorded	using	a	DFC	350	FX	R2	Leica	camera	mounted	on	an	 inverted	DMI	4000	 Leica	 microscope	 using	 a	 N	 PLAN	 10X	 objective.	 Fluorescence	 profiles	 were	 calculated	from	digital	images	using	the	ImageJ	open	source	software	(http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).			
Preparation	of	cells	for	chemotaxis	assays	Overnight	 cultures	 of	 MG1655-gfp	 and	 ∆fliC-mcherry	 in	 M9-Glc	 with	 appropriate	antibiotics	 were	 diluted	 100-fold	 in	 the	 same	 medium	 and	 grown	 3	 hours	 until	 reaching	 a	culture	turbidity	at	600	nm	(OD600)	of	0.5.	After	checking	the	motility	of	the	cells	under	phase-contrast	microscopy,	1	ml	of	each	culture	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	g	for	5	min,	after	which	the	supernatant	was	 decanted	 and	 the	 cell	 pellet	 resuspended	 in	 1	ml	 of	motility	 buffer	 (motility	buffer	is	10	mM	potassium	phosphate,	0.1	mM	EDTA,	10	mM	lactate,	1	µM	methionine,	pH	7.0)	[35].	Centrifugation	and	 resuspension	were	 repeated	 twice,	 after	which	both	MG1655-gfp	 and	∆fliC-mcherry	 pellets	were,	 respectively,	 resuspended	 in	 250	 µl	 and	 500	 µl	 of	motility	 buffer.	Both	 cell	 suspensions	 were	 mixed	 at	 a	 1:1	 ratio	 (250	 µl	 :	 250	 µl)	 for	 introduction	 into	 the	microfluidic	chip.	Cultures	suspended	in	motility	buffer	were	used	for	chemotaxis	experiments	within	 1	 h.	 For	 chemotaxis	 assays	 with	 C.	 pinatubonensis	 JMP134-gfp,	 an	 overnight	 culture	grown	on	MM	with	10	mM	succinate	plus	0.5	mM	2,4-D	and	50	µg	ml–1	kanamycin	was	diluted	16-fold	in	MM	with	5	mM	succinate	and	0.1	mM	2,4-D.	The	culture	was	incubated	at	30	°C	until	its	 turbidity	reached	an	OD600	between	0.5-0.6.	This	cell	suspension	was	then	directly	used	for	the	chemotaxis	assay	in	order	to	preserve	maximal	cellular	motility	(centrifugation	or	filtering	caused	too	much	loss	of	swimming	cells).			
On-chip	chemotaxis	assays	Two	Hamilton	2.5	ml	glass	syringes	(model	1002	RN	with	an	RN(22/51/3)	large	needle,	Hamilton)	were	 connected	 to	~40	 cm	 long	 tygon	 tubings	 (internal	 ø	 0.51	mm,	wall	 0.91	mm,	Tygon	ST,	 Ismatec)	and	a	custom-made	metal	adapter	 (length	~5	cm,	bend	 to	90°,	made	 from	
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steel	capillary	internal	ø	0.25	mm,	external	ø	1/16	inches,	Metrohm,	Switzerland).	One	syringe	was	filled	with	motility	buffer	containing	attractant	(e.g.,	10	µM	serine),	whereas	the	other	was	filled	with	motility	 buffer	 (for	E.	coli).	 In	 case	 of	 chemotaxis	 assays	with	C.	pinatubonensis	we	used	MM	 instead	 of	motility	 buffer.	 A	 100	 µl	 Hamilton	 glass	 syringe	 (model	 1710	 RN	with	 a	RN22/51/3	 small	 needle,	Hamilton)	 connected	 to	 40	 cm	 tygon	 tubing	was	 filled	with	 the	 cell	suspension.	The	metal	adapters	with	connected	tubing	and	syringes	were	gently	pushed	into	the	inlets	of	 the	 side	 channels	on	 the	PDMS	chip,	 the	 syringes	were	mounted	on	a	double	 syringe	pump	(NE-4000,	NewEra,	Pump	System	Inc.),	and	flow	was	started	at	0.25	µl	min–1.	After	20	min,	7	 µl	 of	 cell	 suspension	was	 pipetted	 in	 the	 inlet	 of	 the	middle	 (observation)	 channel	 and	 the	metal	 adapter	 for	 the	 tubing	 and	 100	 µl	 syringe	 with	 the	 further	 cell	 suspension	 was	 gently	inserted	to	minimize	flow	disturbance.	The	flow	in	the	side	channels	was	maintained	at	0.25	µl	min–1,	 whereas	 the	 observation	 channel	 was	 operated	 at	 3	 nl	 min–1	 using	 a	 separate	 syringe	pump	(NE-1000,	NewEra,	Pump	System	Inc.).	The	glass	slide	with	PDMS	chip	was	mounted	on	an	inverted	Leica	DMI	4000	microscope,	and	focus	was	maintained	on	the	first	millimeter	of	the	observation	 cell	 channel	 (between	 positions	 1500-2500	 µm	 in	 Fig.	 4A)	 using	 an	N	 PLAN	 10X	objective.	 Phase-contrast	 (10	 ms)	 and	 fluorescence	 (gfp,	 110	 ms	 and	 mcherry,	 200	 ms)	 was	digitally	 imaged	 every	 5–10	 min	 during	 one	 hour	 using	 a	 black-and-white	 DFC	 350	 FX	 R2	camera	 (Leica).	A	 select	number	of	 experiments	was	 complemented	by	video	 series	of	 images	taken	every	5–10	min	during	13	sec	in	order	to	record	cell	trajectories.	Images	were	exported	as	16-bit	 TIF	 and	 analyzed	 for	 (fluorescence)	 intensity	 in	 both	 channels	 using	 ImageJ.	 A	 zone	 of	100×600	pixels		(~101×610	µm)	was	drawn	at	a	distance	of	400	microns	from	the	beginning	of	the	 filter	 (approximately	 the	 transect	 at	 2200	 µm	 in	 Figure	 4A).	 Fluorescence	 profiles	 were	extracted	 using	 ImageJ	 by	 averaging	 the	 grey	 values	 across	 a	 100-pixels-width	 segment	spanning	 the	 complete	 channel	 transect	 (600	 µm,	~600	 pixels).	 Grey	 values	 of	 ten	 100	 pixel-lines	 were	 then	 again	 averaged	 (obtaining	 60	 values,	 each	 of	 a	 100×10-pixel	 zone).	 The	fluorescence	 values	 were	 finally	 normalized	 by	 the	 total	 fluorescence	 in	 the	 zone.	 For	 the	 CI	(chemotaxis	 index)	 the	 ratio	 of	 fluorescence	 was	 calculated	 between	 the	 100	 pixels	 (~100	
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microns)	 segment	 closest	 to	 the	 source	 compared	 to	 the	 total	 transect	 fluorescence.	 The	 CAR	(cell	accumulation	rate)	was	then	quantified	as	the	slope	of	CI	over	time	(from	at	least	three	time	points).		Individual	cell	 trajectories	were	extracted	from	three	zones	of	cropped	200×200	pixels	near	 the	 sink	 and	 the	 source	 channels,	 by	using	 the	mosaic	2D	tracking	plugin	 in	 ImageJ	 [36].	Coordinates	of	 the	 trajectories	were	exported	 to	MATLAB	(version	R2015_b,	MathWorks,	 Inc.)	for	further	analysis.	Total	trajectory	lengths,	effective	travel	distances	(start	to	end	coordinates)	and	average	trajectory	angles	compared	to	flow	(0°)	were	calculated	for	each	individual	cell.	The	distributions	 of	 those	 three	 parameters	were	 then	 used	 to	 separate	 cells	 into	 “swimmer”	 and	“non-swimmer”	 categories,	 with	 non-swimmers	 characterized	 by	 a	 ratio	 of	 trajectory	 length	divided	by	effective	travel	distance	of	1	(±10%)	and	a	trajectory	angle	of	0°±10°.	Next,	the	ratios	of	swimmers	to	non-swimmers	were	calculated	per	attractant	and	buffer	(sink)	zone,	averaged	across	three	pixel	areas	per	zone	and	statistically	compared	with	a	Welch	two	sample	t-test.			
Steady-state	model	description	This	model	 was	 developed	 by	 Jan	 Roelof	 van	 der	Meer	 and	 Cristian	 Picioreanu	 (Delft	University	of	Technology,	The	Netherlands)	and	the	simulations	were	performed	by	Jan	Roelof	van	der	Meer.			
Geometry.	 The	microfluidic	 device	 had	 three	 parallel	 channels	 (domains	Ω1,	 source;	Ω2,	 sink	and	Ω3,	 cells),	 connected	 by	 two	 filter	 zones	 (domains	Ω4	and	Ω5)	 (Fig.	 9A).	 For	 a	 reasonable	balance	between	computational	burden	and	model	accuracy,	we	chose	to	represent	the	device	in	a	 two-dimensional	 space	 (i.e.,	 top-view).	 However,	 a	 shallow-channel	 approximation	 was	implemented	 to	 correct	 for	 the	 large	 friction	 forces	 induced	 by	 the	 parallel	walls	 on	 the	 fluid	flow.	All	the	geometry	dimensions	and	physical	model	parameters	are	listed	in	Table	1.	
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Figure	 9:	 Model	 description	 (A)	 Model	geometry,	 dimensions,	 domains	 and	boundaries.	 Ω1:	 Source	 domain	 (fed	 with	chemoattractant	 solution),	 Ω2:	 Sink	 domain	(fed	with	water),	Ω3:	Cells	domain	(fed	with	a	suspension	 of	 cells),	 Ω4	 and	 Ω5:	 Filter	domains	 (separate	 the	 cells	 from	source	 and	sink	 channels).	Γi,1,	Γi,2,	Γi,3:	 Inflows,	Γo,1,	
Γo,2,	 Γo,3:	 Outflows.	 	 The	 geometry	dimensions	 are	 listed	 in	 Table	 1.	 (B)	 Finite	element	 mesh	 detail	 in	 the	 neighborhood	 of	the	filter	region.	
	
	
	
	
Fluid	 flow.	 A	 correct	 representation	 of	 fluid	 flow	 (hydrodynamics)	 through	 the	 microfluidic	device	 is	 essential	 for	 the	 further	 description	 of	 solute	 (attractant)	 transport	 and	 microbial	chemotaxis.	Due	to	the	very	low	Reynolds	number	(Re<0.02),	the	inertial	term	in	the	momentum	balance	 was	 neglected.	 The	 creeping	 flow	 is	 therefore	 described	 by	 the	 Stokes	 equations	 for	stationary,	laminar	and	incompressible	flow	[37]:	!! =  µ!!! +  !!	 	 	 	 (0)	∇ · ! =  !	 	 	 	 	 (0)	where	 the	 variables	 are	p	 (liquid	 pressure)	 and	u	 (velocity	 vector),	 with	 a	 constant	 dynamic	viscosity	µ	of	water	at	20	°C.	In	microfluidic	devices,	the	hydraulic	resistance	induced	by	the	top	and	bottom	parallel	walls	of	the	flow	channels	is	very	important,	leading	to	a	large	contribution	
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in	 the	 pressure	 drop.	 To	 correct	 the	 two-dimensional	 momentum	 balance	 for	 this	 shallow-channel	effect,	an	additional	body	force	was	introduced	in	equation	(0),	!!  =  −12µ!/ℎ!	 	 	 	 (3)	where	h	is	the	channel	height:	14	µm	for	the	main	flow	channels	(Ω1,	Ω2	and	Ω3)	and	0.25	µm	for	the	filters	(Ω4	and	Ω5).	The	 source	 and	 sink	 channel	 inlets	  Γi,1	 and	Γi,2	were	 defined	 as	 laminar	 flows	with	 the	 same	mass	flow	rate	Fin,l.	Another	laminar	flow	with	flow	rate	Fin,m	was	set	at	the	observation	channel	inlet	 Γi,3.	The	outflows	 Γo,1,	Γo,2	and	Γo,3	were	all	assigned	a	zero	gauge	pressure,	being	open	to	the	air.	All	the	other	external	boundaries	were	no-slip	walls	(u=0),	while	flow	continuity	existed	between	all	flow	domains.			
Solute	 transport.	 The	 spatial	 distribution	 of	 chemoattractant	 (serine)	 or	 fluorescent	 tracer	molecule	 (rhodamine	B)	 concentrations	 cS	 in	 all	 domains	 resulted	 from	 the	material	 balances	including	convection	and	diffusion	terms:	! · (−!!!!!  +  !!!)  =  0	 	 	 (4)	where	DS	 is	a	constant	diffusion	coefficient	of	 the	solute.	 If	 the	chemoattractant	substance	was	taken	up	 by	 the	microbial	 cells,	 an	 additional	 reaction	 term	RS	 entered	 the	 solute	 balance	 (4)	only	on	the	domain	Ω3	(in	the	other	domains	RS	=	0):		! · (−!!!!!  +  !!!)  =  !!	 	 	 (5)	The	chemoattractant	reaction	kinetics	was	described	by	a	saturation	rate	expression,		!!  =  −!!"#!!!!/(!!  +  !!)	 	 	 (6)	with	vmax	the	maximum	specific	uptake	rate,	Km	the	Michelis-Menten	coefficient	and	cX	the	local	concentration	of	cells.	In	the	source	channel	inflow	Γi,1	a	constant	concentration	cS	=	cS,i	was	applied,	while	in	the	other	two	 inflows	Γi,2	and	Γi,3	there	was	 no	 solute	 (cS	=	0).	 All	 outflows	Γo,1,	Γo,2	and	Γo,3	were	 purely	convective	(no-diffusion	boundary	type).	All	the	other	external	boundaries	were	insulated	(no-flux	conditions),	while	solute	flux	continuity	was	assumed	between	all	domains	(e.g.,	Fig.	1C).	
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Cell	 transport.	The	 spatial	distribution	of	microbial	 cells	 in	domain	Ω3	was	 represented	by	a	concentration	cX.	The	concentration	of	 cells	 results	 from	a	material	balance	with	an	additional	chemotactic	 term	 besides	 the	 convection	 and	 isotropic	 motility,	 according	 to	 the	 Alt's	 cell	balance	modifications	of	the	the	Patlak-Keller-Segel	model	of	chemotaxis	[38,	39]:	! · (−!!∇!!  +  !!!!!∇!!  +  !!!)  =  0	 	 (7)	
DX	 is	 a	 constant	 motility	 coefficient	 for	 the	 cells	 swimming	 against	 the	 gradient	 of	 cell	concentration	 ∇!! 	(similar	 to	 isotropic	 molecular	 diffusion).	 The	 chemotactic	 sensitivity	function	models	 the	oriented	motility	of	cells	along	 the	gradient	of	substrate	∇!!,	proportional	with	 a	 chemotactic	 coefficient	 Dch	 and	 the	 local	 concentration	 of	 cells	 cX.	 The	 chemotactic	coefficient	is	then	dependent	on	[39]:	!!!  =  !!!  !!!!!!! !	 	 	 	 	 (8)	with	!!	the	chemotactic	sensitivity	coefficient	(typical	values	for	E.	coli	10–5–10–4	cm2	s–1,	[39]),	!	is	a	scaling	factor	(value	=	3),	and	KC	is	the	receptor-ligand	dissociation	constant	(typical	value	for	 Tsr	 and	 serine	 =	 30	 µM	 [18]).	We	 included	 an	 upper	 limit	 for	 the	 chemotactic	 coefficient,	motivated	by	a	maximum	reachable	density	of	cells	cX,max	so	that		!!!  =  !!!,!(1 − !!/!!,!"#).	A	 constant	 concentration	 cX	=	cX,i	 was	 fed	 through	 inflow	 Γi,3.	 The	 outflow	 Γo,3	 was	 purely	convective,	thus	the	normal	components	of	the	diffusion	and	chemotaxis	fluxes	were	both	set	to	zero.	All	the	other	boundaries	of	domain	Ω3	(walls	and	filter/channel	edges)	were	insulated	so	that	the	total	flux	of	cells	through	these	was	zero.		
Model	 solution.	 The	 steady	 state	 model	 equations	 were	 solved	 by	 a	 finite	 element	 method,	implemented	 in	 COMSOL	 Multiphysics	 (v5.2,	 COMSOL	 Inc.,	 Burlington,	 MA).	 To	 improve	 the	numerical	convergence,	the	equations	were	solved	in	a	sequential	approach,	first	fluid	flow,	then	solute	 transport	 and	 finally	 the	 cell	 transport.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 chemoattractant	 uptake,	 the	equations	 for	 solute	 and	 cell	 transport	 with	 chemotaxis	 and	 reaction	 were	 solved	simultaneously.	A	triangular	finite	element	mesh	of	max.	size	50	µm	was	created	for	domains	Ω1,	
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Ω2	and	Ω3,	while	a	rectangular	mesh	with	elements	of	1	µm	by	10	µm	was	used	 for	each	 filter	region	Ω4	and	Ω5.	 In	the	cell	channel	near	first	 filters	the	mesh	was	refined	to	max.	20	µm	and	min.	1	µm	sizes	in	order	to	capture	the	very	strong	cell	concentration	gradients	(Fig.	9B).	
	
	
	
Table	1:	Model	parameters	
Description	 Symbol	 Value	 Units	 Source	
Geometry	 	 	 	 	Height	(z-direction)	-	channel	-	filter	
	
h	 	14	0.25	
	
µm	
µm	
	experimental	
Cell	channel		-	width	-	length	
	
LY,3	
LX,3	
	0.6	11.5	
	mm	mm	
	experimental	
Source	 and	 sink	channels		-	width	-	length	
	
	
LY,1	,	LY,2	
LX,1	,	LX,2	
		1	9	
		mm	mm	
experimental	
Inlet/outlet	channels		-	width	-	length	
	
LX,i	
LY,i	
	0.26	2	
	mm	mm	
experimental	
Filters		-	width	-	length	
	
LX,f	
LY,f	
	5	100	
	
µm	
µm	
experimental	
Filter	spacing		 Lf	 30	 µm	 experimental	
	
Flow	
	 	 	 	
Water	 viscosity	 (at	20°C)	 µ	 0.001	 Pa	s	 -	Water	density	 ρ	 1000	 kg	m–3	 -	Flow	 rate	 source/sink	channels	inlet	 Fin,l	 0.25	 µL	min–1	 experimental	
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Flow	 rate	 cell	 channel	inlet	 Fin,m	 0.003	 µL	min–1	 experimental	
	
Solutes	
	 	 	 	
Diffusion	coefficienta	-	rhodamine	B	-	serine	
	
DS	
	3.6×10–10	8.9×10–10	
	m2	s–1	 	[26,	40]	
Serine	 concentration	 in	inflow	 cS,i	 1,	5,	10,	20	 µmol	L–1	 experimental	Maximum	 serine	 uptake	rate	 vmax	 338	 nmol	 mmol–1		min–1	 [41]	Michaelis-Menten	half-saturation	coefficient	 Km	 6	 µmol	L–1	 [41]	
	
Cells	
	 	 	 	
Motility	coefficient	 DX	 1×10–11	 m2	s–1	 estimated	Maximum	chemotaxis	coefficient	 Dch,0	 2×10–7		 m5	s–1	mol–1	 estimated		Cell	 concentration	 in	inflow	 cX	 10			 mmol	L–1	 experimental		Maximum	cell	density	 cX,max	 10×cX		 mmol	L–1	 estimated		a)	corrected	for	20	°C				
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CHAPTER	3	
CHARACTERIZATION	OF	SINGLE	CELL	CHEMOTAXIS	RESPONSES	USING	
A	MICROFLUIDIC	CHIP									Microfluidics	 is	an	 interesting	tool	 for	the	quantification	of	bacterial	chemotaxis	response.	The	small	 scale	dimensions	allow	a	potential	 faster	detection	of	 the	cellular	 response	compared	 to	traditional	 population-based	 methods,	 such	 as	 swimming	 plates.	 We	 hypothesized	 that	 the	trajectory	 analysis	 of	 single	 cells	 may	 be	 used	 for	 quantifying	 chemotaxis	 read-out.	 In	 this	chapter,	 we	 developed	 a	 microfluidic	 chip	 that	 integrates	 pressure-driven	 valves,	 in	 which	 a	gradient	of	attractant	can	be	generated	by	alternating	valve	opening,	and	small	groups	of	cells	can	be	injected	inside	an	established	gradient.	Serine	gradients	were	established	with	100	µM	or	10	µM	source	concentration	and	the	trajectory	responses	of	individual	Escherichia	coli	cells	were	recorded	 within	 the	 first	 minutes.	 Contrary	 to	 our	 expectations,	 trajectory	 properties	 (angle,	total	 length,	 etc.)	 were	 not	 statistically	 significant	 different	 among	 cells	 injected	 into	 serine	gradients	 or	 into	 buffer	 alone.	 Stochastic	 mathematical	 modeling	 of	 single-cell	 response	suggested	 that	 an	 increase	 of	 incubation	 time	 might	 have	 resulted	 in	 clearer	 chemotaxis	differences.			 	
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Introduction		 In	Chapter	2,	we	developed	a	microfluidic	chip	that	allows	quantification	of	Escherichia	
coli	 and	 Cupriavidus	 pinatubonensis	 chemotaxis	 at	 population	 level	 towards	 a	 variety	 of	individual	attractants.	Despite	 this,	 this	 type	of	chip	required	accurate	and	sensitive	control	of	the	flow	of	both	attractant	and	cells,	and	did	not	allow	easy	sample	exchange.	Sample	exchange	is	particularly	difficult	in	microfluidics,	since	one	needs	to	transfer	liquid	handling	from	a	macro-scale	 (syringes,	 tubings,	 µl-ml	 volumes)	 into	 the	 micro-scale	 fluidics	 (chip	 channels,	 nL	volumes).	 In	 our	 perspective,	 this	 liquid-downscaling	 aspect	 complicates	 testing	 of	 different	consecutive	samples	since	the	dead	volume	of	tubing	and	connections	before	entering	into	the	flow	reaction	channels	is	enormous	compared	to	the	actual	microfluidic	channels,	and	thus	will	take	a	very	long	time.	In	order	 to	possibly	alleviate	 this	 issue,	one	can	 integrate	 fluidic	valves	 inside	 the	chip	structure,	which	allows	better	control	of	the	flow	inside	the	chip	and	facilitates	the	exchange	of	samples,	 too.	 Valves	 can	 be	 positioned	 inside	 fluidic	 channels	 by	 fabricating	 two	 layers	 of	polydimethylsiloxane	 (PDMS)	 [1];	 the	 upper	 of	 which	 contains	 the	 valves,	 and	 the	 lower	 the	regular	 flow	channels	 (Fig.	1A).	The	 layer	of	PDMS	between	 the	valve	and	 the	 channel	 is	kept	very	 thin;	 pressure	 application	 on	 the	 valves	 will	 deform	 into	 the	 flow	 channels	 below	 and	effectively	closing	it	(Fig.	1).		In	a	recent	publication,	 it	was	shown	that	stable	chemical	gradients	could	be	produced	by	 alternating	 opening	 of	 two	 valves	 flanking	 a	 test	 channel	 [2].	 In	 brief,	 a	 source	 and	 a	 sink	were	created	on	each	side	of	the	test	channel,	separated	by	valves.	By	opening	alternatingly	the	valves	on	each	side,	a	stable	gradient	is	formed	in	the	test	channel,	which	can	persist	for	a	few	minutes	even	when	both	valves	are	closed	[2].	The	goal	of	this	work	was	to	measure	the	chemotaxis	response	of	individual	E.	coli	cells	to	a	stable	chemical	gradient	in	an	observation	channel,	using	the	principle	of	alternating	valve	opening.	 Our	 idea	 was	 that,	 once	 the	 gradient	 is	 established,	 a	 group	 of	 E.	 coli	 cells	 can	 be	
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introduced	in	the	middle	of	the	gradient,	using	a	different	channel	inlet.	Since	the	cells	will	find	themselves	 within	 the	 gradient	 with	 minimal	 disturbance,	 they	 should	 react	 with	 a	 biased	swimming	 response	 to	 the	 gradient	 source.	 The	 direct	 bacterial	 response	 could	 then	 be	measured	for	the	first	couple	of	minutes	after	introduction	into	the	chemical	gradient.	Individual	bacterial	trajectories	can	be	extracted	from	the	real-time	movies.		With	 this	 setting	 we	 expected	 to	 measure	 a	 difference	 in	 individual	 trajectories	properties	 in	the	first	minutes	of	exposure	to	a	gradient,	which	would	provide	fast	chemotaxis	quantification	at	individual	cell	level.	In	a	recent	publication,	Choi	et	al.	showed	the	chemotaxis	response	 of	 Salmonella	 typhimurium	 towards	 different	 changing	 attractant	 gradients	 in	 a	microfluidic	 chip.	 They	 showed	 significant	 bias	 in	 trajectory	 directions	 only	 120	 s	 after	 cell	insertion	 in	 the	 gradient	 [3].	 Others	 used	 swimming	 direction	 asymmetry	 and	 chemotaxis	velocity	extracted	from	individual	trajectory	as	chemotaxis	descriptor	[4],	as	well	as	run	lengths	and	 run	durations	 [5].	Deeper	analysis	of	bacterial	 trajectories	 allows	precise	 identification	of	run	and	 tumble	events,	which	could	provide	a	non-invasive	method	 to	study	 flagellar	 rotation	instead	of	common	tethering	cell	assay	[6].			
	
Figure	 1:	 Principle	 of	 PDMS	 integrated	 microfluidic	 valves.	 (A)	 Vertical	 slice	 of	 a	 double	layer	PDMS	chip	with	the	valve	 in	the	upper	 layer	and	the	channel	 in	the	 lower	 layer.	Without	application	 of	 air-liquid	 pressure	 in	 the	 valve,	 the	 channel	 below	 is	 open	 (upper	 schematic).	Increasing	 pressure	 in	 the	 valve	 deforms	 the	 PDMS	 and	 closes	 the	 channel	 below	 (lower	schematic).	(B)	Images	at	10x	magnification	of	an	open	(left)	and	a	closed	valve	(right).	 	
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Results		
Gradient	generation	in	the	double	layer	PDMS	chip	In	 order	 to	 characterize	 bacterial	 chemotaxis	 response	 at	 individual	 cell	 level,	 we	developed	 a	 double-layer	 microfluidic	 chip	 that	 integrates	 pressure-driven	 valves	 inside	 the	PDMS	 structure	 (Fig.	 2A).	 The	 chip	 comprises	 three	 parallel	 observation	 channels,	 in	which	 a	gradient	can	be	generated	and	bacterial	cells	can	be	introduced	simultaneously	(Fig.	2A,	Inset).	The	 gradient	 is	 generated	 by	 alternative	 valve	 opening,	 the	 principle	 of	which	was	 described	previously	[2].	In	short,	the	attractant	and	the	buffer	are	flowed	in	the	side	channels;	alternating	opening	of	valves	to	the	middle	channel	during	120	ms	with	intermittent	closing	for	10	s,	leads	to	diffusion	of	the	attractant	from	the	source	to	the	sink	(buffer)	channel.	Alternating	opening	of	source	and	sink	valves	results	in	a	stable,	almost	linear	gradient	in	the	observation	channel	(Fig.	2B).	A	group	of	bacteria	(n	~100	cells)	can	be	inserted	by	a	short	pulse	and	opening	of	the	valve	in	 the	 middle	 of	 observation	 channel,	 and	 their	 chemotaxis	 response	 to	 the	 gradient	 can	 be	monitored	 in	 real-time	 by	 microscopy.	 After	 completion	 of	 the	 experiment	 the	 cells	 can	 be	washed	away	and	another	cycle	of	chemotaxis	can	be	performed.		The	 formation	 and	 maintenance	 of	 the	 gradient	 was	 tested	 with	 fluorescein	isothiocyanate-dextran	 (FITC-dextran).	 Fluorescence	 measurements	 over	 time	 along	 the	observation	 channel	 showed	 that	 the	 gradient	 formed	 rapidly	 and	was	 stable	 after	 30	min	 of	alternating	valve	opening	(Fig.	2C).		After	30	min	of	gradient	formation,	we	mimicked	the	effect	of	introducing	bacteria	by	a	4–s	opening	of	the	middle	valves	(Fig.	2B),	followed	by	2	min	of	no	further	valve	opening	during	which	 the	 chemotaxis	 response	 may	 be	 monitored.	 Quantification	 of	 the	 FITC-dextran	fluorescence	signal	indicated	that,	immediately	after	inflow	from	the	cell	inlet,	the	gradient	was	perturbed	at	the	position	of	the	inflow	(in	green	on	Fig.	2D).	The	gradient	re-established	rapidly	within	15	 to	30	 s	 and	 remained	 stable	 for	 the	 remaining	90	 s	 (Fig.	 1D).	Measurements	 of	 the	FITC-dextran	 gradient	 in	 the	 microfluidic	 chip	 thus	 suggest	 that	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 create	 an	
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attractant	 gradient,	 which	 is	 stable	 enough	 to	 introduce	 bacterial	 cells	 and	 should	 permit	 to	follow	their	chemotaxis	for	a	period	of	2	min	after	inflow.			
	
Figure	2:	Design	of	a	gradient	generator	chip	for	chemotaxis	measurements.	(A)	Layout	of	the	 double-layered	 microfluidic	 chip	 with	 the	 flow	 channels	 on	 the	 bottom	 (grey)	 and	 the	control	 valves	 as	 upper	 layer	 (blue).	 Inset	 shows	 a	 detail	 of	 the	 three	 parallel	 observation	channels	 with	 dimensions.	 (B)	 Principle	 of	 attractant	 gradient	 formation	 through	 alternating	valve	 opening,	 and	 inflow	 of	 cells	 after	 gradient	 establishment.	 (C)	 FITC-Dextran	 gradient	formation	over	time	in	the	first	observation	channel	as	a	result	of	alternating	valve	opening.	The	distance	0	corresponds	to	the	bottom	of	the	observation	channel	(position	of	the	sink)	and	the	distance	600	corresponds	to	the	other	side	(position	of	the	source).	(D)	FITC-Dextran	gradient	perturbation	 after	 inflow	 of	 liquid	 mimicking	 cell	 insertion	 (green	 zone)	 and	 its	 subsequent	persistence	in	the	fully	closed	configuration.		
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Characterization	of	individual	trajectories	In	order	to	characterize	the	direct	chemotaxis	response	of	individual	bacteria	introduced	in	 the	 middle	 of	 a	 pre-established	 gradient,	 we	 tested	 the	 response	 of	 E.	 coli	 MG1655-gfp	towards	a	gradient	of	serine.	After	30	minutes	of	alternating	valve	opening,	a	group	of	cells	was	introduced	into	the	observation	channel	by	a	4–s	opening	of	the	middle	valves.	Valves	remained	closed	in	order	to	abolish	all	flow	inside	the	observation	channel	during	the	cell	response.	Five	consecutive	 30-s	movies	were	 taken	 and	 individual	 bacterial	 trajectories	were	 extracted.	 The	trajectories	 were	 characterized	 by	 different	 properties	 to	 try	 to	 discriminate	 chemotaxis	 in	presence	of	a	gradient	(with	a	100	µM	or	10	µM	source	of	serine)	to	the	random	response	in	a	uniform	control	environment	(only	buffer).	This	first	trajectory	descriptor	was	the	length,	since	we	 expected	 longer	 trajectories	 in	 presence	 of	 attractant	 due	 to	 the	 decreased	 number	 of	tumbles	 (change	of	 direction).	We	 calculated	 the	 total	 length	 of	 each	 trajectory	 as	well	 as	 the	final	length	–	the	straight	distance	between	the	starting	point	and	the	end	point	of	the	trajectory	(Fig.	3F).	The	average	lengths	of	the	trajectories	(total	and	final)	were	not	longer	in	presence	of	a	gradient	although	the	variability	between	the	experimental	replicates	was	important	(Fig.	3A-B).	In	 addition,	 the	 ratio	 of	 the	 total	 length	divided	by	 the	 final	 length	was	 calculated	 in	 order	 to	characterize	 the	 straightness	 of	 the	 trajectories.	 The	 principle	 is	 that,	 when	 a	 trajectory	 is	straight,	 the	 final	 length	 tends	 to	 be	 as	 long	 as	 the	 total	 length	 and	 the	 ratio	 tends	 to	 1.	We	expected	to	obtain	straighter	trajectories	in	presence	of	the	gradient.	The	average	ratios	of	the	trajectories	 in	presence	of	 gradient	were	 systematically	higher	 than	 the	 first	buffer	 replicates,	which	 suggests	 straighter	 trajectories	 (Fig.	 3C).	 However	 the	 second	 replicate	 of	 the	 buffer	showed	a	value	similar	to	the	gradient	replicates	(Fig.	3C).		We	also	measured	the	final	vertical	displacement	of	the	cells	(Fig.	3F).	Since	the	source	of	the	 gradient	 is	 localized	 at	 the	 top,	 cells	 swimming	 towards	 the	 source	will	 display	 a	 positive	average	vertical	displacement.	The	results	did	not	show	any	preference	in	vertical	direction	or	more	displacement	towards	the	sink		(Fig.	3D).	Neither	did	the	proportion	of	the	cells	that	swam	
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towards	the	source	show	any	preference	for	the	direction	of	source,	with	about	50%	or	less	of	the	cells	swimming	in	the	direction	of	the	source	(Fig.	3E).			
	
Figure	 3:	 Individual	 bacterial	 trajectory	 properties	 in	 presence	 or	 absence	 of	 gradient.	Individual	trajectories	were	extracted	from	five	consecutive	30-s	movies	after	direct	exposure	of	the	bacteria	to	an	absence	of	gradient	(BUF)	or	a	gradient	with	a	100	µM	serine	source	(SER	100	µM)	 or	 a	 gradient	 with	 a	 10	 µM	 serine	 source	 (SER	 10	 µM).	 The	 different	 graphs	 show	 the	trajectory	properties	measured	from	two	independent	replicate	experiments	for	each	condition.	
(A)	 Average	 total	 length	 of	 trajectories.	 (B)	 Average	 final	 length	 of	 the	 trajectories,	 which	corresponds	to	the	direct	distance	between	the	starting	and	the	end	points.	(C)	Average	of	the	ratios	 of	 the	 total	 length	 divided	 by	 the	 final	 length	 for	 each	 trajectory.	 A	 ratio	 tending	 to	 1	
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characterizes	straighter	trajectories.	(D)	Average	of	final	vertical	displacements	of	trajectories,	which	 corresponds	 to	 the	 vertical	 length	 between	 the	 starting	 and	 the	 end	 points	 of	 the	trajectory.	 (E)	 Proportion	 of	 the	 trajectories,	 whose	 average	 direction	 pointed	 towards	 the	source	 of	 serine	 (Upwards).	 (F)	 Scheme	 that	 describes	 the	 different	 trajectory	 properties	measured.				 In	addition	to	the	trajectory	descriptors,	we	calculated	the	angle	of	average	direction	of	the	trajectories.	The	direction	distribution	for	all	replicates	and	conditions	showed	a	preference	in	 the	 vertical	 displacement,	 which	 can	 be	 explained	 by	 the	 smaller	 width	 of	 the	 channel.	However,	no	significant	preference	for	the	source	direction	was	observed	when	the	cells	were	in	presence	of	a	gradient	compared	to	the	uniform	environment	(Fig.	4).			
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Figure	 4:	 Histograms	 of	 average	 angle	 of	 individual	 trajectories.	 Individual	 trajectories	were	 extracted	 from	 five	 consecutive	 30-s	movies	 after	 direct	 exposure	 of	 the	 bacteria	 to	 an	absence	of	gradient	or	a	gradient	with	a	100	µM	or	10	µM	serine.	The	graphs	show	the	circular	distribution	 of	 the	 average	 direction	 of	 each	 individual	 trajectory	 measured	 from	 two	independent	replicates	of	experiment.	The	source	of	serine	is	localized	at	the	top	and	the	sink	at	the	bottom.				 These	 results	 suggest	 that	 the	 trajectories	 of	 bacteria	 in	 absence	 or	 in	 presence	 of	 a	gradient	of	serine	were	not	significantly	different	in	the	2	first	minutes	of	chemotaxis	response.	Moreover,	an	important	variability	between	the	different	experimental	replicates	was	observed.			
Comparison	of	experimental	data	with	mathematical	modeling		In	 addition	 to	 the	 previous	 trajectory	 parameters,	 we	 compared	 the	 bacterial	distributions	 in	 the	 observation	 channel	 after	 2.5	minutes	 of	 response.	 Bacterial	 distributions	were	very	similar	whether	the	cells	were	exposed	to	a	gradient	or	not	(Fig.	5A).	No	bias	towards	the	 source	 was	 observed	 in	 the	 experimental	 data.	 The	 bacteria	 were	 homogeneously	distributed	in	the	channel	after	2.5	min	of	exposure	(Fig.	5B).		In	 order	 to	 understand	 why	 we	 were	 not	 able	 to	 detect	 a	 response	 in	 the	 chip,	 we	collaborated	 with	 Xavier	 Richard	 and	 Christian	 Mazza,	 mathematicians	 at	 the	 University	 of	Fribourg,	who	developed	a	model	that	predicts	the	movement	of	individual	mathematical	cells	in	presence	of	a	gradient	of	attractant.	The	response	of	200	cells	inserted	in	the	middle	of	a	channel	of	100	µm	width	and	1000	µm	long	during	2.5	min	was	simulated,	which	is	comparable	to	our	experimental	data.	Simulations	suggested	slight	accumulation	of	cells	close	to	the	source	with	a	gradient	 of	 10	 µM,	 but	 hardly	 any	 for	 a	 gradient	 of	 100	 µM	 serine,	 which	was	 similar	 to	 the	distribution	in	absence	of	gradient	(Fig.	5C).			
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Figure	5:	Position	of	the	cells	in	the	channel.	(A)	Experimental	positions	of	E.	coli	cells	in	the	channel	after	2.5	minutes	of	exposure	to	either	an	absence	of	gradient	or	a	gradient	with	a	100	µM	or	10	µM	serine	source	with	two	independent	experimental	replicates.	Source	of	serine	is	located	at	1000	µm	and	the	sink	at	0	µm.	(B)	Histograms	of	the	observed	distribution	of	the	cells	across	the	length	of	the	channel.	(C)	Distributions	obtained	from	mathematical	simulations	of	cells	across	the	length	of	the	channel.	Note	that	the	source	of	serine	is	located	at	1000	µm	and	the	sink	at	0	µm.			 In	 order	 to	 identify	 which	 aspect	 to	 improve	 in	 our	 setup,	 we	 changed	 different	parameters	in	the	model	to	see	whether	and	how	we	might	obtain	a	better	chemotaxis	response.	First,	we	simulated	bacterial	chemotaxis	response	during	longer	incubation	time.	Incubations	of	20	 min	 simulation	 time	 indicated	 cell	 distributions	 largely	 biased	 towards	 the	 source	 in	presence	of	gradients	of	10	µM	and	100	µM	of	serine,	which	were	significantly	different	from	the	simulation	 in	 absence	of	 gradient	 (Fig.	 5A).	 Secondly,	 insertion	of	 cells	 closer	 to	 the	 source	of	attractant	(position:	750	µm)	yielded	accumulation	after	2.5	min.	This	also	occurred	with	cells	inside	 buffer	 only	 but	 to	 a	 lesser	 extent	 than	 cells	 in	 serine	 gradients	 (Fig.	 5B).	 Finally,	simulations	with	100	times	more	cells	in	the	channel	(n=20,000),	also	yielded	cell	accumulation	
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within	2.5	min,	which	was	higher	 for	10	µM	serine	gradient	 than	with	buffer	alone	or	100	µM	gradient	(Fig.	6C).	Simulations	thus	suggest	one	could	either	increase	incubation	time,	place	the	cell	inlet	closer	to	the	source,	or	introduce	more	cells,	in	order	to	detect	cell	accumulation	near	the	source	within	short	times.		
	
Figure	 6:	 Mathematical	 modeling	 of	 bacterial	 position	 in	 the	 observation	 channel.	Bacterial	 distribution	 along	 the	 observation	 channel	 in	 absence	 of	 gradient	 (0	 mM)	 or	 in	presence	of	a	gradient	of	serine	(source:	0.01	mM	or	0.1	mM).	Source	of	serine	is	located	at	1000	µm	and	the	sink	at	0	µm.	(A)	Modeling	of	the	position	of	200	cells	inserted	in	the	middle	(500	µm)	after	20	min.	(B)	Modeling	of	the	position	of	200	cells	inserted	close	to	the	source	(750	µm)	after	2.5	min.	(C)	Modeling	of	the	position	of	20,000	cells	inserted	in	the	middle	(500	µm)	after	2.5	min.	Note	that	the	scales	are	different	between	the	graphs.			 	
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Discussion		 In	 this	 chapter,	we	designed	a	double-layer	microfluidic	 chip	 that	 integrated	pressure-driven	 valves	 inside	 the	 PDMS	 structure.	 It	 allowed	 a	 fine	 control	 of	 the	 flow	 in	 the	 chip	 and	exchange	of	sample	was	facilitated	because	the	valves	can	be	closed	during	the	change	of	tubing,	which	prevents	the	disturbance	of	the	liquid	flow	inside	the	chip.	A	disadvantage	of	this	chip	is	the	effort	needed	for	fabrication.	Two	PDMS	layers	have	to	be	produced	in	parallel	and	aligned	accurately.	It	also	requires	more	important	additional	periphery	material,	such	as	air	bottles	for	pressure,	a	valve	controlling	device	and	computer.	We	aimed	to	create	a	gradient	by	alternating	valve	opening,	then	insert	a	group	of	motile	
E.	 coli	 bacteria	 in	 the	 middle	 of	 the	 pre-established	 gradient	 and	 follow	 their	 immediate	response	by	video	microscopy.	Stable	gradients	could	be	generated	after	30	min	of	alternating	valve	opening,	which	persisted	without	further	valve	opening	for	few	minutes	(Fig.	2).	This,	we	expected,	would	permit	to	follow	chemotaxis	response	of	individual	cells	after	insertion.	On-chip	measurements	 can	 be	 performed	 multiple	 times	 by	 washing	 the	 cells	 away,	 however,	 every	consecutive	measurement	requires	some	time	to	re-establish	the	gradient.	The	 trajectory	 behavior	 of	 individual	 cells	 was	 accurately	 extracted	 from	 video	microscopy	over	2.5	min	in	presence	or	absence	of	a	gradient.	We	could	determine	a	variety	of	responses,	such	as	total	and	final	trajectory	length,	trajectory	angle	and	final	cell	distributions.	Unfortunately,	 we	 could	 only	 perform	 two	 independent	measurements	 on	 the	 chips,	 and	 cell	trajectories	 in	 these	 cases	were	not	different	between	cells	 introduced	 inside	 serine	gradients	(10	or	100	µM)	and	buffer	alone	(Fig.	3-5).	Of	note	that	the	variability	of	the	chip	was	still	very	important,	resulting	in	batches	of	very	different	cell	numbers	(e.g.,	Fig.	5A).	In	order	to	understand	better	how	single	cells	respond	in	the	gradients	generated	by	the	chip,	we	 simulated	 their	movement	using	a	 stochastic	mathematical	model,	which	 is	based	on	the	 probability	 of	 biased	movement	 inside	 gradients	 as	 a	 function	 of	 generalized	 chemotaxis	parameters	 (see	 Chapter	 2),	 calculated	 using	 a	 metropolis	 chain	 [7,	 8].	 The	 simulated	
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distribution	of	200	cells,	only	2.5	min	after	insertion	in	the	middle	of	a	gradient	of	10	µM	serine,	showed	a	slight	bias	towards	the	source	region,	whereas	the	distribution	in	presence	of	100	µM	source	was	similar	to	the	simulation	in	absence	of	gradient	(Fig.	5).	This	shows	that	we	should	be	able	to	see	a	bias	distribution	of	the	cells	with	10	µM	source,	which	is	in	agreement	with	the	results	obtained	in	chapter	2	where	we	measured	fastest	response	with	10	µM	serine.	Further	simulations	 with	 varied	 parameters	 suggested	 that	 an	 increase	 in	 incubation	 time,	 a	 higher	number	 of	 introduced	 cells,	 and	 a	 changed	 position	 of	 cell	 inlet	 could	 improve	 the	measurements.	 Increasing	 incubation	 time	 may	 not	 be	 very	 practical	 as	 the	 gradient	 would	slowly	 dissipate	 without	 further	 opening-and-closing	 of	 source	 and	 sink	 channels.	Unfortunately,	 the	 time	 was	 too	 short	 to	 refabricate	 new	 chips	 or	 experimentally	 test	 the	simulation	predictions.		Which	changes	 can	 further	be	 implemented	 in	 the	microfluidic	 chip	design	 to	 improve	single	 cell	 chemotaxis	 movements?	 It	 would	 likely	 be	 favorable	 to	 increase	 the	 width	 of	 the	observation	channels.	We	observed	that	several	cells	have	the	tendency	to	follow	the	border	of	the	channels,	probably	because	they	are	trapped	in	the	border-liquid	interface,	which	introduces	a	 bias	 in	 the	 trajectory	 data.	 Larger	 observation	 channels	 would	 decrease	 the	 probability	 to	encounter	 a	wall	 and	would	 allow	 better	 swimming.	 The	 three	 parallel	 observation	 channels,	which	 we	 designed	 in	 order	 to	 have	 replicates	 on	 the	 same	 chip,	 also	 caused	 problems,	 in	particular	 perturbing	 flow	 between	 the	 observation	 channels	 when	 opening-and-closing	 for	gradient	 continuation.	 Only	 one	 observation	 channel	 or	multiple	 independent	 channels	might	solve	 this	 issue.	 Finally,	 we	 noted	 that	 several	 cells	 showed	 circular	 trajectories,	 which	 was	shown	 to	an	artifact	due	 to	bacteria	being	 trapped	near	 the	solid	surface	ceiling	and	 floor	 [9].	Procedures	need	to	be	developed	to	exclude	such	trajectories	from	the	data	analysis.			To	 conclude,	 we	 developed	 a	 double-layer	 microfluidic	 integrated	 valves,	 which	 can	generate	 a	 gradient	 and	allow	 the	 characterization	of	 chemotaxis	 response	 at	 single-cell	 level.	We	were	not	able	to	measure	significant	differences	between	bacterial	trajectories	in	presence	
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or	 in	absence	of	serine	gradients.	Modification	of	 the	chip	design	or	 introduction	of	 larger	cell	groups	would	increase	the	chance	to	measure	a	chemotaxis	response.		
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Material	and	methods		
Chip	design	and	fabrication	The	 microfluidic	 chip	 was	 designed	 using	 CleWin4	 software	 and	 fabricated	 with	 an	alignment	of	two	polydimethylsiloxane	(PDMS)	layers.	The	channels	measured	100	µm	wide	and	the	valves	were	200	x	400	µm	square	aligned	over	the	channels	to	be	closed	(Figure	2A).		Inverted	 silicon	 molts	 were	 fabricated	 in	 the	 cleanroom	 by	 standard	 soft	photolithography	 and	 etching	 processes,	 as	 described	 previously	 [10].	 The	 valve	 imprints	 on	silicon	molt	were	produced	by	a	photolithography	step	and	etching	 to	obtain	 structures	of	50	µm	 high.	 The	 channel	 imprints	 were	 produced	 by	 photolithography	 followed	 by	 a	 baking	process	to	make	rounded	channels	of	15	µm	high.	Both	PDMS	layers	were	then	fabricated	as	a	negative	 imprint	of	 the	 silicon	molts.	Hereto	a	mixture	of	 Syglard	184	silicone	elastomer	base	and	 curing	 agent	 (Dow	Corning)	with	 a	 5:1	 ratio	was	 poured	 on	 the	 valve	molt	 (height:	 ca.	 5	mm).	The	channel	layer	was	made	with	a	mix	of	20:1	of	PDMS	and	with	a	height	of	only	about	30	µm	 produced	 using	 a	 spin	 coater.	 After	 the	 deposition	 of	 the	 PDMS,	 both	 coated	 silicon	molt	were	incubated	for	13	min	at	80°C.	The	valve	layers	were	cut	and	peeled	off	from	the	molt,	inlets	were	punched	and	the	PDMS	pieces	were	aligned	above	the	channel	 layer.	The	chips	were	 the	incubated	for	16	hours	more	at	80°C.	To	finish	the	whole	chips	were	cut	and	peeled	off	from	the	molt	and	inlets	were	punched.		
Microfluidic	chip	operation	Just	before	use,	 the	PDMS	chip	was	bonded	 to	a	 standard	glass	microscopy	slide	using	oxygen	plasma	treatment	for	0.1	min	(FEMTO	plasma	cleaner	from	Diener	Electronic,	settings:	0.6	mbar,	100	W).	The	valves	were	filled	with	water.	Valve	closing	and	opening	were	driven	by	air	 pressure	 and	 controlled	 by	 homemade	 devices	 and	 a	 custom	LabVIEW	program	 (National	Instruments)	developed	by	Oliver	Gubler	of	the	HES-SO,	Sion.	Liquid	flows	were	driven	either	by	a	syringe	pump	(attractant	and	buffer)	or	by	gravity	force	(cell	suspension	in	an	open	inlet).		
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Preparation	of	cells	for	chemotaxis	assays	
E.	coli	MG1655-gfp	was	grown	overnight	in	M9-Glc-Tc25	at	37°C	with	180	rpm	shaking	(see	chapter	2).	The	culture	was	diluted	100	fold	 in	 fresh	M9-Glc-Tc25	medium	and	incubated	for	3	hours	at	37°C,	until	reaching	an	OD600	of	about	0.5.	The	culture	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	 5	min	 and	washed	 three	 times	with	motility	 buffer	 (see	 chapter	 2).	 The	 cells	were	 finally	resuspended	 in	 1	 ml	 of	 motility	 buffer	 supplemented	 with	 0.1%	 of	 Triton	 X-100	 to	 prevent	sticking	 of	 the	 cells	 on	 the	 walls	 of	 the	 chip	 (this	 had	 no	 measurable	 effect	 on	 cellular	movement).			
Gradient	characterization	The	gradient	was	 created	 in	 the	observation	 channels	by	 alternating	 valve	opening.	 In	order	 to	 characterize	 the	 gradient,	 we	 replaced	 the	 attractant	 by	 fluorescein	 isothiocyanate-dextran	(FITC-dextran)	solution	(Sigma-Aldrich).	Thus	buffer	and	FITC-dextran	were	flowed	in	the	side	channels	using	a	syringe	pump	with	a	flow	rate	of	0.2	µl	min–1.	To	create	the	gradient,	the	valve	near	the	source	(FITC-dextran)	opened	for	120	ms	followed	by	closing	for	10	s	of	all	valves;	then	the	valve	near	the	sink	(buffer)	opened	for	120	ms	followed	by	closing	for	10	sec	of	all	valves	(Fig.	2B).	This	cycle	was	repeated	multiple	times	during	30	min.	Fluorescence	images	of	the	observation	channel	were	taken	every	minute	during	30	min	of	repeating	operating	cycle.	After	 30	 min	 of	 gradient	 establishment,	 bacterial	 cell	 insertion	 in	 the	 middle	 channel	 was	mimicked	by	4-s	valve	opening	(Fig.	2B).	Fluorescence	 images	were	taken	every	15	s	during	3	minutes	after	'cell'	insertion	in	order	to	characterize	the	perturbation	of	the	gradient	by	the	cell	flow	and	its	persistence	over	time.	Fluorescence	profiles	were	extracted	using	ImageJ	software.		
Chemotaxis	assays	Solutions	of	100	µM	serine	and	motility	buffer,	supplemented	with	0.1%	of	Triton	X-100,	were	 flowed	 in	 each	of	 the	 side	 channels	 at	 a	 flow	 rate	of	0.2	µl	min–1	using	a	double	 syringe	
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pump	 (NE-4000,	NewEra,	 Pump	System	 Inc.).	 Freshly	 prepared	 cells	were	 inserted	 in	 the	 cell	inlet	 using	 a	 pipette	 and	were	 pushed	 to	 the	 valve	 by	 gravity	 pressure	 by	 inserting	 a	 200	 µl	pipette	 tip	 into	 the	 inlet.	 The	 observation	 channels	 were	 washed	 in	 order	 to	 remove	 all	 the	bacteria	that	reached	it	(Fig.	2B	washing).	The	 gradient	was	 established	 by	 alternation	 valve	 opening	 (120	ms	 open,	 10	 s	 close)	during	 30	 min.	 Cells	 were	 inserted	 into	 the	 observation	 channel	 by	 4-s	 valves	 opening.	Fluorescence	images	series	(every	300	ms)	were	taken	during	30	s	using	a	DFC	350	FX	R2	Leica	camera	mounted	on	an	inverted	DMI	4000	Leica	microscope	using	a	N	PLAN	10X	objective.	Five	consecutive	sequences	were	taken	(total	2.5	min).	After	exposure,	the	cells	were	washed	away	and	 the	 gradient	 was	 re-established	 for	 a	 consecutive	 exposure.	 Three	 exposures	 were	performed	at	most	because	of	 the	decrease	of	 chemotaxis	performance	with	 time	spent	 in	 the	motility	buffer	in	the	chip.	Only	the	first	exposure	data	were	used	for	trajectory	analysis.		Individual	 cell	 trajectories	were	 extracted	using	 the	mosaic	2D	tracking	plugin	 in	 ImageJ	 [11].	Coordinates	of	 the	 trajectories	were	exported	 to	MATLAB	(version	R2015_b,	MathWorks,	 Inc.)	for	further	analysis	using	homemade	custom	scripts.		
	
Kinetic	model	description	This	 mathematical	 model	 was	 developed	 by	 Xavier	 Richard	 and	 Christian	 Mazza	(University	of	Fribourg,	Switzerland).		
Metropolis	algorithm.	In	order	to	describe	the	dynamics	of	bacterial	chemotaxis	and	its	time	development	in	the	microfluidic	chip,	we	constructed	an	individual	cell-based	model	based	on	the	so-called	metropolis	algorithm	[7,	8].		
Simulation	 in	 absence	 of	 chemoattractant.	 In	 absence	 of	 chemoattractant	 the	 cells	have	no	preferred	direction	of	motion,	and	their	path	can	be	described	by	a	random	walk.	At	the	start	of	simulation,	200	or	20,000	cells	were	chosen	at	a	defined	position	(pos.	=	500	µm	or	750	µm)	 on	 a	 z1	 ×	 z2	 grid	 that	 represents	 the	 dimensions	 of	 the	microfluidic	 observation	 channel	
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(100	 x	 1000	 µm).	 Then,	 at	 each	 time	 step,	 for	 every	 point	 pi	=	 (xi,yi)	a	 new	 position	 pinext	 =	
(xinext,yinext)	is	computed	with	!!!"#$ =  !!!"#$ , !!!"#$ =  !! + !"#$ ! , !! + !"#$ ! 		 	 	 (9)	with	 v	 corresponding	 to	 the	 distance	 between	 pi	and	 pi,next,	and	!	a	 random	 angle	 uniformly	chosen	between	0	and	360°.		
Simulation	 in	presence	of	 chemoattractant.	 In	presence	of	chemoattractant	the	cells	will	bias	their	direction	of	motility	according	to	a	probability	!! 	to	reach	position	p	=	(x,y)	on	the	grid,	given	by	Gibbs'	probability	measure	[8]:	
!! ! = !"# !!" !! ! 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (10)	where	H	is	a	general	function	(see	below),	!	a	free	parameter,	and	! ! 	the	partition	function	of	the	system,	defined	by:	! ! = !"# −!" !!∈! 		 	 	 	 	 	 (11)	and	 with	!	being	 the	 set	 of	 all	 possible	 states	 for	 p.	 Since	!	is	 not	 finite	 nor	 countable,	! ! 	cannot	be	computed.	Instead,	one	can	compute	the	probability	!! !, !! 	to	go	from	position	p	to	position	p'	by	using	the	metropolis	chain,	which	is	defined	by:	!! !, !!  =  !! !, !! !"# −! ∆! !"# 		 	 	 	 (12)	where	∆! = ! !! − ! ! ,	 ! !"# =  !"# 0, ! 	,	and	!! !, !! 	is	the	probability	to	go	to	position	
p'	from	p	in	absence	of	attractant.		For	 each	 step	 of	 the	 simulation,	 the	 next	 position	!!!"#$for	 every	 cell	 is	 computed	 using	 the	following	sequence:	1. A	random	!!!"#$%!is	chosen	according	to	equation	(9),	2. If	! !!!"#$%! − ! !! <  0,	!!!"#$  =  !!!"#$%! ,	3. Else,	!!!"#$  = !!!"#$%! 	with	 probability	 !"# −! ! !!!"#$%! − ! !! 	and	!!!"#$  =  !! 	
with	probability	1 − !"# −! ! !!!"#$%! − ! !! .	
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The	 function	H.	The	 function	H	represents	 the	bacterial	 sensing	of	 the	chemical	gradient.	According	to	[8]	bacteria	sense	the	relative	change	of	attractant,	with	cS	again	representing	the	ligand	concentration,	as	follows:	Δ! = !!!!! 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (13)	When	taken	the	chemotactic	sensivity	and	receptor	saturation	into	account,	the	following	term	is	included,	with	KC	being	the	receptor-ligand	dissociation	constant	(see	Chapter	2),	producing:	Δ! = !!!!!  !!!!!!!!! !		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (14)	Equation	 14	 is	 the	 further	 developed	 by	 using	 a	 mean	 ligand	 concentration	 cS,0	 along	 the	microfluidic	channel	segment	length,	and	by	applying	a	factor	!	that	corrects	for	the	difference	in	measured	and	true	chemotactic	sensitivity,	according	to	the	Stewen's	power	law.	Finally,	we	add	a	factor	a	that	describes	the	adaptation	of	the	cells	to	the	chemoattractant,	and	which	takes	the	form	of	a	logistic	function	 ! =  ! 1 + !"# −! ! − !! 	Putting	all	those	terms	together	leads	to	the	equation	for	H	
∆! = ! !!!!,!!!!!!,! ! ! ∆!!!! 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 (15)	which	is	the	term	we	substitute	for	∆H	in	equation	(10).				
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CHAPTER	4	
ENGINEERING	A	SPLIT-GFP	FUSION	TO	MEASURE	CHEY	AND	CHEZ	
INTERACTION	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Chemotaxis	signal	 transduction	 is	based	on	protein-protein	 interactions	and	phosphorylations,	which	 provide	 a	 fast	 response	 to	 the	 binding	 of	 an	 attractant	 or	 a	 repellent	 to	 the	chemoreceptors.	In	particular,	the	ratios	between	bare	and	phosphorylated	CheY	(CheY~P)	and	the	frequency	of	interactions	with	CheZ	change	upon	addition	of	an	attractant	or	a	repellent	to	an	Escherichia	coli	cell.	In	this	chapter,	we	attempted	to	measure	CheY~P–CheZ	interactions	by	fusing	 them	 individually	 with	 non-fluorescent	 parts	 of	 a	 'split'-Gfp	 that	 will	 reconstitute	 a	fluorescent	protein	upon	 interaction.	Specific	 fluorescent	 foci	were	present	 in	 cells	when	both	fusion	proteins	were	expressed,	but	not	in	E.	coli	lacking	CheA,	the	kinase	phosphorylating	CheY.	This	 demonstrates	 productive	 interaction	 between	 CheY~P	 and	 CheZ.	 Fluorescent	 foci	 were	very	stable	in	cells,	although	some	changes	were	observed	in	cells	induced	by	addition	of	nickel	as	repellent.	
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Introduction		 In	 both	 previous	 Chapters	 (2	 and	 3),	 we	 demonstrated	 how	 direct	 measurement	 of	cellular	motility	may	be	used	as	readout	for	chemotaxis	sensing,	potentially	enabling	biosensor	applications	of	chemotaxis	pathways.	The	chemotaxis	response	by	cells	is	rapid	(ms–s	scale)	and	does	 not	 require	 de	 novo	 gene	 induction,	 since	 it	 is	 based	 on	 a	 variety	 of	 protein-protein	interactions	and	phosphorylations.	The	measurement	of	such	interactions	may	be	an	alternative	potential	readout	for	rapid	whole	cell	bioreporters,	the	concept	of	which	has	been	demonstrated	by	fluorescence	resonance	energy	transfer	(FRET)	sensors	(see	below).		The	 chemotaxis	 response	 at	 the	 molecular	 level	 consists	 of	 alternating	 patterns	 of	phosphorylation,	depending	on	the	presence	of	attractants	or	repellants,	which	are	transmitted	to	 the	 flagellar	 motor.	 In	 absence	 of	 attractant,	 the	 methyl-accepting	 chemotaxis	 receptors	(MCP)	cause	autophosphorylation	of	the	associated	kinase	protein	CheA,	which	is	transmitted	to	phosphorylation	 of	 the	 response	 regulator	 protein	 CheY.	 The	 phosphorylated	 form	 of	 CheY	(CheY~P)	 interacts	with	 the	 FliM	 proteins	 of	 the	 flagellar	motor	 and	 induces	 clockwise	 (CW)	rotation,	 leading	 to	 tumbling	of	 the	cell.	 In	absence	of	CheY~P	 interaction	with	 the	motor,	 the	flagella	rotate	counter-clockwise	(CCW),	enabling	the	cell	to	swim	more	straight	("runs").	Steady	dephosphorylation	 of	 CheY~P	 by	 the	 phosphatase	 CheZ	 maintains	 a	 constant	 ratio	 of	CheY~P/CheY,	keeping	a	basal	ratio	of	alternating	“run”	and	“tumble”	events.	Attractant	binding	to	 the	 receptor	 inhibits	 CheA	 kinase	 activity,	 which	 decreases	 the	 level	 of	 CheY~P.	 A	 lower	CheY~P/CheY	ratio	on	average	leads	to	a	decrease	of	tumbling	and	more	straight	runs	[1,	2].	On	the	contrary,	binding	of	a	repellent	activates	CheA,	leading	to	an	increase	of	CheY~P/CheY	ratio	and	 an	 increase	 of	 tumble	 events.	 This	 increases	 the	 chance	 of	 the	 bacteria	 to	 change	 the	swimming	direction	and	escape	the	repellent	source.	On	top	of	the	phosphorylation	cascade,	the	chemotaxis	 system	 has	 a	 “memory”,	which	 allows	 the	 cell	 to	 temporally	 compare	 the	 level	 of	attractant	 through	 chemoreceptor	 methylation.	 Methylation	 of	 the	 chemoreceptor	 at	 specific	amino	acids	 is	 thought	 to	 increase	 its	activity.	The	methylation	state	 is	a	result	of	competition	
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between	 a	 methyltransferase	 named	 CheR	 and	 the	 methylesterase	 CheB.	 This	 feedback	 loop	allows	 the	 cells	 to	 swim	 in	 direction	 of	 the	 highest	 concentration	 of	 the	 attractant	 by	 the	 re-establishment	of	 the	basal	activity	 level	of	 the	receptor	 through	 time	[3].	Thus,	when	cells	are	exposed	to	a	sudden	change	of	concentration	of	attractant	or	repellent,	it	leads	to	a	rapid	change	in	CheY~P	level	followed	by	a	return	to	the	initial	state	due	to	the	methylation	of	the	receptors	[4].	 It	has	been	shown	that	the	interaction	between	CheY~P	and	its	phosphatase	CheZ	can	be	measured	by	fluorescence	resonance	energy	transfer	(FRET),	from	CFP	(coupled	to	CheZ)	to	YFP	(fused	 to	 CheY)	 [4].	 The	 CheY-CheZ	 FRET	 signal	 is	 dynamic	 and	 dependent	 on	 the	 attractant	concentration	 and	 flux,	 and	 is	 therefore	 an	 interesting	 candidate	 readout	 for	 development	 of	biosensors.	However,	since	FRET	measurements	are	difficult	to	set	up,	we	decided	to	explore	a	bimolecular	fluorescence	complementation	(BiFC)	approach	using	split-Gfp	proteins	[5,	6].	BiFC	is	a	simple	method	to	study	protein-protein	interaction.	The	principle	is	based	on	the	fusion	of	non-fluorescent	parts	of	a	fluorescent	protein	to	both	proteins	of	interest	that	will	reconstitute	a	functional	 fluorophore	 upon	 interaction	 [7,	 8].	 This	 technique	 is	 frequently	 used	 for	 in	 vivo	subcellular	protein	 interaction	 localization	 in	eukaryotes	 [9-11]	but	has	also	been	deployed	 in	bacteria	 [5,	 6,	 12].	 Although	 the	 generated	 split-Gfp	 is	 stable,	 a	 few	 studies	 have	 shown	 a	dynamic	signal	in	the	cell,	for	example,	fast	generation	of	fluorescence	upon	protein	interaction	in	neurons	[10,	13]	and	also	signal	decay	[11,	13].	To	demonstrate	the	principle	of	BiFC	on	the	chemotaxis	pathway	in	E.	coli,	the	N-	and	C-terminal	 parts	 of	 the	 Gfp	 protein,	 respectively,	 were	 fused	 to	 CheZ	 and	 CheY	 (Fig.	 1A).	 The	individual	parts	of	split-Gfp	are	not	fluorescent	but	when	both	parts	are	brought	in	close	contact,	they	 reform	 an	 intact	 Gfp	 and	 fluorescence	 can	 be	measured.	We	 expect	 that	 split-Gfp	would	yield	specific	foci	where	CheY~P	and	CheZ	interact,	which	might	in-	or	decrease	in	fluorescence	upon	ligand-stimulation	of	cells.	Addition	of	attractant	would	reduce	cellular	 levels	of	CheY~P,	yielding	 fewer	 interactions	 with	 CheZ,	 and	 potentially	 lower	 fluorescence	 (Fig.	 1B).	 Upon	addition	of	repellent,	the	level	of	interaction	between	the	proteins	increases.	Ligand-stimulation	
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would	transiently	change	split-Gfp	fluorescence	until	re-establishment	of	the	basal	level,	similar	to	FRET	measurements	[4].	Finally,	because	we	expected	that	the	reconstituted	split-Gfp	would	be	relatively	stable,	we	constructed	a	split-Gfp	based	on	a	Gfp-variant	with	a	protease-tag.	E.	coli	split-Gfp	 variants	 in	 combination	 with	 specific	 chemotaxis	 mutants	 were	 observed	 by	epifluorescence	microscopy	to	quantify	fluorescence	levels	and	localize	split-Gfp	foci	in	the	cell.	Fluorescence	changes	upon	ligand	stimulation	were	measured	on	cells	incubated	in	microscope	culture	chambers.	
	
Figure	 1:	 Bimolecular	 fluorescence	
complementation	 in	 chemotaxis.	 (A)	 Non-fluorescent	 C-	 and	 N-terminal	 parts	 of	 Gfp	 are,	respectively,	 fused	 to	 CheY	 and	 CheZ.	 Functional	fluorescent	 Gfp	 is	 reconstituted	 upon	 interaction	between	both	proteins.	(B)	In	absence	of	attractant	the	 amount	 of	 CheY~P	 is	 higher,	 yielding	 more	frequent	 interactions	 of	 CheY~P	 and	 CheZ,	potentially	leading	to	higher	fluorescence	emission.	Attractant	 binding	 would	 lower	 the	 level	 of	CheY~P,	yielding	less	fluorescence.		
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Results		
Expression	of	split-GFP	fused	with	CheY	and	CheZ	chemotaxis	proteins	The	 chemotaxis	 protein	 CheY	was	 fused	 with	 the	 C-terminal	 part	 of	 Gfp	 (amino	 acid:	158-238),	and	its	phosphatase	CheZ	was	fused	with	the	complementary	N-terminal	part	of	Gfp	(amino	 acid:	 2-157).	 We	 hypothesized	 that	 the	 interaction	 between	 phosphorylated	 CheY	(CheY~P)	 and	 CheZ	 would	 favor	 binding	 of	 N-	 and	 C-Gfp,	 inducing	 proper	 folding	 and	 Gfp	fluorescence	emission.	Both	 fusion	proteins	were	expressed	 in	a	single	operon	 in	E.	coli	under	control	 of	 a	 constitutive	 synthetic	 promoter.	 Several	 promoters	 were	 tested,	 with	 an	approximate	difference	 in	 "strength":	PAA	>	PJJ	>	PII	>	POO	 (strains	4610,	4703,	4701	and	4702,	respectively)	[14].	Epifluorescence	microscopy	observations	of	individual	E.	coli	cells	expressing	both	 fusion	 proteins	 from	 the	 four	 different	 promoters	 and	 incubated	 in	 absence	 of	 any	attractant	or	repellent	showed	the	presence	of	clear	 fluorescent	 foci	 (Fig.	2A-D).	E.	coli	strains	containing	 the	 empty	 plasmid	 vector	 (strain	 4717)	 did	 not	 show	 any	 foci	 (Fig.	 2E).	 Strains	carrying	plasmids	in	which	frameshift	mutations	were	introduced	into	either	cheY	(strain	4728)	or	cheZ	(strain	4729),	or	both	(strain	4743),	causing	premature	stop	codons,	did	not	show	any	fluorescent	 foci	 either	 (Fig.	 2F-H).	We	 thus	 concluded	 that	 the	 foci	were	 the	genuine	 result	 of	CheY-CGfp/CheZ-NGfp	 interactions	and	not	 the	result	of	 spontaneous	split-Gfp	 interactions	and	subsequent	multimerization.	
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Figure	2:	Microscopy	images	of	split-Gfp	strains.	Phase	contrast	and	GFP	fluorescence	images	at	1000-fold	magnification	of	E.	coli	expressing	CheY	or	CheZ	protein	fusion	with	split-Gfp.	(A)–
(D)	 Strains	 carrying	 plasmids	 expressing	 cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 under	 different	 promoter	strengths	(PAA,	PJJ,	PII,	POO).	(E)	E.	coli	transformed	with	the	empty	vector	pSTV28PAAmcs.	(F)–
(H)	E.	coli	with	frameshift	mutations	in	the	plasmid-located	genes	cheY	(4728),	cheZ	(4729)	or	in	both	cheY	and	cheZ	(4743)		
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	 Global	fluorescence	intensities	(i.e.,	averaged	across	the	whole	cell)	of	E.	coli	expressing	
cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	were	 not	 significantly	 higher	 than	 in	 the	 control	 strains	 (e.g.,	 4717,	 4728,	4729,	 4743),	 except	 for	 E.	 coli	 strain	 4610	 expressing	 cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 from	 the	 strongest	promoter	PAA	(Fig.	3A).	This	strain	also	showed	the	highest	level	of	fluorescence	of	foci	only	in	comparison	to	E.	coli	expressing	cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	from	POO,	PJJ	or	PII	(Fig.	3A).	The	number	of	foci	varied	between	0–5	per	cell,	depending	on	 the	expression	strain	(Fig.	3B).	 In	particular	E.	
coli	strain	4610	(PAA)	showed	 fewer	 foci	 than	strains	4701–4703	(PII,	POO	and	PJJ,	 respectively)	and	in	most	cells	only	a	single	(polar)	focus	was	observed	(Fig.	3B,	C).	The	numbers	of	foci	per	cell	were	very	similar	for	the	strains	4703	(PJJ),	4701	(PII)	and	4702	(POO,	Fig.	3B).	In	all	strains	expressing	both	 fusion	proteins	 simultaneously,	 the	majority	of	 foci	 localized	at	 the	cell	poles,	and	less	so	at	various	positions	along	the	cell	(Fig.	3C).	The	intensity	of	the	foci	was	variable	with	a	maximum	of	3.5	times	higher	than	the	cell	background,	suggesting	different	accumulation	or	turnover	of	the	fusion	proteins	at	those	sites.	Strains	that	did	not	express	the	fusion	proteins	or	truncated	versions	showed	no	foci,	confirming	that	the	foci	were	the	result	of	specific	CheY-CheZ	interactions	(Fig.	3A,	B).	Because	of	the	higher	foci	and	cellular	fluorescence	intensity,	and	lower	number	of	foci	per	cell	in	E.	coli	strain	4610	expressing	both	fusion	proteins	under	the	strongest	promoter	PAA,	we	 decided	 to	 select	 the	 PJJ	 promoter	 construct	 for	 further	 investigations.	 This	 strain	 has	 a	stronger	promoter	than	PII	and	POO	without	showing	significant	phenotypic	differences	in	foci	or	their	fluorescence	(Fig.	3B,	C).			
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Figure	 3:	 Fluorescent	 foci	 quantification.	 (A)	 Average	 of	 fluorescence	 intensity	 across	 the	whole	 cell	 and	 in	 individual	 foci.	 (B)	 Distribution	 and	 average	 number	 of	 foci	 per	 cell	 for	 all	strains.	(C)	Foci	localization	and	their	relative	fluorescence	intensity	along	individual	cells.	The	relative	 fluorescence	 intensity	 was	 calculated	 by	 dividing	 the	 fluorescence	 intensity	 of	 an	
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individual	 focus	 by	 the	 average	 fluorescence	 of	 its	 cell.	 Localization	 was	 normalized	 by	 the	length	of	 the	 individual	 cell	 (0	 and	1	 correspond	 to	 cell	 poles).	 Strain	numbers	 correspond	 to	Table	2.			
Functionality	of	the	split-GFP	fusion	proteins	In	 order	 to	 test	whether	 the	 split-GFP	 chemotaxis	 fusion	 proteins	were	 functional,	we	cloned	 pCRO9	 (PJJ-cheY-Cgfp-CheZ-Ngfp)	 into	 a	 ΔcheYcheZ	 deletion	 mutant.	 In	 this	 E.	 coli	background,	 the	 chemotaxis	 regulators	 will	 only	 be	 expressed	 as	 split-GFP	 fusion	 protein.	Chemotaxis	of	E.	coli	5395	(pCRO9	in	ΔcheYcheZ)	in	agarose	plug	assays	with	100	µM	serine	as	source	was	detectable	and	similar	to	MG1655	containing	pCRO9,	but	less	strong	in	comparison	to	E.	coli	4498	(MG1655	wild-type,	Fig.	4A).	As	expected,	no	chemotaxis	to	serine	was	detected	in	E.	coli	5391	(ΔcheYcheZ,	Fig.	4A).	This	suggests	that	the	fusion	proteins	are	at	 least	partially	functional	 to	 control	 chemotaxis.	 The	 average	 number	 of	 foci	 in	 E.	 coli	 5393	 (pCRO9	 in	ΔcheYcheZ)	 in	 absence	of	 chemotactic	 stimulation	was	 statistically	 significantly	higher	 than	 in	strain	4703	(pCRO9	in	MG1655;	p=0.00059,	pair-wise	t-test;	Fig.	4B,	C).	The	higher	foci	number	is	 consistent	with	 the	 idea	 that	 in	 the	ΔcheYcheZ	mutant	 split-GFP	 fusion	 proteins	 exclusively	react	among	each	other	(creating	foci),	whereas	in	the	wild-type	E.	coli	interactions	of	split-GFP-versions	with	native	CheY	and	CheZ	protein	result	in	non-fluorescent	complexes.			
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Figure	4:	Functionality	of	CheY-CGfp	CheZ-NGfp	fusion	proteins.	(A)	Agarose	plug	chemotaxis	test	 towards	 100	 µM	 serine	 of	 E.	 coli	 MG1655,	 E.	 coli	 ∆cheYcheZ	 or	 E.	 coli	 ∆cheYcheZ	complemented	 with	 plasmid	 pCRO9	 expressing	 cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 from	 PJJ.	 Note	 the	 dark	source	edge	at	the	left	of	the	images.	Cells	imaged	at	100–fold	magnification	in	phase-contrast.	
(B)	Phase-contrast	and	Gfp	fluorescence	images	at	1000-fold	magnification	of	E.	coli	strain	5395	(ΔcheYcheZ	+	pCRO9).	Note	the	cellular	foci	in	the	Gfp-channel.	(C)	Average	number	of	foci	per	cell	in	E.	coli	MG1655	(pCRO9)	and	in	strain	5395	(ΔcheYcheZ	+	pCRO9).	*,	p=0.00059;	pair-wise,	two-tailed	t-test.			
Split-GFP	expression	in	chemotaxis	deletion	mutants	In	 order	 to	 confirm	 that	 the	 foci	 detected	were	 a	 consequence	 of	 interaction	 between	CheY~P	 and	 CheZ,	 we	 introduced	 the	 PJJ-cheY-Cgfp-CheZ-Ngfp	 construct	 into	 an	 E.	 coli	 mutant	
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lacking	the	gene	encoding	the	CheA	kinase.	Deletion	of	CheA	abolishes	phosphorylation	of	CheY	and	 of	 the	 CheY-CGfp	 fusion	 protein,	 which	 should	 cancel	 interactions	 with	 the	 CheZ	phosphatase.	E.	coli	∆cheA	(pCRO9)	cells	did	not	show	any	foci,	which	is	in	agreement	with	our	hypothesis	and	strongly	suggests	that	the	observed	foci	in	e.g.,	E.	coli	strain	4703	or	5395	are	the	result	of	physical	interaction	between	phosphorylated	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	(Fig.	5A).			
	
Figure	5:	Effect	of	 chemotaxis	protein	deletions	on	 foci	 formation	 from	CheY-CGfp	CheZ-
NGfp	 fusion	 proteins.	 (A)–(D)	 Phase	 contrast	 and	 Gfp	 fluorescence	 images	 at	 1000-fold	magnification	 of	E.	 coli	 with	 plasmid	 pCRO9	 expressing	 cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 from	 PJJ	 in	 ΔcheA,	Δtsr,	ΔfliC	 or	ΔfliM	background,	 respectively.	Note	 the	 total	 absence	of	 foci	 in	∆cheA	and	∆fliM	
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backgrounds.	 (E)–(F)	 Average	 number	 of	 foci	 per	 cell	 in	 E.	 coli	 4703	 (MG1655	 +	 pCRO9)	 in	comparison	 to	 strain	 5401	 (Δtsr	 +	 pCRO9),	 or	 to	 5100	 (ΔfliC	 +	 pCRO9),	 respectively	(independent	experiments	of	pairs	conducted	simultaneously).	*,	p=0.023,	pair-wise	two-tailed	t-test.			 Since	 CheY~P–CheZ-split-Gfp	 fluorescence	mostly	 appeared	 in	 clearly	 localized	 foci	 in	the	cell	(Fig.	2),	this	suggested	they	were	the	result	of	an	additional	interaction	of	either	CheY~P	or	CheZ	with	either	chemoreceptors	or	motors,	which	have	precise	localization.	CheY/CheY~P	is	known	 to	 interact	 both	 with	 the	 chemoreceptors	 and	 the	 flagellar	 motors.	 In	 an	 E.	 coli	Δtsr	mutant	 carrying	 pCRO9,	which	 lacks	 the	 chemoreceptor	 for	 serine,	 fluorescent	 foci	 were	 still	visible	 (Fig.	5B),	but	 the	average	number	of	 foci	per	cell	was	statistically	 significantly	 reduced	compared	to	wild-type	E.	coli	strain	4703	with	pCRO9	(p=0.023,	pair-wise	t-test;	Fig.	5E).	This	result	showed	that	the	lack	of	the	major	E.	coli	chemoreceptor	interferes	with	the	formation	of	the	foci,	which	suggest	that	at	least	partially,	they	are	formed	at	the	chemoreceptor	position.	In	contrast,	 the	deletion	of	 fliC	coding	 for	 the	 flagellin	did	not	 impact	 the	average	number	of	 foci	per	cell	compared	to	the	wild-type	control	(Fig.	5C,	F).	Flagellin	is	the	major	constituent	of	the	flagellar	filament,	which	does	not	 interact	with	the	intracellular	chemotaxis	regulator	proteins.	However,	 when	 we	 deleted	 the	 fliM	 gene	 encoding	 the	 motor	 protein	 with	 which	 CheY~P	interacts	 to	 invert	 flagellar	 rotation,	 cellular	 foci	 could	 no	 longer	 be	 detected	 (Fig.	 5D).	 This	suggests	 that	 FliM	motor	 proteins	 stabilize	 the	 formation	 of	 the	 foci	 and	 that	 CheY-CGfp	 and	CheZ-NGfp	interact	at	the	position	of	the	flagellar	motors.		Given	 that	 the	 ΔfliM	mutant	 still	 expresses	 CheY-CGfp	 and	 CheZ-NGfp,	 one	 can	wonder	whether	 both	 proteins	 still	 interact	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 but	 without	 proper	 localization.	 We	compared	hereto	the	cellular	fluorescence	of	the	ΔfliM	with	that	of	the	ΔcheA	mutant.	The	E.	coli	ΔcheA	mutant	 cannot	phosphorylate	CheY,	 therefore,	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	do	not	 interact	except	 by	 chance,	 and	 no	 fluorescence	 is	 produced.	 Cellular	 fluorescence	 of	 ΔfliM	 and	 ΔcheA	
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mutants	that	express	both	fusion	proteins	is	slightly	lower	than	in	E.	coli	MG1655,	which	may	be	explained	by	the	lack	of	fluorescent	foci	(Fig.	6,	dark	bars).	No	difference	between	both	mutants	was	 detectable,	 although	 the	 fluorescence	 background	 of	 E.	 coli	 ΔcheA	without	 pCRO9	 was	higher	than	the	background	level	of	E.	coli	MG1655	and	E.	coli	ΔfliM	without	pCRO9	(Fig.	6,	white	bars).	The	 absence	of	 foci	 and	 the	 equal	 fluorescence	 intensity	with	E.	coli	∆cheA	 suggest	 that	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	do	not	interact	in	the	ΔfliM	mutant.			
Figure	 6:	 Comparison	 between	 ΔfliM	 and	
ΔcheA	 strain	 expressing	 CheY-CGfp	 CheZ-
NGfp.	 Cellular	 fluorescence	 intensity	 of	 E.	 coli	MG1655,	ΔcheA	and	ΔfliM	strains	expressing	or	not	 the	 fusion	 proteins	 from	 pCRO9	 plasmid		(+/-	pCRO9).				
Induction	of	the	system	by	addition	of	repellent	Finally,	we	were	interested	to	test	whether	the	split-GFP	system	could	show	a	dynamic	response	in	cells	stimulated	by	chemotaxis	ligands.	We	hypothesized	that	addition	of	a	repellent,	such	 as	 nickel,	might	 cause	 an	 increase	 of	 split-Gfp	 fluorescence,	 and	 addition	 of	 attractant	 a	decrease,	compared	to	the	buffer	only	control.			In	order	to	create	conditions	of	stimulating	chemotaxis	response	but	keep	the	possibility	to	 measure	 foci	 fluorescence	 at	 individual	 cell	 level,	 we	 immobilized	 E.	 coli	 ΔcheYcheZ	 cells	expressing	 both	 fusion	 proteins	 on	 the	 bottom	 of	 poly-L-lysine	 coated	 wells	 on	 top	 of	 a	microscopy	 slide	 and	 immersed	 in	 buffer.	 Fluorescence	 of	 foci	 was	 recorded	 by	 microscopy	imaging	every	minute,	while	focusing	on	cells	attached	to	the	slide,	before	and	after	addition	of	ligand.	 Fluorescence	 response	 curves	 of	 individual	 foci	 were	 rather	 dissimilar	 but	 mostly	decreased	over	 time,	as	a	 consequence	of	photobleaching	 (Fig.	7A	and	C).	 Individual	 response	
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curves	from	foci	in	E.	coli	cells	exposed	to	buffer	were	fitted	with	a	decay	function	f(x)	=	1	/	(kx	+	
(1/A0))	from	which	the	average	k–parameter	(slope)	value	was	calculated,	which	we	assume	to	represent	the	effect	of	photobleaching	(Fig.	7B).	Individual	foci	response	curves	from	E.	coli	cells	exposed	 to	 100	 µM	nickel	were	 similarly	 fitted	 (Fig.	 7D),	 and	 the	 number	 of	 response	 curves	with	 slopes	 statistically	 significantly	 smaller	 than	 the	 average	 from	 the	 no-exposure	 controls	(i.e.,	k	+	SDk	<	AVEk,buffer	–	SDk,buffer)	was	scored.	These	would	correspond	to	a	curve	with	a	slower	decrease	 than	 caused	 by	 photobleaching,	 possibly	 as	 a	 result	 of	 faster	 renewed	 CheY-phosphorylation	and	formation	of	split-Gfp.			
	
Figure	 7:	 Foci	 fluorescence	 changes	 after	 ligand	 exposure.	 (A)	Foci	 fluorescence	of	E.	coli	
∆cheYZ	 (pCRO9)	 in	motility	 buffer	 and	 (C)	 exposed	 to	 100	 µM	NiCl2	 after	 time	 2	min.	 Fitting	curves	for	foci	fluorescence	decays	after	addition	of	(B)	motility	buffer	or	(C)	NiCl2.	In	blue	are	the	 response	 curves	with	 a	k	 parameter	 statistically	 significantly	 smaller	 than	 the	 averaged	k	parameter	 of	 all	 decay	 curves	 under	 buffer	 inductions.	 Red	 lines	 display	 the	 average	 fitting	curves	+/-	calculated	standard	deviation	(red	dashed	 lines).	Cells	were	 imaged	every	1	min	at	
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200	ms	exposure,	 twice	 in	motility	buffer,	 and	 ten	 times	after	 ligand	or	buffer	addition	 (small	vertical	arrow).		
	
	 The	proportion	of	foci	decay	curves	with	a	slower	decay	and	significantly	different	from	the	average	under	motility	buffer	conditions,	was	higher	when	cells	were	exposed	to	nickel	than	to	buffer	(p=0.0072	using	a	Kruskal-Wallis	test,	ANOVA,	Fig.	8A).	In	contrast,	no	significant	effect	was	 observed	when	 adding	 100	 µM	 serine	 (Fig.	 8A).	 For	 the	 serine	 exposure,	we	 expected	 to	observe	 faster	 fluorescence	 decay	 than	 after	 exposure	 to	 motility	 buffer.	 However,	 the	proportion	of	curves	with	a	faster	decay	from	the	average	under	motility	buffer	conditions	was	not	significantly	different,	neither	with	100	µM	nickel	nor	serine	(Fig.	8B).		These	results	suggest	that	it	is	possible	to	use	the	split-GFP	system	as	a	dynamic	readout	for	repulsion	response,	although	the	response	of	individual	cells	is	highly	heterogeneous	and	the	difference	between	conditions	is	small.		
	
	Figure	 8:	 Split-GFP	 system	 is	 inducible	 with	 nickel.	 (A)	 Proportion	 of	 deviant	 response	curves	of	foci	fluorescence	with	a	lower	slope	decay	(k	parameter)	in	E.	coli	cells	exposed	to	100	µM	NiCl2	 (Ni)	 or	 to	 100	 µM	 serine	 (Ser)	 compared	 to	 buffer	 alone	 (B)	 Proportion	 of	 deviant	
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response	curves	of	foci	fluorescence	with	a	higher	k	parameter	in	E.	coli	cells	exposed	to	100	µM	NiCl2	(Ni)	or	to	100	µM	serine	(Ser)	compared	to	buffer	alone.		 	
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Discussion		 In	this	chapter	we	envisioned	to	measure	changes	in	interactions	between	CheY~P	and	CheZ	as	a	proxy	of	ligand	binding	to	the	chemoreceptors	in	E.	coli.	CheZ	is	the	phosphatase	that	dephosphorylates	 CheY	 and	 their	 interaction	 frequency	 is	 dependent	 on	 the	 intracellular	concentration	 of	 phosphorylated	 CheY.	 The	 level	 of	 CheY~P	 is	 modified	 by	 the	 binding	 of	attractant	 or	 repellent	 to	 the	 receptors:	 attractants	 induce	 a	 decrease	 of	 the	 concentration	 of	CheY~P	 and	 repellents	 induce	 an	 increase.	 A	 measurement	 of	 this	 interaction	 would	 thus	characterize	 temporal	 chemotaxis	 pathway	 activation.	 In	 contrast	 to	 previous	 studies	 using	FRET,	we	used	the	approach	of	bimolecular	fluorescence	complementation	by	fusing	split	parts	of	the	Gfp	to	CheY	and	CheZ.	We	demonstrated	that	the	fusion	proteins	were	functionally	complementing	chemotaxis	in	an	E.	coli	ΔcheYZ	deletion	mutant	background	(Fig.	4).	Comparison	of	chemo-attraction	of	E.	
coli	expressing	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	 showed	weaker	 chemotaxis	 than	E.	coli	MG1655	WT,	both	in	presence	or	absence	of	native	CheY/CheZ.	This	suggests	that	the	fusion	proteins	slightly	interfere	with	the	native	proteins	and	impair	a	bit	chemotaxis	(Fig.	4).	Nevertheless,	we	judged	the	functionality	and	complementation	sufficient	for	studying	CheY~P–CheZ	interactions.	The	 expression	 of	 split-Gfp	 fused	 to	 CheY	 and	 CheZ	 under	 the	 control	 of	 weak	constitutive	promoters	showed	the	presence	of	fluorescent	foci	mostly	localized	at	the	cell	pole	(Fig.	2	and	3).	Do	these	foci	reveal	the	genuine	direct	interaction	between	CheY~P	and	CheZ?	To	answer	 this	 question	we	 deleted	 the	 CheA	 kinase	 that	 phosphorylates	 CheY	 and	 this	 deletion	abolished	the	presence	of	foci	(Fig.	5).	This	demonstrated	that	the	foci	are	the	result	of	specific	interactions	between	CheY~P	and	CheZ,	since	without	phosphorylation	of	CheY,	CheY	and	CheZ	do	not	interact	and	foci	do	not	appear.		Since	 it	would	be	conceivable	that	CheY~P	and	CheZ	 interact	 in	 the	cytoplasm	without	formation	of	specific	 foci,	we	studied	the	dependence	of	 foci	 formation	and	 localization	on	the	major	 chemoreceptor	 Tsr	 and	 the	 motor	 protein	 FliM,	 which	 interacts	 with	 CheY~P.	 No	 foci	
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were	detected	 in	E.	coli	ΔfliM,	which	suggests	 that	motor	proteins	stabilize	 the	 interaction	and	that	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	accumulate	at	the	position	of	flagellar	motors	(Fig.	5).	This	result	is	 in	contrast	 to	current	 literature	 that	poses	 that	both	CheY	and	CheZ	proteins	 localize	at	 the	receptor	at	the	cell	pole	[15].	Mathematical	modeling	demonstrated	that	the	polar	localization	of	CheZ	is	crucial	to	obtain	a	uniform	concentration	of	CheY~P	in	the	cell	to	interact	similarly	with	the	peritrichous	flagella	[16].	Due	to	CheZ	localization,	both	proteins	are	supposed	to	interact	at	the	receptor	near	the	cell	pole	[17,	18].	Expression	of	CheY-CGfp	and	CheZ-NGfp	in	a	Δtsr	E.	coli	mutant	background	also	showed	a	decrease	 in	the	average	number	of	 foci	per	cell,	but	did	not	abolish	 foci	 formation	 altogether,	 like	 in	E.	coli	∆fliM.	 This	 suggests	 that	Tsr	 can	 also	partially	stabilize	 CheY~P–CheZ	 interaction	 (Fig.	 5).	 Hence,	 we	 conclude	 that	 the	 interaction	 can	 take	place	at	the	motor	but	also	at	the	receptor.	The	latter	is	consistent	with	theory	because	CheY	and	CheZ	 are	 localized	 at	 the	 receptor,	 as	 shown	 by	 Sourjik	 and	 Berg	 [15],	 but	 CheY~P,	 once	phosphorylated	by	CheA,	has	to	diffuse	to	the	motor	to	induce	inversion	of	flagellar	rotation	and	may	 therefore	 further	 interact	with	 CheZ	 at	 the	motor.	 Another	 hypothesis	 could	 be	 that	 the	deletion	 of	 fliM	 induces	 an	 inhibition	 of	 the	 expression	 of	 other	 chemotaxis	 proteins,	 such	 as	CheA	or	the	receptors.		Not	 unexpectedly,	 the	 formed	 CheY~P–CheZ–split–GFP	 foci	were	 stable	 in	 the	 cell.	 By	photobleaching	cells	 in	motility	buffer	 in	comparison	 to	motility	buffer	with	addition	of	nickel	ions	 (a	 strong	 repellant),	we	 could	see	 some	 trends	 that	Gfp	photodecay	was	 counteracted	by	renewed	foci	formation	(Fig.	7,	8).	However,	this	response	was	quite	variable	among	individual	cells	and	was	absent	in	cells	exposed	to	serine.	This	might	be	the	result	of	the	split-Gfp	stability,	as	 foci	would	 not	 dissociate	 faster	 upon	 addition	 of	 attractant.	 Indeed,	 although	most	 reports	indicate	 split-fluorescent	 proteins	 to	 be	 stable	 and	 irreversible	 [9],	 some	 publications	 have	shown	a	decay	of	 signal	 using	BiFC	 in	 eukaryote	 cells	 [11,	 13].	We	 tried	 to	destabilize	Gfp	by	adding	 different	 protease	 tags	with	 a	 range	 of	 half-life	 times	 (LVA:	 t1/2	=40	min,	 AAV:	 t1/2	=60	min,	 ASV:	 t1/2	=110	min)	 [19],	 but,	 unfortunately,	 in	 such	E.	 coli	cells	 no	 or	 only	 sporadic	 foci	were	detected	(data	not	shown).		
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We	 do	 acknowledge	 that	 the	 measurements	 of	 split-Gfp	 may	 be	 further	 improved	 by	changing	 the	 experimental	 setup.	 In	 order	 to	 detect	 fluorescent	 foci,	 the	 cells	 have	 to	 be	immobilized	to	allow	proper	focusing	and	imaging.	On	the	other	hand,	we	expect	that	it	might	be	more	physiologically	appropriate	if	the	flagella	can	turn	freely,	which	we	do	not	know	for	cells	placed	 on	 agarose–coated	 slides.	 A	 further	 problem	 is	 the	 addition	 of	 ligand	 to	 stimulate	changing	 chemotactic	 behavior.	 Adding	 a	 ligand	 into	 a	 solution	with	 bacteria	 attached	 to	 the	bottom	 of	 the	 wells	 would	 cause	 (i)	 some	 unknown	 delay	 as	 a	 result	 of	 mixing	 and	 (ii)	 a	transient	reaction	of	cells	until	 they	adapt	 to	 the	new	concentration	due	 to	methylation	of	 the	chemoreceptors.	This	setup	permitted	to	detect	changes	in	the	foci	fluorescence	upon	addition	of	 the	nickel	 repellent	 ions.	 In	contrast,	 if	one	could	create	a	 ligand	gradient	as	 in	 the	agarose	source	 assays,	 individual	 cells	will	 react	 during	 a	 longer	 time	 because	 they	 face	 a	 continuous	concentration	increase	towards	the	source.	We	also	tried	to	image	fluorescence	changes	in	foci	in	individual	E.	coli	cells	spotted	on	agarose	exposed	to	a	gradient	of	inducer,	but	this	was	poorly	reproducible	(data	not	shown).		Split-Gfp	approaches	have	enabled	the	detection	of	specific	protein-protein	interactions	in	cells,	and,	as	we	demonstrated	here,	of	CheY~P–CheZ	in	E.	coli.	The	stability	of	 the	split-Gfp	makes	 it	 not	 very	 suitable	 for	dynamic	measurements,	 although	 several	 research	groups	have	attempted	to	engineer	less	stable	variants.	For	example,	a	tripartite	GFP	was	described	recently	which	shows	faster	association	and	minimized	non-specific	protein	aggregation	[20].	However,	also	 the	 tripartite	 GFP	 shows	 irreversible	 association.	 The	 use	 of	 dimerization-dependent	fluorescent	proteins	(ddFP)	could	be	an	interesting	alternative.	It	consists	of	two	weakly	or	non-fluorescent	monomers	of	fluorescent	protein	that	become	fluorescent	upon	interactions	[21,	22].	The	advantage	is	the	reversibility	of	the	system,	which	can	react	in	a	timescale	of	seconds	[22].	But	 the	 monomers	 are	 bigger	 peptides	 that	 could	 affect	 the	 functionality	 of	 the	 proteins	 of	interest.	 Finally	 another	 alternative	 might	 be	 the	 use	 of	 bioluminescence	 resonance	 energy	transfer	 (BRET),	which	may	be	 achieved	by	 fusing	 a	 luciferase	 and	 the	Yfp	 to	CheY	and	CheZ,	respectively	 (or	 vice-versa)	 [23,	 24].	 Similar	 to	 FRET,	 the	 light	 emitted	 by	 the	 luciferase	 can	
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excite	the	Yfp	protein	if	they	are	in	close	range.	BRET	may	have	the	advantage	of	not	requiring	external	light	to	excite	the	Yfp,	which	would	be	convenient	from	a	biosensing	perspective.		To	 conclude,	 we	 established	 a	 bimolecular	 fluorescence	 complementation	 assay	 with	CheY	 and	 CheZ.	 Interaction	 between	 the	 two	 proteins	 was	 revealed	 through	 the	 presence	 of	fluorescent	foci	in	E.	coli	cells.	This	system	can	be	used	to	study	the	response	to	the	addition	of	a	repellent	but	 it	was	highly	heterogeneous	and	the	 interaction	was	not	very	dynamic,	probably	because	the	split	Gfp	is	very	stable	once	it	is	formed.				 	
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Material	and	methods		
Bacterial	strains	and	culture	conditions	A	 specific	 motile	 strain	 of	 Escherichia	 coli	 MG1655,	 obtained	 from	 the	 E.	 coli	 Genetic	stock	 center,	 Yale	 (CGSC#8237)	 was	 used	 as	 host	 strain	 for	 the	 plasmids	 constructed	 in	 this	study.	 The	 strains	were	 grown	 at	 37°C	with	 180	 rpm	 shaking	 in	M9-Glc	 (see	 chapter	 2).	 The	medium	was	supplemented	with	chloramphenicol	20	µg	ml–1	for	strains	containing	pSTV-based	plasmids	(Table	2).			
Cloning	of	the	split-GFP	The	 chemotaxis	 regulator	 protein	 CheY	 was	 fused	 (at	 its	 C-terminal	 end)	 with	 the	 C-terminal	 part	 of	 Gfp	 and	 its	 phosphatase	 CheZ	 was	 fused	 (at	 its	 C-terminal	 end)	 with	 the	complementary	N-terminal	part	of	Gfp.	First,	the	gene	coding	for	cheY	(without	its	stop	codon)	was	 amplified	 by	 PCR	 from	E.	coli	MG1655	 genomic	DNA	using	 primers	 130719	 and	 130720,	respectively	 elongated	 with	 BamHI	 and	 AatI	 restriction	 sites	 (Table	 1).	 The	 3'-end	 of	 gfp	corresponding	to	amino	acids	158–238	was	amplified	by	PCR	from	plasmid	pPROBE	[25]	using	primer	130724	containing	an	AatI	restriction	site	and	a	sequence	for	a	seven-amino-acid	linker	(GTSGGSG),	and	primer	130724,	elongated	with	SpeI	and	HindIII	restriction	sites	(Table	1).	The	inserts	cheY	and	Cgfp	were,	respectively,	digested	with	BamHI	and	AatI	or	with	AatI	and	SpeI	and	were	 cloned	 under	 the	 control	 of	 the	 synthetic	 promoter	 PAA	 in	 the	 linearized	 pSTV28PAAmcs	backbone	[26].		In	 a	 second	 cloning	 step	 cheZ	 (without	 stop	 codon)	was	 amplified	 by	PCR	 from	E.	coli	MG1655	genomic	DNA	using	primer	130721	elongated	with	an	SpeI	restriction	site	and	primer	130722	containing	an	XhoI	restriction	site	and	a	sequence	encoding	an	eight-amino-acid	linker	(GGSGSGSR).	The	5'-end	of	gfp	corresponding	to	amino	acids	2–157	was	amplified	from	plasmid	pPROBE	using	primers	130726	and	130723,	elongated	with	XhoI	and	HindIII	 restriction	 sites,	respectively.	Both	PCR	fragments	were	then	inserted	downstream	of	the	cheY-Cgfp	hybrid	gene	
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within	the	same	operon	(i.e,	under	PAA	control).	A	variety	of	derivative	plasmids	was	created,	in	which	PAA	was	replaced	by	different	weaker	synthetic	promoters	named	PJJ,	PII,	and	POO	in	order	to	tune	the	level	of	expression	of	the	fusion	proteins	[14].	Synthetized	promoter	sequences	were	flanked	by	EcoRI	and	BamHI	restriction	sites,	which	allows	easy	exchange	[27].		As	negative	controls	we	introduced	frameshift	mutations	in	cheY	and	cheZ,	by	digestion	with	the	restriction	enzymes	SalI	and	MutI,	respectively,	filling	in	and	religating.		
E.	coli	deletion	mutants	were	constructed	by	double	recombination	methods	[28].	Gene	flanking	regions	were	amplified	by	PCR	and	cloned	 into	the	pEMG	suicide	vector	[28]	and	transformed	into	 E.	 coli	MG1655.	 Single	 recombinants	 were	 recovered	 by	 selection	 on	 Km-resistance	 and	were	examined	by	PCR.	If	correct,	they	were	transformed	with	the	plasmid	pSW-I	that	contains	a	3-methylbenzoate	 inducible	 SceI	 restriction	 enzyme	 [28].	 Induction	 of	 this	 restriction	 enzyme	forces	 the	 second	 recombination.	 Kanamycin-sensitive	 colonies	 were	 examined	 by	 PCR	 for	proper	deletion.	Finally,	pSW-I	was	cured	by	consecutive	passage	 in	culture	without	antibiotic	selection	pressure.			
Epifluorescence	microscopy	Overnight	 cultures	 of	 E.	 coli	 strains	 in	 M9-Glc	 supplemented	 with	 20	 µg	 ml–1	 of	chloramphenicol	were	100–times	diluted	 in	 fresh	medium	and	incubated	at	37°C	with	shaking	until	 they	 reached	 an	 optical	 density	 at	 600	 nm	 (OD600)	 of	 0.5–0.7.	 From	 these	 exponential	cultures,	 600	 µl	were	 centrifuged	 at	 2,400	 ×	 g	 for	 5	min,	washed	 twice	with	 1	ml	 of	motility	buffer	(see	chapter	2)	and	finally	concentrated	in	50	µl	of	motility	buffer.	A	drop	of	7	µl	of	cell	suspension	was	spotted	on	1%	agarose	 (in	motility	buffer)	coated	microscopy	slides	and	 then	covered	with	a	regular	0.17-mm	thick	glass	coverslip.	Cells	were	imaged	at	an	exposure	time	of	10	ms	(phase-contrast)	or	1	s	(Gfp)	with	a	DFC	350	FX	R2	Leica	camera	mounted	on	an	inverted	DMI	 4000	 Leica	 microscope	 using	 a	 100×	 Plan	 Apochromat	 oil	 objective.	 The	 images	 were	analyzed	 using	 the	 open-access	 software	MicrobeJ,	 which	 allows	 automatic	 cell	 segmentation	and	foci	detection	(www.microbeJ.com)	[29].		
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Time-lapse	microscopy	Overnight	cultures	of	E.	coli	strain	5395	(ΔcheYcheZ	+	pCRO9)	in	M9-Glc	supplemented	with	20	µg	ml–1	of	chloramphenicol	were	100	 times	diluted	 in	 fresh	medium	and	 incubated	at	37°C	with	shaking	until	they	reached	an	OD600	of	0.5–0.7.	From	these	exponential	cultures,	1	ml	was	 centrifuged	 at	 2,400	 ×	 g	 for	 5	 min,	 washed	 twice	 with	 1	 ml	 of	 motility	 buffer	 and	resuspended	 in	 600	 µl	 of	motility	 buffer.	 Cells	 were	 adhered	 to	 the	 bottom	 of	 the	 wells	 of	 a	CELLview™	 Slide	with	 10	wells	 (Greiner	 Bio-One	 GmbH,	 Germany)	 coated	with	 poly-L-lysine.	For	well	 coating,	 100	 µl	 of	 0.01	%	 poly-L-lysine	 solution	 (Sigma)	was	 incubated	 for	 5	min	 at	room	temperature	in	the	wells,	decanted	and	wells	were	dried	overnight.	Wells	were	filled	with	100	µl	of	cell	suspension	and	incubated	at	room	temperature	for	30	min.	Liquid	was	discarded	and	wells	were	washed	5	times	with	400	µl	of	motility	buffer	to	remove	any	non-adhering	cells.	Finally,	the	wells	were	loaded	with	200	µl	of	motility	buffer.	Bacteria	were	imaged	with	a	Nikon	Eclipse	Ti-E	inverted	microscope,	equipped	with	an	ORCA-flash4.0	camera	(Hamamatsu)	and	a	Plan	Apo	λ	100×1.45	oil	objective	(Nikon).	Seven	regions	of	the	wells	were	imaged	automatically	with	one	minute	intervals	in	Gfp	(200	ms	exposure)	and	phase	contrast	(10	ms	exposure)	with	lamp	power	at	100	%.	Baseline	Gfp	fluorescence	was	imaged	at	time=0	and	1	min,	after	which	10	µl	of	 inducer	(2	mM	of	NiCl2	or	Serine	 for	a	 final	concentration	of	100	µM	or	motility	buffer	as	control)	 was	 pipetted	 in	 the	 wells	 and	 cells	 were	 imaged	 for	 a	 further	 10	 min	 (at	 1	 min	intervals).	 Images	were	 recorded	using	Micro-Manager	1.4	 (http://www.micro-manager.org/).	Ellipses	 of	 8	 ×	 8	 pixels	were	 placed	 on	 the	 foci	 using	MetaMorph	 (Series	 7.5,	MDS,	 Analytical	Technologies)	and	mean	fluorescence	intensities	in	the	ellipses	were	extracted	at	all	time	points	using	 an	 in-house	 written	 Matlab	 (R2015b)	 script	 (developed	 by	 Serge	 Pelet,	 University	 of	Lausanne).			
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Time-lapse	data	analysis	Baseline	fluorescence	decay	of	foci	in	individual	cells	incubated	with	motility	buffer	only	was	fitted	with	a	general	second-order	decay	function	using	Igor	Pro	(WaveMetrics,	Inc.	Oregon	97035,	USA)	
!(!) = 1(!" + ( 1!!)	with	 k	 being	 the	 rate	 constant	 and	 A0	 the	 initial	 fluorescence.	 The	 average	 (AVEk,buffer)	 and	standard	deviation	(SDk,buffer)	was	calculated	from	all	individual	cell	traces	in	motility	buffer.		Individual	 fluorescence	responses	of	 the	 foci	of	experiments	with	 induction	of	nickel	or	serine	were	fitted	with	the	same	decay	function	(between	time	points	2	–	12	min),	obtaining	kNi	or	Ser	and	its	fitting	deviation	SDk,Ni	or	Ser.		The	number	of	deviant	individual	response	curves	was	then	counted	for	each	condition,	motility	 buffer	 only	 nickel	 or	 serine,	 if	 kNi	 or	 Ser	 +	 SDk,Ni	 or	 Ser	 <	 AVEk,buffer	 –	 SDk,buffer,	 which	corresponds	to	a	fitting	curve	that	decreases	less	than	the	expected	baseline	second-order	decay	or	if	kNi	or	Ser	+	SDk,Ni	or	Ser	>	AVEk,buffer	–	SDk,buffer,	which	corresponds	to	a	fitting	curve	that	decreases	more	 than	 the	 expected	 baseline	 second-order	 decay.	 The	 proportions	 of	 individual	 deviant	curves	 in	 a	 simultaneous	 sampling	 series	 between	 buffer	 incubation	 and	 nickel	 or	 serine	induction	were	then	compared	using	a	Kruskal-Wallis	test	(ANOVA).			
Agarose	plug	chemotaxis	assay	Overnight	 cultures	 of	 the	 strains	 in	 M9-Glc	 supplemented	 with	 20	 µg	 ml–1	 of	chloramphenicol	were	100	 times	diluted	 in	 fresh	medium	and	 incubated	at	37°C	with	shaking	until	they	reached	an	OD600	of	0.5–0.7.	From	these	exponential	cultures,	1	ml	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	5	min,	washed	twice	with	1	ml	of	motility	buffer	and	finally	resuspended	in	1	ml	of	motility	buffer.	On	a	microscopy	glass	slide	(1	mm	thickness,	RS	France,	Milian),	two	squared	coverslips	(24	×	24	mm,	0.13-0.17	mm	thickness,	MGF)	were	deposited	on	the	edge	of	the	slide.	A	5	µl	drop	
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of	 2%	 agarose	 supplemented	with	 100	 µM	of	 serine	 (kept	 at	 55°C)	was	 pipetted	 on	 the	 slide	between	the	coverslips.	A	large	coverslip	(25	×	50	mm,	Menzel-Glaser)	was	quickly	deposited	on	top	of	the	agarose	plug.	After	drying	during	5	min,	150	µl	of	cell	suspension	were	pipetted	at	the	edge	between	the	large	coverslip	and	the	glass	slide.	Bacterial	chemotaxis	was	recorded	after	30	min	by	light	microscopy	closed	to	the	source.					
Table	1:	Primer	list	
Primer	
collection	
n°	
Sequence	(5’	–	3’)	
130719		 ccggacaggggatccgtatttaaatcaggagtgtgaaatggc	130720	 tagtcgcatgacgtccccatgcccagtttctcaaag	130721	 gacttcactagtgaggatgcgactatgatgcaaccatc	130722	 ctttactcctcgagccagagccagagccaccaaatccaagactatccaacaaatcg	130723	 actgtaagcttattgtttgtctgccatgatgtatacattg	130724	 ctgggcatggggacgtcgggtggaagcggtaagaatggaatcaaagttaacttc	130725	 ggtacgggaagcttatcgcactagttatttgtatagttcatccatgccatgt	130726	 ggctctggctcgaggagtaaaggagaagaacttttcactgg	Note:	restriction	sites	and	linker	sequences	are	respectively	highlighted	in	italic	and	in	bold			
Table	2:	Strain	list		Strain	n°	 Host	 Plasmid	 Relevant	characteristics	 Source	 of	reference	4498	 E.	coli	MG1655		 	 Verified	for	motility	 E.	 coli	 Genetic	Center,	 Yale	(CGSC#8237)	4717	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pSTV28PAAmcs	 Plasmid	backbone	containing	PAA	promoter	 [26]	1421	 E.	coli	DH5α	 pPROBE	 gfp	gene	source	 [25]	4610	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO2	 Plasmid	containing	PAA-cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 This	study	4701	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO7	 Plasmid	containing	PII-cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 This	study	4702	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO8	 Plasmid	containing	POO-cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 This	study	4703	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO9	 Plasmid	containing	PJJ-cheY-Cgfp-cheZ-Ngfp	 This	study	4728	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO10	 Same	as	4610,but	with	a	frameshift	mutation	in	cheY	 This	study	4729	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO11	 Same	as	4610	but	with	a	frameshift	mutation	in	cheZ	 This	study	4743	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO12	 Same	as	4610	but	with	a	frameshift	mutation	in	cheY	and	cheZ	 This	study	
		
5325	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔcheA	 	 Deletion	of	cheA	gene	 This	study	5343	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔcheA	 pCRO9	 Same	as	4610	in	host	5325	 This	study	5086	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔfliC	 	 Deletion	of	fliC	gene	 This	study	5100	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔfliC	 pCRO9	 Same	as	4610	in	host	5086	 This	study	5397	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔfliM	 	 Deletion	of	fliM	gene	 This	study	5405	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔfliM	 pCRO9	 Same	as	4610	in	host	5397	 This	study	5391	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔcheYcheZ	 	 Deletion	of	cheYcheZ	operon	 This	study	5395	 E.	coli	MG1655	ΔcheYcheZ	 pCRO9	 Same	as	4610	in	host	5391	 This	study	5396	 E.	coli	MG1655	Δtsr	 	 Deletion	of	tsr	gene	 This	study	5401	 E.	coli	MG1655	Δtsr	 pCRO9	 Same	as	4610	in	host	5396	 This	study			
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CHAPTER	5	
MEASURING	PROTON	FLOW	FROM	CHEMOTAXIS	THROUGH	THE	
CYTOPLASMIC	MEMBRANE	USING	PH-SENSITIVE	FLUORESCENT	
PROTEIN					Instead	 of	 by	 ATP,	 bacterial	 flagellar	 rotation	 is	 energized	 by	 a	 flux	 of	 ions	 through	 the	cytoplasmic	membrane,	which	can	be	Na+	for	marine	bacteria	or	H+	for	Escherichia	coli	and	most	other	bacterial	species.	Multiple	experiments	have	been	performed	to	understand	the	effect	of	changes	 of	 intracellular	 pH	 or	 pH	 gradient	 on	 the	 rotation	 properties	 of	 the	 flagella.	 It	 was	shown	that	a	decrease	of	the	pH	inside	the	cell	 leads	to	a	reduction	or	even	complete	arrest	of	the	rotation	speed	of	the	flagellum.	The	goal	of	the	work	in	this	chapter	was	to	test	whether	pH	changes	 occurring	 in	 chemotaxis-active	 cells	 would	 be	 measurable,	 which	 would	 be	 the	consequence	of	a	modification	of	the	flagellar	rotation	due	to	the	chemotaxis	response.	To	test	this	hypothesis,	we	measured	cytoplasmic	and	periplasmic	pH	through	a	compartment-specific	expression	 of	 a	 pH-sensitive	 fluorescent	 protein	 (pHluorin).	 We	 demonstrated	 proper	expression	 of	 pHluorin	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 in	 the	 periplasm,	 and	 showed	 that	 a	 linear	correlation	 exists	 between	 fluorescence	 emission	 ratio	 and	 extracellular-calibrated	 pH.	 An	increase	of	the	cytoplasmic	pH	and	decrease	of	the	periplasmic	pH	were	measured	in	E.	coli	WT	accumulating	close	 to	a	 source	of	 serine	 in	 the	agarose	plug	assay,	 suggesting	 that	 cellular	pH	could	be	used	as	proxy	for	chemotaxis	activity.			 	
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Introduction		 Bacterial	 flagella	 are	 composed	 of	more	 than	 30	 proteins	 that	 assemble	 in	 a	 complex	rotating	structure	that	can	propel	the	cell	at	a	speed	of	up	to	hundred	micrometers	per	second	for	the	fastest	species	[1-3].	For	its	rotation,	the	flagellar	motor	uses	a	flux	of	 ions	through	the	cytoplasmic	membrane	as	source	of	energy.	Some	marine	bacteria,	such	as	Vibrio	sp.,	use	sodium	motive	 force	 and	Na+-influx,	 but	 the	majority	 of	motile	 bacteria	 like	Escherichia	 coli,	 uses	 the	proton	gradient	and	H+-influx	for	flagellar	rotation	[1,	4].	It	has	been	estimated	that	for	one	turn	of	the	flagellum,	about	1200	protons	enter	into	the	cytoplasm	and	that	a	flagellum	can	rotate	at	a	speed	 of	 300	 rps,	 suggesting	 superfast	 proton	 influx	 [1,	 5].	 The	 protons	 cross	 the	membrane	through	up	to	eight	protein	complexes	called	the	‘stators’,	composed	of	MotA	and	MotB	subunits	that	transmit	the	energy	to	the	motor	[1,	3].		Previous	 studies	 have	 shown	 that	 experimental	 manipulation	 of	 the	 intracellular	 and	extracellular	 pH	 can	 modify	 flagellar	 rotation.	 Notably,	 it	 was	 demonstrated	 that	 a	 low	intracellular	and	extracellular	pH	induces	a	decrease	of	flagellar	rotation	speed	[6].	It	has	further	been	proposed	that	the	rotational	speed	of	the	flagella	is	 influenced	by	the	absolute	amount	of	free	protons	in	the	cytoplasm	[6].	In	the	1980's,	it	was	shown	that	a	decrease	or	an	increase	of	cytoplasmic	pH	provoked	by	weak	acids	or	weak	bases	 induced	 respectively	a	 repellent	or	an	attractant	response	in	E.	coli	and	in	Salmonella	[7,	8].	More	recently,	Morimoto	et	al.	showed	that	chemotaxis	 in	 Salmonella	 is	 affected	 by	 the	 intracellular	 pH	 by	 inducing	 a	 proton	 leakage	through	the	membrane	due	to	overexpression	of	the	MotA/B	stator.	These	bacteria	showed	an	increase	 in	 the	tumble	 frequency	and	smaller	colonies	on	swarming	plates,	which	 is	 indicative	for	repellent	response	[9].		The	link	between	the	proton	gradient	and	flagella	rotation	has	always	been	studied	from	the	perspective	of	rotation	speed.	Instead,	we	wondered	whether	there	would	be	a	(measurably)	transient	change	of	proton	concentration	near	the	flagellum	when	the	cell	detects	an	attractant,	which	could	perhaps	be	exploited	as	a	proxy	for	chemical	signaling.	Such	proton	concentration	
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change	 could	 result	 from	 the	 decrease	 in	 the	 frequency	 of	 change	 of	 rotation	 direction	 of	 the	flagella,	 or	 from	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 speed	 of	 rotation.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 it	 is	 supposed	 that	proton	 inflow	 occurs	 irrespective	 of	E.	coli	 flagellar	motor	 rotation	 direction,	 and	 therefore,	 a	local	 pH	 change	may	not	 be	 completely	 accurately	 reflecting	 attraction	 of	 a	 cell	 to	 a	 chemical	compound.	Expression	of	the	pHluorin,	a	pH-sensitive	variant	of	the	green	fluorescent	protein,	 is	a	non-invasive	method	to	measure	intracellular	pH.	It	has	initially	been	used	to	study	release	and	recycling	 of	 neurotransmitters	 in	 neuronal	 cells	 [10].	 pHluorin	 shows	 a	 bimodal	 excitation	 at	390	nm	and	at	470	nm,	and	a	single	emission	at	508	nm	(Fig	1A)	 [10].	Fluorescence	emission	intensity	 increases	 with	 increasing	 pH	 at	 390	 nm	 excitation	 and	 in	 return	 decreases	 with	increasing	pH	when	excited	at	470	nm	(Fig.	1B).	This	allows	the	calculation	of	an	emission	ratio	at	508	nm	(as	the	ratio	of	emission508	at	excitation390	and	the	emission508	at	excitation470),	which	was	reported	to	be	linearly	proportional	to	the	pH	(Fig	1C)	[10].	Measurement	of	the	pHluorin	fluorescence	is	non-invasive	and	rapid,	and	it	is	reversible	upon	changing	pH.	The	sensitivity	for	pH	change	is	approximately	0.2	pH	units,	measured	on	the	cytoplasm	of	Salmonella	[9].	
	
Figure	1:	pHluorin	emission	properties.	(A)	pHluorin	shows	a	bimodal	excitation	at	390	nm	and	470	nm	with	a	single	emission	wavelength	at	508	nm.	(B)	The	emission	intensity	increases	with	increasing	pH	at	390	nm	of	excitation	and	decreases	with	increasing	pH	at	470	nm.	(C)	The	calculation	 of	 an	 emission	 intensity	 ratio	 (as	 the	 ratio	 of	 emission508	 at	 excitation390	 and	 the	
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emission508	 at	 excitation470)	 is	 linearly	 correlated	 with	 external	 induced	 pH	 (graph	 redrawn	from	Miesenbock	et	al.	(1998)	[10]).				 To	 test	 our	 hypothesis,	we	decided	 to	 see	whether	we	 could	measure	 the	 cytoplasmic	and	periplasmic	pH	of	swimming	bacteria,	and	whether	we	could	monitor	cellular	pH	changes	in	presence	of	chemical	attractant	gradient.	For	this	purpose,	we	expressed	the	pHluorin	either	in	the	 cytoplasm	or	 in	 the	periplasm	of	motile	E.	coli	MG1655.	After	 verifying	proper	 expression	and	export,	both	strains	were	exposed	to	a	gradient	of	attractant	(serine)	by	agarose	plug	assay.	We	expected	 that	 this	would	produce	an	 important	 accumulation	of	 chemotaxis-reactive	 cells,	which	increases	the	sensitivity	of	the	ratiometric	measurement	in	epifluorescence	microscopy.			 	
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Results		
pHluorin	expression	in	the	cytoplasm	and	in	the	periplasm	In	order	to	measure	the	pH	in	cytoplasm,	we	expressed	pHluorin	under	the	control	of	the	L-arabinose	 inducible	 araC	promoter	 in	wild-type	motile	E.	 coli	MG1655	 (Fig.	 2A).	 Increasing	arabinose	 concentration	 (between	0	 and	10	 g	 l–1)	 resulted	 in	 an	 increase	of	 expression	of	 the	fluorescent	protein	(Fig.	2C),	with	optimal	expression	obtained	at	a	concentration	of	0.1%	(1	g	l–
1)	 arabinose.	 pHluorin	 fluorescence	 localized	 homogenously	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 without	 any	subcellular	localization	(Fig.	2E).	As	expected,	expression	between	individual	cells	was	variable,	which	may	be	the	result	of	differences	in	arabinose	uptake	and	thus	pHluorin	expression.	In	order	to	express	pHluorin	in	the	periplasm,	we	linked	a	torA	signal	sequence	[11]	to	its	 N-terminal	 end	 (torA-pHluorin).	 This	 would	 enable	 recognition	 by	 the	 twin-arginine	translocation	 (Tat)	 pathway,	 which	 exports	 folded	 proteins	 from	 the	 cytoplasm	 into	 the	periplasm	(Fig.	2B)	[11].	Translocation	was	favored	by	first	inducing	torA-pHluorin	expression	in	E.	coli	in	presence	of	arabinose,	followed	by	incubation	in	medium	without	arabinose.	Similar	to	expression	of	pHluorin	in	the	cytoplasm,	torA-pHluorin	fluorescence	intensity	was	increasing	at	increasing	arabinose	concentrations,	but	with	highest	visible	expression	at	1%	arabinose	(Fig.	2D).	Epifluorescence	microscopy	images	of	torA-pHluorin	expressing	cells	showed	a	"ring-like"	appearance,	indicating	that	the	protein	was	efficiently	exported	into	the	periplasm	(Fig.	2F).		
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Figure	 2:	 Induction	 of	 pHluorin	 expression	 in	 the	 E.	 coli	 cytoplasm	 and	 periplasm.	Schematics	of	expected	localization	of	pHluorin	without	any	tags	in	the	cytoplasm	(A)	and	in	the	periplasm	 in	 case	 of	 attachment	 of	 the	 torA-signal	 sequence.	 (B)	 Phase	 contrast	 and	
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epifluorescence	images	of	cells	incubated	with	tenfold	increasing	arabinose	concentrations,	for	the	 case	 of	 cytoplasmic	 pHluorin	 (B)	 or	 periplasmic	 torA-pHluorin	 (C).	 Enlarged	 images	 of	individual	cells	expressing	pHluorin	(E)	or	exporting	the	torA-pHluorin	 into	the	periplasm	(F),	after	induction	with	1%	arabinose.			
pHluorin	response	to	different	pHs	In	order	to	test	the	pH-sensitive	properties	of	pHluorin,	 its	fluorescence	was	calibrated	as	 a	 function	 of	 external	 pH	 by	 spotting	 E.	 coli	 cells	 on	 agarose	 patches	 containing	 20	 mM	sodium	benzoate	at	pHs	ranging	between	6	and	8.	Benzoate	is	a	weak	acid	that	can	equilibrate	cytoplasmic	and	extracellular	pH	[12].	Cells	were	imaged	by	microscopy	with	excitations	at	386	nm	or	470	nm	and	emissions	recorded	both	at	525	nm.		
	
Figure	3:	pHluorin	or	torA-pHluorin	fluorescence	as	a	function	of	external	pH.	(A)	525-nm	emission	 intensity	 of	 cytoplasmic	 pHluorin	 (red)	 or	 periplasmic	 torA-pHluorin	 (green)	 at	 an	excitation	wavelength	of	386	nm	at	 three	different	pHs	measured	by	microscopy.	(B)	Same	as	
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(A)	but	at	an	excitation	wavelength	of	470	nm.	(C)	525-nm	fluorescence	emission	ratio	between	excitation	at	386	nm	and	at	470	nm.	Error	bars	correspond	to	one	standard	deviation	with	the	mean	of	at	least	500	individual	cells,	imaged	by	epifluorescence	microscopy	on	20	mM	sodium-benzoate	 containing	 agarose	 surfaces.	 (D)	 535-nm	 fluorescence	 emission	 ratio	 between	excitation	at	410	nm	and	at	470nm.	Errors	bars	correspond	to	one	standard	deviation	with	the	mean	of	3	replicate	cultures	measured	with	a	fluorimeter	in	medium	containing	20	mM	sodium	benzoate.				Image	 analysis	 of	 individual	 cells	 showed	 an	 increase	 of	 the	 fluorescence	 emission	between	pH	6	and	8	when	cells	were	excited	with	a	wavelength	of	386	nm	both	with	cytoplasmic	and	 periplasmic	 pHluorin	 (Fig.	 3A).	 At	 the	 excitation	wavelength	 of	 470	 nm,	 cells	 expressing	pHluorin	 or	 torA-pHluorin	 both	 showed	 a	 decrease	 of	 the	 525-nm	 fluorescence	 emission	 at	increasing	 pH	 between	 6	 and	 8	 (Fig.	 3B).	 The	 ratio	 of	 fluorescence	 at	 386/470	 nm	 increased	linearly	at	 increasing	external	pH,	confirming	previous	 literature	values	 [10]	 (Fig.	3C).	Of	note	that	 the	 variation	 of	 the	 emission	 ratio	 among	 individual	 cells,	 expressing	 either	 pHluorin	 or	torA-pHluorin,	 was	 relatively	 small,	 even	 though	 the	 variation	 of	 the	 absolute	 fluorescence	emission	intensities	was	more	important	between	individual	cells	and	strains	(Fig.	3A,	B).			 We	also	verified	the	pH-sensitive	response	of	the	pHluorin	on	a	larger	range	of	pHs	using	a	 fluorimeter	 (pH	 from	5.5	 to	 8).	 Bacterial	 liquid	 cultures	 supplemented	with	 20	mM	 sodium	benzoate	were	excited	at	410	nm	and	470	nm	and	fluorescence	emission	was	measured	at	535	nm.	The	ratio	of	fluorescence	at	410/470	nm	increased	linearly	with	increasing	external	pH	with	pHluorin	 expressed	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	and	 in	 the	 periplasm	 (Fig.	 3D).	 The	differences	with	 the	ratios	 calculated	 from	microscopy	 images	 probably	 arose	 from	 the	 use	 of	 different	 excitation	and	emission	filters	but	these	results	emphasize	the	robustness	of	the	pH	sensitivity	of	pHluorin.	These	results	suggest	that	external	pH	changes	are	followed	by	pH	changes	both	in	the	cytoplasm	and	in	the	periplasm	caused	by	addition	of	sodium	benzoate	to	the	growth	medium.	
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The	resulting	calibration	curve	can	thus	be	used	to	deduce	intracellular	and	periplasmic	pH	of	E.	
coli	cells	during	chemotaxis	experiments	from	the	observed	fluorescence	emission	ratios.		
Chemotaxis	causes	a	net	temporary	change	in	pH	In	order	to	facilitate	measuring	the	pHluorin	signals	produced	from	individual	cells	as	a	result	of	pH	changes	from	chemotaxis	effects,	we	created	conditions	to	maximize	the	number	of	chemotactically	reactive	cells	in	microscopy	settings.	We	chose	to	adapt	the	agarose	plug	assay	for	this	purpose,	since	it	will	result	in	cells	accumulating	nearby	an	attractant	source	within	10-15	min	(see,	e.g.,	Chapter	6).	In	short,	the	respective	E.	coli	cell	suspension	was	inserted	in	a	very	shallow	(130-170	µm)	microscope	chamber	filled	with	a	round	and	flat	solidified	agarose	source	containing	0.1	mM	serine.	As	soon	as	cell	suspension	is	inserted,	serine	diffuses	from	the	source,	creating	a	chemical	gradient	perceived	by	the	cells,	which	over	the	course	of	minutes	accumulate	close	to	the	border	of	the	agarose	plug	(see,	Fig.	1	in	Chapter	6).	Fluorescence	from	the	cells	is	then	measured	at	the	two	excitation	wavelengths	as	a	function	of	distance	to	the	source.	
E.	coli	expressing	pHluorin	or	torA-pHluorin	had	clearly	accumulated	close	to	the	0.1	mM	serine	source	20–30	min	after	 the	start	of	 the	 incubation	(Fig.	4A-B,	pink	 lines).	No	significant	cell	accumulation	was	observed	with	an	agarose	source	that	did	not	contain	any	attractant	(Fig.	4A-B,	 blue	 lines	 –	 control).	 These	 results	 suggested	 that	 the	 expression	 of	 the	 fluorescence	protein	did	not	impair	chemotaxis	response	of	both	strains.		Fluorescence	 quantification	 of	 E.	 coli	 cells	 expressing	 pHluorin	 (in	 the	 cytoplasm)	showed	 an	 increase	 of	 the	 pHluorin	 emission	 ratio	 close	 to	 the	 serine	 source	 followed	 by	 a	general	decrease,	compared	to	a	constant	signal	decrease	in	absence	of	any	attractant	(Fig.	4C).	In	 contrast,	 fluorescence	 quantification	 of	 E.	 coli	 expressing	 torA-pHluorin	 showed	 a	 steep	decrease	of	 the	emission	 ratio	 close	 to	 the	 source	 followed	by	a	 slow	 increase,	 compared	 to	a	constant	signal	decrease	in	the	control	(Fig.	4D).	In	both	instances,	cells	furthest	away	from	the	source	showed	equal	emission	ratios	for	attractant	or	no	attractant	(Fig.	4C-D).		
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Contrary	to	our	initial	expectations,	these	measurements	would	imply	an	increase	of	the	pH	in	the	cytoplasm	and	decrease	in	the	periplasm	in	chemotaxis-active	cells.		
	
Figure	4:	pHluorin	measurement	during	agarose	plug	assay.	(A)	Average	cell	accumulation	of	E.	coli	MG1655	expressing	pHluorin	as	a	function	of	distance	from	the	source	extracted	from	images	 taken	 after	 20-30	min	 of	 incubation	 for	 four	 biological	 replicates	 on	 both	 sides	 of	 the	agarose	plug	with	100	µM	serine	(pink,	serine)	or	no	attractant	(blue,	control)	 	 (B)	As	(A)	but	with	E.	coli	MG1655	expressing	torA-pHluorin	(periplasm).	(C)	Ratio	of	fluorescence	emission	at	525	nm	of	E.	coli	MG1655	 cells	 expressing	pHluorin	 as	 a	 function	of	distance	 from	 the	 source	with	or	without	100	µM	serine.	(D)	As	 (C)	but	with	E.	coli	MG1655	expressing	 torA-pHluorin.	Note	that	the	scales	of	the	graphs	are	different.			 	
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Discussion		 Flagellar	 rotation	 in	E.	coli	 is	 powered	 by	 an	 influx	 of	 proton	 through	 the	 cytoplasmic	membrane.	The	addition	of	attractant	induces	a	change	in	the	rotation	phenotype	of	the	flagella,	which	turn	longer	in	counterclockwise	direction,	decreasing	the	frequency	of	rotation	direction	switches.	We	hypothesized	that	this	change	would	lead	to	a	temporary	decrease	of	the	pH	in	the	cytoplasm	as	a	result	of	proton	influx	and	pH	increase	in	the	periplasm	as	a	result	of	temporary	proton	depletion.	To	measure	this,	we	expressed	the	pH-sensitive	pHluorin	fluorescent	protein	in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 in	 the	 periplasm.	 Induction	 of	 pHluorin	 expression	 in	 both	 cell	compartments	 was	 verified	 by	 epifluorescence	 microscopy,	 which	 showed	 that	 pHluorin	remained	cytoplasmic	whereas	torA-pHluorin	localized	to	the	periplasmic	space	(Fig.	2).		We	 could	 further	 show	 that	 the	 fluorescence	 emission	 intensity	 ratio	 of	 pHluorin	increased	with	increasing	external	pH	between	5.5	and	8,	confirming	previous	results	by	others	(Fig.	 3)	 [10].	 The	 emission	 ratio	 was	 a	 robust	 parameter	 and	 was	 similar	 between	 E.	 coli	expressing	 pHluorin	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	or	 torA-pHluorin	 in	 the	 periplasm.	 The	 variation	 of	 the	ratio	 among	 individual	 cells	 was	 low	 even	 when	 the	 absolute	 fluorescence	 emissions	 varied	more	 from	 cell	 to	 cell	 (Fig.	 3).	 This	 showed	 that	 the	 ratio	 is	 insensitive	 to	 individual	 cell	expression	differences	and	 that,	 therefore,	 it	 is	a	 robust	proxy	 to	measure	pH	of	 the	cyto-	and	periplasm.	 The	 emission-ratio	 versus	 pH	 calibration	 curve	 (between	 pH	 6	 and	 8,	 Fig.	 3C)	 can	thus	be	used	to	estimate	the	equivalent	pH	of	individual	cells	during	chemotaxis.		Our	initial	experiments,	where	we	deployed	motile	cells	in	solution	exposed	instantly	or	not	 to	 attractant	 or	 repellent,	 were	 not	 satisfactory	 in	 terms	 of	 reproducible	 fluorescence	emission	 ratio	 changes	 (not	 shown).	We	suspected	 that	 the	difficulty	would	 lay	 in	 creating	an	appropriate	chemical	gradient	and	sufficient	cells	perceiving	this	gradient.	In	order	to	possibly	increase	the	sensitivity	of	fluorescence	ratio	measurements,	we	exploited	the	agarose	plug	assay	in	an	epifluorescence	microscopy	setting.	Other	 results	 (see	Chapter	6)	had	shown	 that	E.	coli	cells	 accumulate	 within	 10–15	min	 after	 the	 onset	 of	 exposure	 to	 a	 serine	 gradient	 diffusing	
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from	a	 solid	0.1	mM	agarose	 source	 (see,	 Fig.	 1	 in	Chapter	6).	The	difficulty,	 however,	was	 to	obtain	 sufficient	 imaging	 quality	 of	 both	 accumulating	 cells	 and	 their	 fluorescence	 at	 two	excitation	 wavelengths.	 Because	 of	 the	 time	 needed	 for	 filter	 change	 we	 could	 not	 image	individual	 motile	 cells	 at	 high	 magnification	 (e.g.,	 600–1000×).	 Instead,	 we	 relied	 on	 lower	magnifications,	which	are	less	sensitive	to	cell	blurring	(200×).	Rather	surprisingly,	we	obtained	quite	 robust	 values	 of	 pHluorin	 and	 torA-pHluorin	 emission	 ratios	 from	 accumulating	 E.	 coli	cells	 as	 a	 function	 of	 distance	 to	 the	 solid	 source	 (Fig.	 4).	 Since	 cells	 are	 in	 presence	 of	 a	continuous	gradient,	they	will	react	during	a	relatively	long	time	(10–40	min),	enabling	optimal	measurements.	As	expected,	both	E.	coli	accumulated	very	strongly	 to	a	0.1	mM	serine	source,	but	not	 to	a	source	without	attractant	(Fig.	4).	Quite	 interestingly,	 the	pHluorin	emission	ratio	increased	 in	 cells	 close	 to	 the	 serine	 source	 compared	 to	 an	 empty	 source,	whereas	 the	 torA-pHluorin	emission	ratio	decreased	closed	to	the	serine	source	(Fig.	4).	The	inverse	response	in	the	cyto-	versus	periplasm,	suggests	that	the	pH	of	the	cytoplasm	increases	whereas	that	of	the	periplasm	decreases	in	chemotaxis-active	cells	(Fig.	4).	The	fact	that	both	signals	were	opposite	indicates	that	they	were	not	artifacts	simply	due	to	the	cell	accumulation	close	to	the	source.	When	 assuming	 our	 calibration	 of	 pHluorin	 fluorescence	 ratios	 in	 individual	 cells	 as	 a	function	of	external	 imposed	pH,	we	can	calculate	 the	equivalent	pH	of	 the	cytoplasm	and	 the	periplasm	 in	 chemotaxis-active	 cells.	 In	 E.	 coli	 cells	 in	 absence	 of	 attractant,	 the	 equivalent	cytoplasmic	pH	would	correspond	to	8	and	that	of	the	periplasm	of	7.2	(Fig.	5).	A	lower	pH	in	the	periplasm	 is	 in	 general	 agreement	 with	 a	 net	 outside	 proton	 gradient	 across	 cytoplasmic	membrane	in	actively	respiring	cells.	The	calculated	periplasmic	pH	also	corresponds	to	the	pH	of	the	motility	buffer.	In	contrast,	in	presence	of	an	attractant,	reactive	cells	showed	an	increase	of	0.4	pH	units	in	the	cytoplasm	(from	pH	8	to	8.4)	and	a	decrease	of	0.2	units	in	the	periplasm	(from	pH	7.2	to	7)	(Fig.	5).		These	results	are	not	in	immediate	agreement	with	our	initial	hypothesis	that	increased	chemotaxis	 activity	 would	 increase	 proton	 flux	 through	 the	 stator	 of	 the	 motor,	 and,	correspondingly,	would	decrease	cytoplasmic	pH.	Instead,	our	results	suggest	that	chemotaxis-
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active	 cells	 increase	 proton	 efflux	 from	 the	 cytoplasm	 to	 the	 periplasm,	 perhaps	 in	 order	 to	compensate	and	sustain	the	high	proton	influx	through	the	flagellar	motor.	The	increased	proton	efflux	may	 find	 its	 origin	 in	 temporarily	 higher	 respiration	 rates	 [13].	 Less	 likely,	 the	protons	could	come	from	the	extracellular	medium,	but	no	active	transporters	are	present	 in	the	outer	membrane	to	sustain	such	pH	disequilibrium	(Fig.	5).	The	net	increase	of	pH	gradient	between	the	 periplasm	 and	 the	 cytoplasm	would	 on	 its	 turn	 facilitate	 the	 proton	 requirements	 by	 the	flagellar	motor.			
Figure	 5:	 Model	 of	 pH	 homeostasis	 in	
chemotaxis			Without	 attractant,	 cytoplasmic	 and	periplasmic	pHs	 judged	 from	 fluorescence	 calibration	 are	equivalent	to	8	and	7.2	(in	grey).	The	rotation	of	the	flagella	induces	an	entry	of	protons,	which	is	compensated	 by	 an	 efflux	 of	 protons	 from	 the	respiratory	 chain.	 In	 presence	 of	 attractant,	 the	cytoplasmic	 pH	 increased	 to	 8.4	 and	 the	periplasmic	 pH	 decreased	 to	 7.	 This	 changes	 implies	 a	 net	 increase	 of	 proton	 efflux	 from	 the	cytoplasm,	perhaps	as	a	result	of	increased	respiratory	activity,	or	further	as	a	result	of	proton	diffusion	from	the	extracellular	space.			 Although	 the	 measured	 emission	 ratio	 change	 of	 pHluorin	 and	 torA-pHluorin	fluorescence	 in	cells	accumulating	near	 the	serine	source	was	relatively	clear,	 compared	 to	no	attraction	source	(Fig.	4C-D),	it	is	tricky	to	find	appropriate	control	experiments.	To	test	for	the	effect	 of	 cell	 accumulation	 itself	 on	 the	 fluorescence	 signal,	 one	 might	 produce	 a	 control	 of	accumulating	 motile	 cells	 that	 express	 (torA-)pHluorin	 but	 that	 do	 not	 display	 chemotaxis	
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response,	but	this	is	difficult	to	achieve	experimentally.	One	might	also	think	about	testing	an	E.	
coli	mutant	with	deletion	of	 the	MotA/B	 stator	 complex	or	without	 the	 flagellar	motor,	which	would	have	no	inflow	of	protons	into	the	cytoplasm.	But	this	mutant	would	essentially	be	non-motile,	 so	 it	 would	 require	 an	 artificial	 cell	 accumulation	 close	 to	 the	 source	 of	 attractant	 in	order	to	amplify	the	signal	to	the	same	level	as	seen	in	Fig.	4A	and	B.	We	can	also	think	of	adding	antibodies	 directed	 against	 the	 flagella	 or	 sodium	 azide	 after	 cellular	 accumulation	 to	 block	respectively	 flagellar	 rotation	 or	 respiration	 and	 thus	 stop	 proton	 flow,	 but	 this	 is	 also	experimentally	delicate.		At	 single	 cell	 level	 it	 would	 be	 interesting	 to	 measure	 whether	 the	 observed	 signal	difference	 in	 accumulating	 cells	 is	 localized	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 in	 the	 periplasm	 near	 the	flagellar	 motors.	 However,	 the	 signal	 localization	 might	 be	 very	 weak.	 We	 think	 that,	 in	 our	experiment,	the	cell	accumulation	in	a	serine	gradient	was	the	crucial	factor	to	have	chemotaxis-active	 cells	 and	 to	 amplify	 the	 signal	 sufficiently.	 In	 order	 to	 measure	 the	 inflow	 of	 proton	through	the	flagellar	motor	at	single	cell	level,	one	approach	could	be	to	localize	more	precisely	the	pHluorin	at	the	motor	or	at	the	stator.	A	fusion	protein	of	pHluorin(M153R)	(a	more	stable	and	brighter	pHluorin	variant	[14])	with	the	FliG	protein	of	the	motor	has	been	recently	used	to	measure	 pH	 variations	 during	 flagellum	 export	 in	 YVMN001	 strain	 lacking	 both	 the	 MotA/B	stator	 and	 the	 complete	 export	 gate	 [15].	 This	 measurement	 would	 require	 high	 resolution	microscopy,	and	 is	 technically	 complicated	because	 the	cells	have	 to	be	 immobilized	 to	obtain	proper	 focus	while	allowing	their	 flagella	 to	turn	to	produce	a	proton	flux,	and	will	have	to	be	simultaneously	embedded	in	an	attractant	gradient	to	show	chemotaxis	response.			 In	conclusion,	measurement	of	cytoplasmic	and	periplasmic	pH	 in	chemotaxis-active	E.	
coli	 cells	 showed	 a	 lower	 pH	 in	 the	 periplasm	 and	 a	 higher	 pH	 in	 the	 cytoplasm.	 This	 could	derive	 from	 higher	 respiration	 rate	 or	 influx	 of	 protons	 from	 extracellular	 space,	 but	 this	 is	difficult	 to	 confirm	 since	 respiration	 and	 motility	 cannot	 be	 dissociated	 in	 our	 current	experimental	setup.			 	
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Material	and	methods		
Expression	vector	construction	In	order	to	express	pHluorin	in	the	periplasm,	the	torA	signal	sequence	[11]	was	added	to	the	5'-end	of	the	pHluorin	sequence	(AF058694.2)	flanked	by	two	NcoI	restriction	sites.	The	DNA	 sequence	 was	 synthetized	 by	 DNA	 2.0	 (CA,	 USA)	 and	 delivered	 in	 their	 custom	 vector	pJ201.	The	whole	synthetized	sequence	was	flanked	with	EcoRI	and	HindIII	restriction	sites	(Fig.	6).	 The	 torA-pHluorin	 sequence	 was	 cloned	 downstream	 of	 PBAD	 in	 pBAD24	 using	 EcoRI	 and	HindIII	 restriction	 sites	 to	 express	 the	 protein	 after	 induction	 with	 arabinose.	 After	transformation	 in	 E.	 coli	MG1655	 this	 yielded	 plasmid	 pCRO4.	 From	 pCRO4,	 the	 torA	 signal	sequence	 was	 removed	 by	 digestion	 with	 NcoI	 and	 recircularization	 of	 the	 vector	 (pCRO5).	Plasmid	pCRO5	was	used	to	express	pHluorin	in	the	E.	coli	cytoplasm.		
	
Figure	6:	Sequence	of	synthetized	‘torA-pHluorin’.	The	torA-pHluorin	sequence	is	composed	of	 the	 torA	 signal	 sequence	 upstream	 pHluorin	 sequence	 (AF058694.2).	 Two	 NcoI	 restriction	sites	 were	 introduced	 to	 allow	 removal	 of	 the	 torA	 signal	 sequence	 and	 obtain	 cytoplasmic	expression	 of	 pHluorin	 itself.	 The	 EcoRI	 and	 HindIII	 restriction	 sites	 were	 used	 to	 clone	 the	fragment	in	pBAD24.			
Bacterial	strains	and	culture	conditions	Motile	 E.	 coli	 MG1655	 wild-type	 from	 E.	 coli	 Genetic	 Center,	 Yale	 (CGSC#8237)	 were	transformed	 with	 the	 constructed	 plasmid	 pBAD24-pHluorin	 (pCRO5)	 or	 pBAD24-torA-
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pHluorin	(pCRO4)	(see	table	1).	The	strains	were	grown	at	37°C	with	180	rpm	shaking	in	M9-Glc	minimal	medium	(see	Chapter	2)	supplemented	with	100	µg	ml–1	of	ampicillin	(Ap100).			
Epifluorescence	microscopy	In	order	to	measure	pHluorin	or	torA-pHluorin	expression	at	single	cell	level,	overnight	cultures	 of	 E.	 coli	 MG1655	 pCRO5	 or	 MG1655	 pCRO4	 were	 diluted	 in	 the	 same	 medium	supplemented	without	or	with	a	range	of	L-arabinose	concentrations	(1%,	0,1%,	0,01%,	0,001%	
w/v),	and	were	further	incubated	at	37°C	until	reaching	exponential	phase	(OD600	~	0.5).	E.	coli	containing	pCRO5	was	 then	sampled	directly	and	observed	under	epifluorescence	microscopy.	To	allow	export	of	 torA-pHluorin	 into	 the	periplasm,	 strain	MG1655	pCRO4	was	harvested	by	centrifugation	at	2’400	×	g	for	5	min,	then	resuspended	in	the	same	volume	of	M9-Glc	without	arabinose	and	incubated	for	a	further	2	h	at	37°C.		For	epifluorescence	microscopy,	aliquots	of	400	μl	culture	were	centrifuged	at	2’400	×	g	for	5	min	to	pellet	the	cells.	The	cell	pellet	was	resuspended	in	50	µl	of	M9-Glc	medium	without	arabinose.	A	drop	of	7	μl	of	 this	 cell	 suspension	was	deposited	on	a	1%	agarose	 in	M9	coated	standard	microscopy	slide	and	covered	with	a	cover	slip	(24	×	50	mm,	Menzel	Gläser).	 Images	were	 immediately	 taken	with	 a	 Zeiss	Axioplan	 II	 epifluorescence	microscope	 equipped	with	 a	100×	Plan	Apochromat	oil	objective	lens	(Carl	Zeiss,	Jena,	Germany)	and	a	SOLA	SE	light	engine	(Lumencor,	USA).	We	used	an	eGFP	HQ	excitation	filter	at	470	nm	with	a	bandwidth	of	40	nm	and	 an	 emission	 filter	 at	 525	 nm	with	 a	 bandwidth	 of	 50	 nm	 (Chroma	 Technology	 Corp,	 VT,	USA).	 	
pH	sensitivity	of	pHluorin	fluorescence	emission	ratio	In	 order	 to	 determine	 the	 effect	 of	 external	 pH	 on	 (torA-)pHluorin	 fluorescence	emission,	 overnight	 cultures	 of	E.	coli	MG1655	pCRO5	 and	MG1655	pCRO4	were	diluted	100-fold	in	fresh	M9-Glc-Ap100	and	incubated	for	3	hours	at	37°C	with	180	rpm	shaking	until	they	reached	 exponential	 phase	 (OD600	~0.5-0.6).	 Both	 cultures	was	 centrifuged	 at	 2,400	 ×	 g	 for	 5	
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min,	 resuspended	 in	motility	 buffer	 (see	Chapter	 2)	 supplemented	by	0.5	%	of	 arabinose	 and	ampicillin	(100	µg	ml-1)	and	incubated	at	37°C	for	2.5	h	in	order	to	induce	the	expression	of	the	pHluorin.	At	 this	point	E.	coli	MG1655	pCRO5	was	used	 immediately	 for	microscopy,	whereas	MG1655	 pCRO4	 was	 centrifuged	 at	 2,400	 ×	 g	 for	 5	 min,	 resuspended	 in	 motility	 buffer	 and	incubated	for	a	further	2	h	at	37°C	to	allow	the	export	of	torA-pHluorin	into	the	periplasm.		Agarose	 solutions	 for	 slide	 coating	were	 prepared	with	 three	 different	 pHs	 (pH6,	 pH7	and	 pH8)	 by	melting	 1%	 (w/v)	 agarose	 in	M63	minimal	medium	 [0.4	 g	 L-1	 KH2PO4,	 0.4	 g	 L-1	K2HPO4,	2	 g	L-1	 (NH4)2SO4,	7.45	g	L-1	KCl]	 supplemented	with	2	g	L-1	 casein	hydrolase,	20	mM	sodium	 benzoate	 and	 50	 mM	 of	 appropriate	 buffer.	 For	 pH	 6.0,	 this	 consisted	 of	 2-(N-morpholin)ethanesulfuonic	 acid	 (MES);	 for	 pH	 7.0,	 we	 used	 3-morpholinopropane-1-sulfonic	acid	 (MOPS);	 for	pH	8.0,	we	used	N-Tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl-3-amino-propanesulfonic	acid	(TAPSO)])	[12].		Right	before	microscopy,	an	aliquot	of	400	µl	culture	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	5	min,	 and	 cells	 were	 resuspended	 in	 50	 µl	 of	 M63	 minimal	 medium	 supplemented	 by	 casein	hydrolase,	sodium	benzoate	and	the	respective	pH	buffer.	A	drop	of	7	µl	of	bacterial	suspension	was	 then	 deposited	 on	 a	 standard	microscopy	 glass	 slide	 coated	with	 the	 corresponding	 pH-agarose.	 Cells	 were	 immediately	 imaged	 using	 an	 sCMOS	 camera	 (Flash4.0,	 Hamamatsu)	mounted	on	an	inverted	Ti-Eclipse	epifluorescence	microscope	(Nikon)	using	an	Apo	PLAN	100×	oil	objective.	The	excitation	was	provided	by	a	solid-state	light	source	(SpectraX,	Lumencor)	at	a	wavelength	of	386	nm	(bandwidth:	23	nm)	or	at	a	wavelength	of	470	nm	(bandwidth:	40	nm),	and	 fluorescence	 emission	was	detected	 at	 a	wavelength	of	 525	nm	 (bandwidth:	 30	nm).	The	exposure	times	were	10	ms	for	the	bright	field	and	10	ms	for	both	fluorescence	channels.		Fluorescence	 of	 individual	 cell	 were	 quantified	 on	 digital	 images	 using	 the	 MicrobeJ	plugin	in	Image	J	(www.microbeJ.com)	[16].		Fluorescence	sensitivity	to	pH	of	E.	coli	MG1655	pCRO5	and	MG1655	pCRO4	were	also	tested	 in	 liquid	 cultures	with	 a	 fluorimeter.	 Culture	were	 grown	 and	 induced	 using	 the	 same	procedure	 as	 described	 just	 before.	 Cells	 were	 resuspended	 in	 M63	 minimal	 medium	
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supplemented	 by	 2	 g	 L-1	 casein	 hydrolase,	 20	mM	 sodium	benzoate	 and	 buffer	 of	 pH	 ranging	from	5.5	to	8	(for	pH	5.5	and	pH	6.0,	we	used	MES	buffer;	for	pH	7.0	and	pH	7.5,	we	used	MOPS	buffer;	 for	 pH	 8.0,	 we	 used	 TAPSO	 buffer).	 The	 bacterial	 cultures	 were	 loaded	 in	 a	 96-well	microtiter	 plate	 (200	 µl)	 and	 fluorescence	 emission	was	measured	 at	 535	 nm	 (bandwidth	 25	nm)	with	a	TriStar2	fluorimeter	(Berthold)	at	excitation	wavelengths	of	410	nm	(bandwidth	40	nm)	and	470	nm	(bandwidth	10	nm).	
	
pHluorin	measurements	during	source	attraction	Overnight	cultures	of	E.	coli	MG1655	pCRO5	or	MG1655	pCRO4	were	diluted	100-fold	in	fresh	M9-Glc-Ap100	supplemented	with	0.5%	of	L-arabinose	and	incubated	for	3	h	at	37°C	with	180	 rpm	 shaking	 until	 they	 reached	 exponential	 phase	 (OD600	~0.5-0.6).	MG1655	 pCRO4	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	5	min,	resuspended	in	same	volume	of	motility	buffer	and	incubated	2.5	 h	 at	 37°C	 to	 allow	 the	 export	 of	 the	 pHluorin	 in	 the	 periplasm.	MG1655	pCRO5	was	 used	directly;	1	mL	of	culture	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	5	min,	washed	two	times	with	1	mL	of	motility	buffer	and	resuspended	in	500	µl	of	motility	buffer,	which	corresponds	to	a	density	of	~109	cells	ml–1.	This	process	was	repeated	for	MG1655	pCRO4	after	the	2–h-export	period.		To	prepare	the	source	of	serine,	10	µl	of	serine	solution	(100	mM)	was	diluted	in	10	ml	of	a	2%	agarose	solution	(LE,	Analytical	grade,	PROMEGA)	in	water,	molten	and	kept	at	55°C.	As	a	negative	control	we	used	2%	agarose	in	water,	molten	and	kept	at	55°C.		On	 a	 standard	 microscopy	 glass	 slide	 (Menzel	 Gläser,	 Thermo	 Scientific),	 two	 small	coverslips	(24	×	24	mm,	0.13-0.17	mm	thick,	MGF-Slides)	were	deposited	on	both	extremities,	which	were	maintained	 in	place	with	a	 thin	 layer	of	10	µl	of	 tap	water.	A	drop	of	5	µl	of	55°C	agarose	 solution	 was	 deposited	 in	 the	 middle	 and	 immediately	 covered	 by	 a	 cleaned	 large	coverslip	(24	×	50	mm,	Menzel	Gläser)	that	bridges	over	the	side	coverslips	and	thus	creates	a	chamber	with	a	height	of	0.17	mm.	An	aliquot	of	150	µl	of	freshly	washed	bacterial	suspension	in	motility	buffer	was	inserted	around	the	agarose	plug	by	pipetting	in	between	the	glass	slide	and	the	large	coverslip.		
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Bacterial	accumulation	was	imaged	close	to	the	source	on	either	side	after	15	to	35	min	incubation	at	room	temperature	with	an	sCMOS	camera	(Flash4.0,	Hamamatsu)	mounted	on	an	inverted	 Ti-Eclipse	 epifluorescence	 microscope	 (Nikon)	 using	 an	 N	 PLAN	 20×	 air	 objective.	pHluorin	was	excited	by	a	solid-state	light	source	(SpectraX,	Lumencor)	at	386	nm	(bandwidth:	23	nm)	or	470	nm	(bandwidth:	40	nm)	as	before,	whereas	fluorescence	emission	was	detected	at	525	nm	(bandwidth:	30	nm).	The	exposure	times	were	10	ms	for	the	bright	field	and	30	ms	for	 both	 fluorescence	 channels.	 Four	 independent	 source	 or	 negative	 control	 replicates	 were	produced	for	every	strain.	Cells	were	identified	and	their	abundance	was	quantified	using	the	“find	edges”	routine	in	ImageJ.	The	intensity	values	were	averaged	across	successive	outward-moving	sectors	of	25	pixels	 width	 (corresponding	 to	 2	 µm)	 parallel	 to	 the	 border	 of	 the	 agarose	 source	 (3	 zones	within	the	source	and	57	zones	outside	the	plug).	Fluorescence	values	were	extracted	using	the	same	sectors	on	respective	images.	The	intensity	values	were	then	averaged	on	both	sides	and	across	four	replicates,	and	plotted	as	a	function	of	distance	±	one	SD	(Fig.	4).					
Table	1:	Strain	list	Strain	n°	 Host	 Plasmid	 Relevant	characteristics	 Source	of	reference	4648	 E.	coli	DH5α	 pJ201	 Synthetic	torA-pHluorin	 This	study	4498	 E.	coli	MG1655	 	 Controlled	for	motility	 E.	 coli	 Genetic	 Center,	Yale	(CGSC#8237)	4655	 E.	coli	MG1655		 pCRO4	 pBAD24-torA-pHluorin	 This	study	4656	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO5	 pBAD24-pHluorin	 This	study		
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CHAPTER	6	
CHANGING	CHEMOTAXIS	SPECIFICITY	OF	ESCHERICHIA	COLI	BY	
INTRODUCING	HETEROLOGOUS	METHYL-ACCEPTING	
CHEMORECEPTORS							Detection	of	pollutants	using	chemotaxis-based	biosensors	requires	the	use	of	bacteria	capable	to	 target	 specific	 toxic	 compounds.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 use	 of	 species	 naturally	 attracted	 by	specific	 toxic	molecules,	we	 envisioned	 to	modify	 chemotaxis	 specificity	 of	Escherichia	coli	 by	introducing	 an	 additional	 chemoreceptor	 inducing	 chemotaxis	 towards	 a	 toxic	 molecule	 in	another	species.	The	advantage	of	this	approach	is	the	use	of	a	well-known	model	strain,	which	is	easy	to	manipulate	in	the	laboratory.	Therefore	we	introduced	two	different	chemoreceptors	into	E.	coli:	McpT,	a	receptor	 for	 toluene	 from	Pseudomonas	putida	MT53	and	PcaY,	a	receptor	for	 benzoate	 and	 other	molecules	 originated	 from	P.	putida	 F1.	 Agarose	 plug	 assay	 showed	 a	slight	but	statistically	significant	increase	of	chemotaxis	response	of	the	strain	expressing	McpT	compared	 to	 the	 negative	 controls.	 The	 strains	 expressing	 PcaY	 receptor	 also	 showed	chemotaxis	to	benzoate	but	this	was	similar	as	E.	coli	wild-type.	We	conclude	that	implementing	heterologous	 chemoreceptors	 in	 E.	 coli	 is	 possible,	 but	 the	 factors	 determining	 correct	incorporation	into	the	existing	chemotaxis	network	are	poorly	understood.		 	
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Introduction		 In	 the	 previous	 chapters	 (2-5),	 we	 focused	 on	 methods	 to	 quantify	 chemotaxis	 as	readout	 for	 the	development	of	 rapid	biosensors.	Chemotaxis	of	Escherichia	coli	 appears	 to	be	strong	 and	 highly	 reproducible	 with	 known	 and	 potent	 chemoattractants,	 such	 as	 serine	 or	aspartate.	Apart	from	the	fact	that	the	E.	coli	chemotaxis	pathway	has	been	intensively	studied	and	 that	 E.	 coli	 itself	 is	 easily	 genetically	 modifiable,	 it	 does	 not	 show	 chemotaxis	 towards	molecules	 of	 potential	 interest	 for	 environmental	monitoring.	 The	use	 of	 another	 species	 that	naturally	swims	in	direction	of	a	toxic	molecule	can	replace	E.	coli	in	chemotaxis	assays,	but	its	response	 can	 be	 very	 different	 (see	 chapter	 2)	 and	 the	 strain	may	 be	 difficult	 to	 grow	 or	 to	modify	genetically.	An	alternative	approach	would	be	to	modify	E.	coli	 to	force	it	to	respond	to	other	molecules,	by	modification	of	the	specificity	of	its	receptors	[1,	2]	or	by	expression	of	other	chemoreceptors.	 One	 important	 characteristic	 of	methyl-accepting	 chemotaxis	 proteins	 (Mcp)	and	chemotaxis	effector	protein	(e.g.:	CheY)	is	their	structural	conservation	among	bacteria	[3-5].	E.	coli	possesses	 four	chemoreceptors	but	aquatic	or	 soil	bacteria	 frequently	possess	many	more	 chemoreceptors.	 For	 example,	 Pseudomonas	 sp.	 can	 encode	 more	 than	 20	 methyl-accepting	 chemotaxis	 protein	 genes	 in	 their	 genomes	 [6,	 7].	 If	 these	 chemotaxis	 proteins	 are	conserved	 enough	 among	 different	 species,	 one	 might	 be	 able	 to	 introduce	 new	 chemotactic	specificity	in	E.	coli	by	expressing	heterologous	chemoreceptors.	This	was	already	demonstrated	by	the	expression	of	methyl-accepting	chemotaxis	protein	from	Shewanella	oneidensis	into	E.	coli	to	 identify	 protein	 involved	 in	 energy	 taxis	 [8].	 Also	 Aer-2	 (a	 soluble	 receptor	 involved	 in	aerotaxis)	 from	 Pseudomonas	 aeruginosa	 and	 PctApp	 (putative	 amino	 acid	 receptors)	 from	
Pseudomonas	putida	were	shown	to	partially	trigger	chemotaxis	response	when	expressed	in	E.	
coli	[9,	10].		Numerous	are	the	species	that	have	been	shown	to	be	chemotactic	to	toxic	molecules.	A	variety	of	strains	have	been	tested	for	chemotaxis	towards	common	pollutants,	such	as	(poly-)	aromatic	 hydrocarbons,	 with	 the	 idea	 to	 improve	 bioremediation	 capability	 [11-14].	
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Unfortunately,	only	a	small	number	of	receptors	has	actually	been	identified	and	characterized.	Among	them,	the	McpT	receptor	has	been	identified	in	P.	putida	DOT-T1E	and	is	encoded	on	the	self-transmissible	 pGRT1	 plasmid,	 which	 gives	 the	 strain	 the	 ability	 to	 swim	 towards	hydrocarbons	 such	 as	 toluene	 or	 naphthalene	 [15,	 16].	 The	 mcpT	 gene	 possesses	 99.8%	sequence	 similarity	 to	 coding	 sequences	 found	 in	 other	Pseudomonas	 sp.,	 such	 as	 on	 the	 TOL	plasmid	pWW53	of	P.	putida	MT53	[16].	This	strain	was	mentioned	as	a	moderate	chemotactic	responder	to	toluene.	Further	 chemoreceptors	 have	 been	 characterized	 in	 P.	 putida	 F1.	 As	 an	 example,	 the	PcaY	 receptor	 was	 shown	 to	 be	 involved	 in	 chemotaxis	 towards	 vanillate,	 vanillin,	 4-hydroxybenzoate,	benzoate,	protocatechuate,	quinate	and	shikimate	[17].	These	compounds	are	not	particularly	toxic	but	have	the	advantage	to	be	water-soluble	and	non-volatile	compared	to	aromatic	molecules	such	as	toluene.		The	goal	of	this	work	was	thus	to	modify	chemotaxis	specificity	of	E.	coli	towards	toluene	and	benzoate,	by	expressing	the	mcpT	gene	from	P.	putida	MT53	(pWWW53)	or	the	pcaY	gene	from	P.	putida	 F1	under	 the	promoter	of	 trg	 (gene	coding	 for	E.	coli	 chemoreceptor	 for	 ribose	and	galactose).	Chemotaxis	was	characterized	by	quantitative	agarose	plug	assays.	Localization	of	the	expressed	McpT	receptor	was	assessed	by	constructing	a	protein	fusion	with	mCherry.	
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Results		
Chemotactic	response	of	E.	coli	expressing	McpT	receptor	for	toluene	In	order	to	create	an	E.	coli	strain	chemotactic	to	toluene,	we	expressed	the	mcpT	gene	from	plasmid	pWW53	of	P.	putida	MT53	under	the	control	of	the	promoter	of	trg	on	a	plasmid	in	
E.	 coli.	 Since	 Trg	 is	 a	 minor	 chemoreceptor	 of	 E.	 coli,	 we	 expected	 a	 viable	 and	 controlled	expression.	In	first	instance,	the	mcpT	gene	was	cloned	under	a	low	constitutive	promoter	(PAA,	see	chapter	3)	but	the	few	viable	transformants	obtained	always	encoded	a	frameshift	mutation	in	mcpT	 leading	 to	 a	 premature	 stop	 codon	 or	 a	 deletion.	 This	 suggests	 that	 a	 non-optimized	expression	of	this	membrane	protein	was	deleterious	for	E.	coli.		Chemotaxis	towards	toluene	was	tested	by	agarose	plug	assays	[18].	In	short:	a	toluene	source	was	created	in	a	droplet	of	agarose	and	a	homogenous	cell	suspension	was	introduced	all	around	 the	 source.	 The	 bacteria	 accumulation	 close	 to	 the	 solid	 source	was	 recorded	by	 light	microscopy	 after	 15	 min	 incubation.	 The	 strain	 expressing	 McpT	 accumulated	 close	 to	 the	source	with	 the	 10-3	 toluene	 dilution	 (equivalent	 to	 59	 µM),	 less	 than	 in	 response	 to	 100	 µM	serine	 but	 higher	 than	 in	 response	 to	 a	 negative	 control	 source	 (without	 attractant).	Accumulation	 was	 robust	 across	 multiple	 replicates	 and	 independent	 experiments	 (Fig.	 1A).	Variation	 in	 the	 strength	 of	 the	 response	was	more	 important	with	 the	 toluene	 than	with	 the	serine	source,	which	is	likely	due	to	the	difficulties	to	prepare	consistent	sources	with	a	volatile	attractant.	 Higher	 concentrations	 of	 toluene	 (0.6	 and	 6	 mM)	 did	 not	 induce	 a	 chemotactic	response	(Fig.	1A),	but	caused	toxicity,	even	though	the	cells	were	still	motile	and	able	to	swim	close	 to	 the	 source	 (data	 not	 shown).	With	 a	 tenfold	 lower	 toluene	 concentration	 (6	 µM)	 no	accumulation	was	detectable.	
E.	coli	containing	the	empty	plasmid	pSTV28	but	no	mcpT	showed	a	consistent	response	to	 100	 µM	 serine	 but	 did	 not	 show	 any	 accumulation	 towards	 toluene	 (Fig.	 1B).	 As	 second	negative	control,	a	frameshift	mutation	was	introduced	into	the	coding	sequence	of	mcpT,	which	leads	 to	 a	 premature	 stop-codon.	 Similar	 to	 the	E.	 coli	carrying	 pSTV28,	 the	 strain	 carrying	 a	
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plasmid	with	 the	 frameshifted	mcpT	gene	did	not	display	chemotactic	 response	 to	 toluene	but	accumulated	near	a	serine	source	(Fig.	1C).		These	 results	 suggest	 that	 the	 expression	 of	 McpT	 from	 P.	 putida	 MT53	 into	 E.	 coli	MG1655	 leads	 to	 a	 strain	 that	 shows	 chemotaxis	 towards	 toluene	 at	 ~60	 µM	 source	concentration.	It	also	implies	that	the	chemotaxis	effector	proteins	(CheA,	CheY,	etc.)	from	E.	coli	are	able	to	interact	with	a	heterologous	receptor.			
	
Figure	1:	Chemotaxis	of	E.	coli	expressing	mcpT	of	P.	putida	towards	toluene.		(A)	Average	cell	accumulation	as	a	function	of	distance	from	the	source	observed	in	four	biological	replicates	imaged	 on	 both	 sides	 of	 the	 agarose	 plug	with	 toluene	 (10-2	~590	µM,	 and	10-3	 dilution,	~59	
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µM),	 serine	 (100	 µM)	 or	 no	 attractant	 control	 with	 E.	 coli	 MG1566	 (pCRO20)	 expressing	 the	McpT	receptor	 for	 toluene	of	P.	putida	MT53.	(B)	As	(A)	but	with	with	E.	coli	MG1655	(pSTV)	(empty	 plasmid).	 (C)	 As	 (A)	 but	 with	 E.	 coli	MG1655	 (pCRO35),	 which	 contains	 a	 frameshift	mutation	in	mcpT	causing	premature	translation	stop.	Cell	accumulation	is	displayed	as	the	grey	intensity	of	cell	outlines	on	digital	 images.	Ribbon	traces	show	the	average	of	 four	replicates	±	one	standard	deviation.			
Expression	of	the	McpT	receptor	in	E.	coli	In	order	to	demonstrate	whether	McpT	is	properly	expressed	 in	E.	coli	and	 localizes	 to	the	 membrane,	 a	 protein	 fusion	 with	 mCherry	 was	 created	 and	 expressed	 under	 the	 Ptrg	promoter.	Epifluorescence	microscopy	analysis	showed	that	the	cells	expressing	McpT-mCherry	were	more	 fluorescent	 than	E.	coli	MG1655,	MG1655	expressing	McpT,	or	MG1655	expressing	McpT-mCherry	 protein	 with	 a	 frameshift	 mutation	 in	 mcpT	 (Fig.	 2A-B-D).	 McpT-mCherry	fluorescence	varied	between	individual	cells	(Fig.	2C).	As	a	positive	control,	we	expressed	a	Tsr-mCherry	fusion	protein	from	Ptrg	in	MG1655,	which	yielded	fluorescent	cytoplasmic	background	and	 fluorescent	 foci	 near	 the	 poles	 and	 membranes,	 as	 expected	 for	 the	 localization	 of	chemoreceptors	(Fig.	2F)	[19,	20].	A	control	expressing	Tsr	alone	was	not	fluorescent	(Fig.	2E).	In	 contrast	 to	Tsr-mCherry,	 therefore,	 expression	of	McpT-mCherry	was	more	variable	among	individual	cells	and	did	not	show	fluorescent	foci	near	poles	or	membranes	(Fig.	2F).			
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Figure	 2:	 	 Characterization	 of	 McpT	 receptor	 expression	 by	 fluorescent	 protein	 fusion.	Phase	 contrast	 and	 fluorescence	 images	 of	 (A)	E.	 coli	 MG1655	 (WT),	 (B)	 MG1655	 +	 pCRO20	expressing	 McpT	 (MCPT),	 (C)	 MG1655	 +	 pCRO36,	 expressing	 a	 fusion	 protein	 of	 McpT	 and	mCherry	 (MCPT-MCHERRY),	 (D)	MG1655	+	pCRO37,	 expressing	 the	 fusion	protein	but	with	a	frameshift	 mutation	 in	 mcpT	 coding	 sequence	 (MCPTFS-MCHERRY),	 (E)	 MG1655	 +	 pCRO34,	expressing	 Tsr	 receptor	 in	 the	 same	 conditions	 as	 McpT	 (TSR),	 (F)	 MG1566	 +	 pCRO38,	expressing	a	fusion	protein	of	Tsr	and	mCherry	(TSR-MCHERRY).	Note	that	fluorescence	images	A-D	and	E-F	were	scaled	differently	for	better	visualization.				 Fluorescence	 quantification	 of	 four	 independent	 replicate	 cultures	 showed	 a	 higher	mean	 fluorescence	 of	 the	 strain	 expressing	 McpT-mCherry	 compared	 to	 the	 mutated	 fusion	
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protein	or	the	wild	type	McpT	(Fig.	3A).	However,	the	variability	between	the	replicates	of	the	strain	expressing	McpT-mCherry	was	important,	as	evident	from	the	large	error	bars	(Fig.	3A).	Different	 replicate	 cultures	 presented	 heterogeneity	 in	 fluorescence	 but	 also	 between	 the	different	 cells	 in	 the	 population	 (Fig.	 3B).	 The	 mutated	 McpT-mCherry	 showed	 less	heterogeneity	within	the	population	and	between	the	replicates	(Fig.	3C).		These	results	suggest	that	the	McpT-mCherry	receptor	is	expressed	in	E.	coli	but	at	a	lower	level	than	 Tsr-mCherry	 under	 the	 same	 conditions.	 The	 heterogeneity	 of	 expression	 between	replicate	cultures	and	between	individual	cells	may	indicate	that	expression	is	still	not	optimal	for	McpT	in	E.	coli.	Given	the	absence	of	McpT-mCherry	foci,	our	results	do	not	allow	to	conclude	whether	McpT	is	properly	positioned	in	the	membrane.		
	
Figure	 3:	 Fluorescence	 intensity	 of	 E.	 coli	 expressing	 McpT.	 (A)	 Average	 fluorescence	intensity	of	4	biological	replicates	of	the	strains	expressing	either	MG1655	+	pCRO20	expressing	McpT	receptor	 (MCPT),	MG1655	+	pCRO36,	expressing	a	 fusion	protein	of	McpT	and	mCherry	(MCPT-MCHERRY)	 or	MG1655	+	pCRO37,	 expressing	 the	 fusion	protein	 but	with	 a	 frameshift	mutation	in	mcpT	coding	sequence	(MCPTFS-MCHERRY)	(B)	Fluorescence	intensity	of	individual	cells	of	the	four	replicates	of	MG1655	+	pCRO36	(C)	Fluorescence	intensity	of	individual	cells	of	the	four	replicates	of	MG1655	+	pCRO37.	Note	that	the	scales	of	the	graphs	are	different.				
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Chemotactic	response	of	E.	coli	expressing	the	PcaY	receptor	for	benzoate	In	 addition	 to	 the	McpT	 receptor	 for	 toluene,	we	also	 expressed	 in	E.	coli	MG1655	 the	gene	for	the	PcaY	receptor	from	P.	putida	F1,	which	has	been	reported	to	induce	chemotaxis	to	molecules	such	as	vanillate,	vanillin,	4-hydroxybenzoate,	benzoate,	protocatechuate,	quinate	and	shikimate	 [17].	 Chemotaxis	 was	 again	 quantified	 by	 agarose	 plug	 assays,	 but	 using	 sodium	benzoate	 as	 attractant.	E.	coli	MG1655	 expressing	PcaY	 showed	 cell	 accumulation	 close	 to	 the	plug	with	a	1	mM	source	concentration	of	benzoate,	which	was	lower	than	the	response	to	the	serine	 (Fig.	 4A).	 A	 lower	 concentration	 of	 benzoate	 (0.1	 mM)	 did	 not	 induce	 higher	 cell	accumulation	 than	 the	 negative	 control	 without	 attractant	 (Fig.	 4A).	 Furthermore,	 E.	 coli	MG1655	 containing	 the	 empty	 plasmid	 pSTV28	 showed	 similar	 attraction	 to	 a	 source	concentration	of	1	mM	benzoate	(Fig.	4A).		This	 result	 suggests	 that	E.	coli	MG1655	 is	 already	 slightly	 attracted	 to	 benzoate	 even	without	 any	 addition	 of	 a	 new	 chemoreceptor,	 and	 the	 effect	 of	 expressing	 PcaY	 cannot	 be	distinguished.			
	
Figure	4:	Chemotaxis	response	of	PcaY	expressing	E.	coli	MG1655.	(A)	Cell	accumulation	as	a	 function	of	distance	 to	an	agarose	plug	with	benzoate	 (1	or	0.1	mM),	 serine	 (100	µM)	or	no	attractant	of	E.	coli	MG1566	(pCRO33)	expressing	the	PcaY	receptor	for	benzoate	of	P.	putida	F1.	
(B)	As	(A)	for	E.	coli	MG1566	(pSTV)	(empty	plasmid).	Cell	accumulation	is	displayed	as	the	grey	
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intensity	 of	 cell	 outlines	 on	 digital	 images.	 Ribbon	 traces	 show	 the	 average	 from	 four	independent	replicates	imaged	at	both	sides	of	the	agarose	plug,	±	standard	deviation.		 	
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Discussion	Changing	chemotaxis	specificity	in	E.	coli	is	an	interesting	approach	for	the	development	of	 chemotaxis-based	 biosensors,	 since	E.	 coli	 chemotaxis	 is	 well	 understood	 and	 the	 strain	 is	easy	to	modify	genetically.		In	this	chapter,	we	studied	whether	 introduction	of	heterologous	chemoreceptor	genes	could	 produce	 E.	 coli	attracted	 to	 toluene	 or	 benzoate.	 As	 source	 for	 the	 chemoreceptors	 we	used	different	P.	putida	strains:	McpT,	a	reported	receptor	for	toluene	and	PcaY,	a	receptor	for	various	molecules	including	benzoate.	Our	results	indicated	a	significant	response	to	toluene	of	the	E.	coli	 strain	 expressing	 the	McpT	 receptor	 for	 toluene	 in	 comparison	 to	 controls	 (Fig.	 1),	whereas	the	chemotactic	response	to	benzoate	of	E.	coli	expressing	PcaY	was	not	different	from	that	of	controls	(Fig.	4).		Is	the	higher	cell	accumulation	nearby	a	source	of	toluene	(59	µM)	compared	to	a	source	without	 attractant	 evidence	 for	 genuine	 chemotactic	 response	 of	 E.	 coli	 expressing	 McpT	 to	toluene?	 Control	 assays	 with	 E.	 coli	 carrying	 the	 empty	 plasmid	 or	 a	 mutated	 mcpT	 gene	confirmed	 that	 the	 accumulation	 of	 E.	 coli	McpT	 is	 specific.	 Furthermore,	 such	 cells	 are	 still	chemotactic	 to	 serine,	 indicating	 that	 the	 general	 chemotaxis	 pathway	 is	 not	 impaired.	Observing	 attraction	 to	 toluene	 is	 complicated	 by	 the	 technical	 difficulties	 to	 produce	 a	 solid	source	containing	toluene,	which	is	water	insoluble	and	volatile.	We	could	improve	consistency	by	diluting	small	volumes	of	 toluene	 liquid	directly	 in	agarose	at	55°C	 inside	completely	 filled	and	closed	glass	vials.	Despite	these	precautions,	chemotaxis	response	variation	to	toluene	was	more	important	than	to	serine.		The	 genuine	 chemotactic	 response	 of	E.	 coli	 to	 toluene	 is	 further	 supported	 by	 visual	expression	of	an	McpT-mCherry	fusion	protein	in	individual	cells,	although	we	could	not	observe	consistent	 fluorescent	 foci	 near	 the	E.	coli	cell	 poles	 as	 in	 case	of	Tsr-mCherry	 (Fig.	 2).	McpT-mCherry	fluorescence	was	quite	variable	among	individual	cells	(Fig.	2)	and	between	replicate	cultures	(Fig.	3),	which	suggests	suboptimal	expression	and,	consequently,	variable	chemotactic	response	to	toluene.	Expression	of	heterologous	chemoreceptors	in	E.	coli	is	delicate,	since	even	
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a	 low	constitutive	expression	of	 the	McpT	receptor	 from	PAA	was	deleterious	 for	 the	cells	with	reproducible	selection	of	frameshift	mutations	or	deletions.	In	contrast,	the	expression	of	McpT	under	 the	promoter	of	 trg,	 the	gene	encoding	a	minor	chemoreceptor	of	E.	coli,	 led	 to	a	stable	genetic	construction	without	appearance	of	mutations.	Despite	this,	individual	cells	with	similar	constructed	 Ptrg-mcpT-mCherry	 on	 plasmid	 displayed	 important	 variability	 of	 McpT-mCherry	fluorescence.	 Other	 heterologous	 receptors	 introduced	 in	 E.	 coli	 have	 been	 expressed	 from	inducible	 promoters,	 such	 as	 trc	 promoter	 (IPTG	 inducible)	 or	 Psal,	 a	 salicylate	 inducible	promoter	[8-10].		When	 assuming	 that	McpT	 is	 correctly	membrane	 incorporated	 in	 at	 least	 part	 of	 the	cells,	this	would	mean	it	 is	able	to	interact	with	cytoplasmic	chemotaxis	proteins	such	as	CheA	and	 CheY.	 One	 approach	 to	 confirm	 this	 interaction	 could	 be	 to	 tag	 CheA	 with	 a	 fluorescent	protein	and	see	 its	proper	 localization	 in	an	E.	coli	mutant	devoid	of	all	other	chemoreceptors	but	 expressing	 solely	McpT.	 CheA	was	 shown	 to	 localize	 at	 the	 cell	 poles	 in	 wild	 type	E.	 coli	(affirming	its	interaction	with	pole-localized	chemoreceptors),	but	in	the	cytoplasm	in	mutants	without	any	chemoreceptor	[21].	This	approach	was	followed	to	demonstrate	proper	expression	of	 the	P.	aeruginosa	PctApp	receptor	 in	an	E.	coli	devoid	of	all	naive	receptors,	 in	which	case	a	YFP-CheZ	 fusion	 protein	 accumulated	 near	 the	 poles	 upon	 expression	 of	 PctApp	 [10].	 These	results	 would	 confirm	 expression	 and	 clustering	 of	 the	 heterologous	 receptors	 as	 well	 as	efficient	 interactions	 with	 other	 proteins	 of	 chemotaxis	 pathway	 without	 modification	 of	 the	receptor	itself	by	protein	fusion.		Contrary	 to	 our	 expectations,	 expression	 of	 PcaY	 from	 P.	 putida	 F1	 into	 E.	 coli	under	control	of	 the	 trg	promoter,	did	not	 lead	 to	a	 specific	distinguishable	 chemotactic	 response	 to	benzoate.	Although	E.	coli	cells	expressing	PcaY	accumulated	more	on	the	border	of	a	source	of	benzoate	(1	mM)	than	on	a	source	without	any	attractant,	also	E.	coli	containing	only	the	empty	plasmid	 accumulated	 similarly	 (Fig.	 4).	 This	 suggests	 that	E.	coli	MG1655	naturally	 displays	 a	small	positive	chemotaxis	towards	benzoate.	Sodium	benzoate	is	a	weak	acid	and	has	previously	been	shown	to	affect	chemotaxis	in	E.	coli	and	Salmonella,	but	rather	acted	as	repellant	[22].	This	
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was	 concluded	 from	 increased	 tumbling	 or	 repellent	 response	 of	 surface-tethered	 cells	 of	
Salmonella	upon	addition	of	20	mM	of	sodium	benzoate	in	a	medium	at	pH	7	during	20	min	[22].	Testing	 the	 effect	 of	 PcaY	 expression	may	 be	 improved	 by	 using	 an	E.	 coli	mutant	 lacking	 all	other	 chemoreceptors,	 or	 testing	 other	 possible	 chemoattractants	 reported	 for	 PcaY,	 such	 as	vanillate,	vanillin,	4-hydroxybenzoate,	benzoate,	protocatechuate,	quinate	and	shikimate.	In	conclusion,	introducing	new	chemoreceptors	into	E.	coli	is	an	interesting	approach	for	obtaining	new	chemotaxis	functionalities,	but	proper	receptor	expression	and	functionality	has	to	be	tested	case	to	case.	Although	agarose-plug	assays	are	excellent	for	their	simplicity,	they	do	not	 necessarily	 show	 very	 weak	 chemotactic	 responses,	 and,	 in	 order	 to	 firmly	 demonstrate	heterologous	 receptor	 functioning,	 alternative	 assays	 would	 be	 preferable.	 This	 may	 include	producing	hybrid	receptors	fusing	ligand-binding	domain	of	the	heterologous	chemoreceptor	to	the	signaling	domain	of	naive	E.	coli	chemoreceptors	[1,	2].			 	
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Material	and	methods		
Cloning	procedures	The	 gene	 for	 the	methyl-accepting	 chemotaxis	 receptor	 (mcpT)	 was	 amplified	 from	 P.	 putida	MT53	pWW53	(strain	1127	in	our	collection)	genomic	DNA	using	a	Q5	proofreading	polymerase	and	 primers	 141001	 and	 141002	 (Table	 2).	 The	 forward	 primer	 141001	 contained	 a	 BamHI	restriction	site	and	reverse	primer	141002	was	elongated	with	a	ClaI	restriction	site	(Table	2).	The	 PCR	 fragment	 was	 cloned	 into	 pGEM-t-Easy®	 (Promega)	 and	 the	 insert	 was	 verified	 by	sequencing.	The	promoter	of	E.	coli	chemoreceptor	Trg	(Ptrg)	was	amplified	from	E.	coli	MG1655	genomic	DNA	(strain	4498	in	our	collection)	using	a	Q5	proofreading	polymerase	and	primers	150613	and	150612,	elongated	with	BamHI	and	SacI	restriction	sites,	and	with	a	N-terminal	part	of	mcpT	until	NheI	site	(17	bp),	respectively.	Ptrg	was	inserted	upstream	of	the	mcpT	sequence	in	pGEM-t-Easy®	 by	 digestion	 with	 BamHI	 and	 NheI	 because	 mcpT	 contains	 an	 NheI	 site	 12	nucleotides	 downstream	 of	 its	 start	 codon.	 The	 correct	 sequence	 was	 finally	 inserted	 into	pSTV28	by	digestion	with	SacI	and	ClaI	and	the	plasmid	was	renamed	pCRO20	(Table	1).	This	plasmid	was	inserted	into	a	motility-positive	strain	of	E.	coli	MG1655	(E.	coli	Genetic	Center,	Yale	(CGSC#8237)	and	strain	4498	in	our	collection).		A	 frameshift	mutation	was	 introduced	 in	mcpT	 to	disrupt	 the	coding	sequence,	by	digestion	of	pCRO20	with	NsiI,	removal	of	the	3’-overhang	with	T4	DNA	polymerase	(New	England	Biolabs)	treatment	 of	 20	 min	 at	 12	 °C	 and	 recircularization	 of	 the	 plasmid	 with	 T4	 DNA	 ligase.	 This	plasmid	was	renamed	pCRO35	(Table	1).		The	mcp-mcherry	 fusion	 was	 produced	 by	 amplification	 of	 a	 ‘linker-mcherry’	 fragment	 from	plasmid	pBAM-link-mcherry	 [23]	using	170239	and	170240	elongated	with	a	BglII	 restriction	site	and	the	C-terminal	part	of	mcpT	until	the	MfeI	site,	respectively	(Table	2).	The	‘link-mcherry’	fragment	was	inserted	in	pCRO20	by	digestion	with	BglII	and	MfeI.	This	plasmid	was	renamed	pCRO36	(Table	1).		
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The	receptor	PcaY	from	P.	putida	F1	was	also	coned	under	the	control	of	Ptrg	promoter.	Hereto	its	 coding	 sequence	 Pput2149	 was	 amplified	 from	 P.	 putida	 F1	 genomic	 DNA	 using	 primers	160306	and	160307,	as	well	as	the	promoter	Ptrg	using	primers	150613	and	160305	(Table	2).	Both	PCR	fragments	were	fused	by	sewing	PCR	and	cloned	back	into	pSTV28	by	digestion	with	SacI	and	ClaI.	This	plasmid	was	renamed	pCRO33	(Table	1).		The	same	cloning	strategy	was	used	for	cloning	of	the	Tsr	receptor	gene	from	E.	coli	MG1655	as	control.	The	tsr	coding	sequence	was	amplified	from	E.	coli	MG1655	genomic	DNA	using	primer	160309	and	160310	and	Ptrg	was	amplified	using	primers	150613	and	160308	(Table	2).	Both	fragments	were	 fused	 by	 sewing	 PCR	 and	 subcloned	 into	 pGEM-t-Easy®.	 The	whole	 sequence	was	 introduced	 into	 pSTV28	 backbone	 by	 digestion	 with	 SacI	 and	 PstI	 (localized	 in	 pGEM-t-Easy®).	This	plasmid	was	renamed	pCRO34	(Table	1).	A	tsr-mcherry	 fusion	was	produced	by	amplification	of	the	‘link-mcherry’	 fragment	from	pBAM-link-mcherry	 using	 101003	 and	 101004	 and	 a	 ‘Ptrg-tsr’	 fragment	 from	 pCRO34	 using	 primers	070418	and	160308	(Table	2).	Both	fragments	were	fused	by	sewing	PCR,	subcloned	into	pGEM-t-Easy®	 and	 cloned	 back	 into	 pCRO34	 by	 digestion	 with	 SacI	 and	 SpeI.	 This	 plasmid	 was	renamed	pCRO38	(Table	1).			
Agarose	plug	assays	
E.	coli	strains	were	grown	overnight	in	M9-Glc	(see	Chapter	2)	supplemented	with	30	µg	ml–1	of	chloramphenicol	 (Cm30).	 The	 cultures	 were	 diluted	 100-fold	 in	 fresh	 M9-Glc-Cm30	 and	incubated	for	3	hours	at	37°C	with	180	rpm	shaking	until	they	reached	exponential	phase	(OD600	~0.5-0.6).	One	milliliter	of	culture	was	centrifuged	at	2,400	×	g	for	5	min,	washed	two	times	with	1	 mL	 of	 chemotaxis	 buffer	 (see	 Chapter	 2)	 and	 resuspended	 in	 500	 µl	 of	 chemotaxis	 buffer,	which	corresponds	to	a	density	of	~109	cells	ml–1.		To	 prepare	 the	 source	 of	 toluene,	 1.8	 %	 of	 agarose	 (LE,	 Analytical	 grade,	 PROMEGA)	 was	prepared	 in	 tap	water	and	kept	at	55°C.	2	ml	glass	vials	with	Teflon-lined	screw-cap	 (Supelco	Analytical)	 were	 filled	 with	 1.6	 ml	 of	 melted	 55°C-warm	 agarose	 solution,	 into	 which	 was	
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dissolved	 10	 µl	 of	 pure	 toluene.	 The	 toluene	 density	 is	 0.87	 g	mL–1	 and	 its	molecular	mass	 is	92.14	g	mol−1;	therefore,	adding	10	µl	toluene	to	1.6	ml	volume	is	equivalent	to	8.7	mg/1.6	ml	=	5.4	mg	ml–1	or	0.059	mmol	ml–1	=	59	mM.	Toluene	was	serially	diluted	in	prewarmed	agarose	by	adding	0.15	ml	of	 the	agarose	with	 the	pure	 toluene	source	 into	1.4	ml	of	55°C-warm	agarose	solutions,	 and	 from	 there	 to	 further	 agarose	 solutions.	 The	 10–3	 dilution	 is	 thus	 equivalent	 to	0.059	 mM	 or	 59	 µM.	 As	 positive	 control,	 1.4	 ml	 of	 2%	 agarose	 solution	 at	 55°C	 was	supplemented	with	0.15	ml	of	1	mM	serine	solution	in	water	(final	concentration	=	100	µM).	The	negative	control	consisted	of	1.8%	agarose	solution	in	tap	water.		Sources	of	benzoate	were	prepared	by	100-fold	dilution	of	a	1	M	sodium	benzoate	stock	in	1.8	%	55°C	 warm	 agarose	 (1.6	 ml	 agarose	 with	 16	 µl	 of	 1	 M	 benzoate),	 which	 corresponds	 to	 a	concentration	of	10	mM	benzoate.	From	here,	benzoate	was	serially	diluted	to	obtain	stocks	of	1	and	 0.1	mM	 in	 1.8	%	 agarose.	 All	 vials	were	 kept	 tightly	 closed	 in	 a	water	 bath	 at	 55°C	 until	preparing	the	plug	assays.	Agarose	solutions	were	prepared	fresh	for	every	experiment.	Toluene	attraction	 assays	 were	 repeated	 in	 fourfold	 replicates	 in	 series	 with	 positive	 (serine)	 and	negative	controls.	They	were	further	repeated	on	at	least	four	independent	occasions.	On	a	 standard	microscopy	glass	 slide	 (Menzel	Gläser,	Thermo	Scientific),	 two	 small	 coverslips	(24	×	24	mm,	0.13-0.17	mm	thick,	MGF-Slides)	were	deposited	on	both	sides	and	maintained	in	place	with	~10	 µl	 of	 tap	water.	 A	 drop	 of	 4	 µl	 of	 55°C	 agarose	 solution	was	 deposited	 in	 the	middle	and	immediately	covered	by	a	cleaned	large	coverslip	(24	x	50	mm,	Menzel	Gläser)	that	bridges	over	the	side	coverslips	and	thus	creates	a	chamber	with	a	height	of	0.17	mm.	A	freshly	grown	and	washed	bacterial	suspension	in	chemotaxis	buffer	was	inserted	around	the	agarose	plug	by	pipetting	150	µl	of	cell	suspension	between	the	glass	slide	and	the	large	coverslip.		Bacterial	 accumulation	 was	 imaged	 after	 15	 min	 incubation	 at	 room	 temperature	 (20±2	 °C)	using	a	DFC	350	FX	R2	Leica	camera	mounted	on	an	inverted	DMI	4000	Leica	microscope	using	a	N	PLAN	10X	objective.	For	each	replicate,	one	image	was	taken	at	each	side	of	the	agarose	plug.	Images	were	analyzed	with	ImageJ	software.	Cells	were	identified	using	the	“find	edges”	routine	in	 ImageJ	 and	 the	 accumulated	 intensity	 values	were	 quantified	 per	 zones	 of	 25	 pixels	width	
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parallel	 to	 the	 plug	 border	 (3	 zones	 in	 the	 plug	 and	 27	 zones	 outside	 the	 plug).	 Chemotactic	responses	were	then	averaged	from	four	technical	replicates	(e.g.,	as	in	Fig.	1	and	4).		
Epifluorescence	microscopy	of	fusion	proteins	For	epifluorescence	microscopy	experiments,	strains	were	grown	with	the	same	protocol	as	for	the	agarose	plug	assay.	Cells	were	resuspended	in	50	µl	of	chemotaxis	buffer	after	the	washing	steps.	 A	 drop	 of	 7	 µl	 of	 cell	 suspension	was	 spotted	 on	 a	 1	%	 agarose	 (in	 chemotaxis	 buffer)	coated	microscopy	 slide	 and	 then	 covered	with	 a	 regular	 0.17-mm	 thick	 glass	 coverslip.	 Cells	were	 imaged	 at	 an	 exposure	 time	 of	 50	 ms	 (phase-contrast)	 or	 1	 s	 (mCherry)	 with	 a	 Nikon	Eclipse	Ti-E	 inverted	microscope,	 equipped	with	 an	ORCA-flah4.0	 camera	 (Hamamatsu)	 and	a	Plan	Apo	λ	100×1.45	oil	objective	(Nikon).	Cell	 fluorescence	 intensities	were	extracted	 from	the	 images	using	an	 in-house	written	Matlab	(R2015b)	script	(developed	by	Serge	Pelet,	University	of	Lausanne).			 	
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Table	1:	strain	list	Strain	n°	 Host	 Plasmid	 Relevant	characteristics	 Source	of	reference	1127	 P.	putida	MT53	(pWW53)	 	 Non-motile	stock	 [24]	4498	 E.	coli	MG1655		 	 Verified	for	motility	 E.	coli	Genetic	Center,	Yale	(CGSC#8237)	5186	 E.	coli	DH5α	 pGEM-t-Easy-Ptrg-mcp	 	 This	study	5197	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO20	 McpT	expressing	strain	under	Ptrg	promoter	 This	study	5775	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO35	 Frameshift	mutation	in	mcpT	coding	sequence	 This	study	3396	 E.	coli	DH5α	 pBAM-link-mcherry	 	 [23]	5782	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO36	 Protein	fusion	of	McpT	with	mCherry	 This	study	5839	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO37	 Frameshift	mutation	in	mcp-
mcherry		 This	study	5447	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO33	 Strain	expressing	PcaY	from	Ptrg	promoter	 This	study	5448	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO34	 Strain	expressing	Tsr	from	Ptrg	promoter	 This	study	5841	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pCRO38	 Protein	fusion	of	Tsr	with	mCherry	 This	study	5457	 E.	coli	MG1655	 pSTV28	 Empty	plasmid		 Takara,	 Japan	(nr.	3331)	
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Table	2:	primer	list	
Primer	
number	
Sequence	(5’	–	3’)1	 Primer	
specificities	
Amplification	
target	141001	 TGGATCCTCTAGAAATAATTTTGTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGAGTGGTTGGCTAGCCCGTTTCTCAATAAAAACC	
BamHI	restriction	site	 mcpT	from	P.putida	MT53	
141002	 ATTGGCAACGGTCAGCTTTATCGATGGAGATCTCACTAAAGACGGAACATGTGCATCAGACGCTGAA	
ClaI	restriction	site	 mcpT	from	P.putida	MT53	
150613	 AGGATCCTCTGAGCTCCGGTTAGCCTGAAAACAG	 BamHI	and	SacI	restriction	sites	 Ptrg	from	E.	coli	MG1655	150612	 GGCTAGCCAACCACTCATTACCGTTGTCTCTCGTCCAGGTTTACTCC	 N-teminal	part	of	mcpT	until	NheI	restriction	site	(in	italic)	
Ptrg	from	E.	coli	MG1655,	specific	for	
mcpT	cloning	170239	 TTTTTAGATCTTTATTTGTACAGCTCATCCATGCC	 BglII	restriction	site	 Linker-mcherry	to	fuse	with	mcpT	170240	 CGCAATTGGCTTCTCTGGCAAGCCAACTTCAGCGTCTGATGCACATGTTCCGTCTTAAGCTTCCGGAAAATTCGAACG	
C-terminal	part	of	
mcpT	until	MfeI	restriction	site	 Linker-mcherry	to	fuse	with	mcpT	
160305	 GAATTTTCAGGTTGGCAAGCATTACCGTTGTCTCTCGTCCAGGTTTACTCC	 Overlapping	sequence	with	N-terminal	part	of	
pcaY	(in	italic)	
Ptrg	from	E.	coli	MG1655,	specific	for	
pcaY	cloning	160306	 ATGCTTGCCAACCTGAAAATTCGCACC	 N-terminal	part	of	
pcaY	 pcaY	from	P.	putida	F1	160307	 CATCGATTCATCAAACCTTGAACCGCCCCACCAACG	 ClaI	restriction	site	 pcaY	from	P.	putida	F1			 	 	 	
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	 	 	 	160308	 CAATTTTGATACGTTTTAACATTACCGTTGTCTCTCGTCCAGGTTTACTCC	 Overlapping	sequence	with	N-terminal	part	of	
tsr	(in	italic)	
Ptrg	from	E.	coli	MG1655,	specific	for	tsr	cloning	160309	 ATGTTAAAACGTATCAAAATTGTGACC	 N-terminal	part	of	
tsr	 tsr	from	E.	coli	MG1655	160310	 CATCGATTCATTAAAATGTTTCCCAGTTCTCC	 	 tsr	from	E.	coli	MG1655	101003	 GGGGAAGCTTCCGGAAAATTCGAACGTTACGCGTCACCGGTCGGCCACCGTTTCCAAGGGCGAGGAGG	
	 Linker-mcherry	to	fuse	with	tsr	
101004	 GGGGACTAGTTTATTTGTACAGCTCATCCATGCC	 SpeI	restriction	site	 Linker-mcherry	to	fuse	with	tsr	070418	 CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC	 	 Ptrg-tsr	from	pCRO34	1	Restriction	sites	highlighted	in	bold					
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Microfluidics	at	the	service	of	chemotaxis	quantification	The	aim	of	this	thesis	was	to	find,	based	on	chemotaxis,	a	new	way	to	decrease	the	time	response	of	whole-cell	bacterial	bioreporters.		As	 first	 approach,	we	 attempted	 to	measure	 cellular	motility	 as	 a	 proxy	of	 chemotaxis	pathway	activation.	This	is	a	straightforward	measurement	since	we	measure	the	final	output	of	chemotaxis:	 the	 biased	 random	 swimming.	 Multiple	 methods	 have	 been	 developed,	 such	 as	swimming	 plates,	 capillary	 assays	 or	 agarose	 plug	 assays	 in	 order	 to	 describe	 bacterial	chemotaxis.	 However,	 most	 of	 these	 methods	 require	 time	 and/or	 are	 poorly	 quantitative	(although	 we	 tried	 to	 improve	 quantification	 using	 the	 agarose	 plug	 assay,	 see	 Chapter	 6).	Micro-scaled	gradients	can	be	generated	within	20-30	min	using	microfluidic	devices	and	can	be	easily	 abolished	 and	 re-established	 [1-4].	Microfluidic	 devices	 had	 already	 been	 developed	 in	order	 to	 describe	 bacterial	 chemotaxis	 response	 [4],	 but	 those	 studies	 did	 not	 focus	 on	 the	quantification	of	the	attractant	concentration	using	chemotaxis	in	an	environmental	perspective.				 For	this	thesis,	we	developed	two	microfluidic	chips,	in	which	we	can	generate	a	gradient	thanks	 to	 diffusion	 between	 a	 source	 of	 attractant	 and	 a	 sink,	 physically	 separated	 by	microchannel	filters	(Chapter	2)	or	by	pressure-driven	valves	(Chapter	3).	Motile	bacteria	were	inserted	in	the	gradient	and	chemotaxis	was	quantified	either	at	population	level	(Chapter	2)	or	at	 single-cell	 level	 (Chapter	 3).	 We	 successfully	 quantified	 population-level	 chemotaxis	 of	
Escherichia	 coli	 towards	 well-known	 chemoattractants	 such	 as	 serine,	 aspartate	 and	methylaspartate,	as	well	as	quantify	the	response	of	Cupriavidus	pinatubonensis	JMP134	towards	a	 herbicide,	 the	 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetate	 (Chapter	 2).	 These	 results	 show	 that	 bacterial	cellular	motility	is	a	promising	readout	for	bacterial	bioreporters.	It	is	a	direct	measurement	of	chemotaxis	 and	 can	 be	 performed	 with	 any	 wild-type	 culturable	 bacteria.	 In	 our	 study,	 we	detected	 bacterial	 accumulation	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 fluorescence	 signals	 from	 tagged	 bacteria	 by	epifluorescence	microscopy.	However,	it	should	be	possible	to	detect	cellular	accumulation	near	the	 source	 borders	 by	 light	 scattering.	 This	 would	 facilitate	 the	 detection	 of	 the	 chemotactic	response	and	prevent	the	need	for	genetically	modified	strains.		
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Interestingly,	E.	coli	chemotactic	accumulation	to	serine	in	the	PDMS	chip	did	not	show	a	typical	S-shape	response	as	function	of	serine	concentration,	but	rather	a	bell-shaped	response	with	an	optimum	of	highest	cellular	accumulation	at	100	µM.	Most	of	the	bacterial	bioreporters	developed	 show	 a	 small	 range	 of	 linear	 or	 semi-linear	 response	 to	 increasing	 target	concentration,	 above	 which	 the	 response	 saturates	 or	 diminishes	 as	 a	 result	 of	 compound	toxicity	[5].	The	response	range	is	then	used	as	a	calibration	curve	for	the	reaction	to	samples	with	 unknown	 target	 compound	 concentration.	 It	 is	 not	 impossible	 to	 use	 a	 bell-shape	chemotaxis	 response	 curve	 for	 inferring	 the	 target	 compound	 concentration	 in	 unknown	samples,	but	it	is	more	challenging,	because	one	would	have	to	include	sample	dilutions	in	order	to	decide	on	which	'side'	of	the	response	curve	(ascending	or	descending)	one	is.	Alternatively,	one	 might	 think	 of	 deploying	 chemotaxis	 biosensors	 for	 ON/OFF	 signaling.	 If	 the	 cells	accumulate	in	presence	of	a	pollutant,	this	triggers	an	alarm	signal.	This	could	be	used	as	a	first	warning	system	that	would	detect	pollution	without	determination	of	the	exact	concentration	to	which	 the	 cells	were	exposed.	This	 concept	would	 require	 rather	precise	 chemotaxis	pathway	tuning	so	that	the	optimal	response	concentration	corresponds	to	the	warning	threshold	 level.	As	for	every	newly	designed	whole	cell	bioreporter,	calibration	of	the	system	is	a	crucial	aspect	for	potential	biosensing	applications.	Microfluidics	 is	 an	 interesting	 tool	 to	 decrease	 the	 observation	 scale	 of	 biological	processes	 and	 facilitate	 their	 integration	 in	miniaturized	 devices.	Microfluidic	 chips,	 however,	require	robust	and	precise	control	of	the	flow.	We	improved	flow	control	on	the	first-designed	chip	from	Chapter	2	by	addition	of	pressure-driven	valves	inside	the	PDMS	structure	(Chapter	3).	This	 indeed	drastically	 facilitated	 the	 control	 of	 the	 flow	 since	 it	 can	be	 easily	 stopped	by	 the	closure	of	 the	valves.	Better	 flow	control	permitted	 to	 follow	the	behavior	of	single	swimming	cells	in	the	created	chemical	gradients	on	the	chip.	In	contrast,	the	results	were	inconclusive	as	to	those	cells	being	attracted	or	not	to	serine	and	we	did	not	have	sufficient	time	to	explore	this	further.	 Mathematical	 modeling	 of	 single	 cell	 chemotactic	 behavior	 suggested	 some	modifications	to	the	set	up	which	might	 improve	the	detection	of	attraction,	such	as	 increased	
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incubation	 time,	 increased	cell	numbers	and	 inlet	placement	 closer	 to	 the	 source.	We	 realized	how	 important	 the	 combination	 of	 mathematical	 modeling	 and	 collaborative	 work	 with	physicians	is,	to	guide	the	design	of	the	chip	structure	and	suggest	improvements	of	the	devices.	Improvements	on	the	current	design	might	allow	chemotaxis	quantification	within	few	minutes	after	cells	are	exposed	 to	a	gradient	of	attractant,	which	would	decrease	significantly	 the	 time	required	to	observe	and	quantify	chemotaxis	at	cellular	motility	level.	Our	 developed	 tools	 may	 be	 used	 for	 other	 fields	 of	 the	 biological	 research,	 such	 as	studies	on	polarized	cell	growth	(neurons,	yeast…),	leucocyte	or	other	cell-type	chemotaxis,	cell-to-cell	 communication	 or	 host-pathogen	 interaction/communication	 that	 need	 devices	 that	generate	 artificial	 gradients	 [6].	Notably,	 our	 valve-integrated	microfluidic	 chip	 could	 be	 used	for	 screening	 for	 chemotaxis-responsive	 strains	 to	 new	 molecules	 or	 other	 screening	 (cell	sorting).	 One	 can	 imagine	 inserting	 a	 bacterial	 community	 (or	 a	 library)	 and	 inducing	 a	“bacterial	 race”	 towards	 a	molecule	 of	 interest	 and	 then	 to	 sort	 out	 the	 responsive	 strains	 by	opening	the	valve	close	to	the	source	when	the	first	cells	reach	it.			
Quantification	of	chemotaxis	pathway	activation	The	 second	 approach	 of	my	 project	 was	 to	 exploit	 parts	 of	 the	molecular	 pathway	 of	chemotaxis	 for	biosensing.	On	the	one	hand	we	measured	protein-protein	 interaction	between	CheY	 and	 CheZ	 using	 bimolecular	 fluorescence	 complementation	 (Chapter	 4).	 The	 other	approach	 consisted	 of	 inferring	 the	 proton	 flux	 during	 chemotactic	 attraction	 using	 a	 pH-sensitive	fluorescent	protein	(Chapter	5).			The	measurement	 of	 the	 interaction	 between	 CheY	 and	 CheZ	 by	 a	 split-Gfp	 approach	allowed	 us	 to	 localize	 of	 the	 interaction	 between	 these	 two	 proteins	 at	 subcellular	 level.	Interestingly	our	mutant	analysis	showed	that	this	interaction	takes	place	mostly	at	the	motors	and	less	at	the	receptors,	which	was	unexpected	given	that	previous	studies	indicated	CheY	and	CheZ	mostly	 localize	 at	 the	 receptor.	 It	would	be	 interesting	 to	widen	 the	 analysis	with	 other	
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mutants	 (e.g.:	mutant	 lacking	all	 receptors)	 in	order	 to	better	understand	how	and	where	 this	interaction	takes	place.		In	general,	bimolecular	fluorescence	complementation	assays	using	split-Gfp	are	simple	tools	to	visualize	and	localize	protein-protein	interactions	and	we	demonstrated	that	this	system	could	 show	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 turnover	 of	 the	 protein	 interaction	 upon	 addition	 of	 repellent.	Unfortunately	we	realized	that	the	stability	of	the	Gfp	prevents	the	measurement	of	a	decrease	of	 interaction	 upon	 exposure	 to	 an	 attractant.	 The	 use	 of	 dimerization-dependent	 fluorescent	proteins	 (ddFP)	 [7,	 8]	 or	 fluorescence/bioluminescence	 resonance	 energy	 transfer	 (FRET	 or	BRET)	 methods	 might	 increase	 the	 measurement	 dynamics	 [9,	 10].	 BRET	 measurement	 is	 a	promising	approach	to	develop	biosensors.	Thanks	to	the	energy	transfer	from	the	Luciferase	to	a	Yellow	fluorescent	protein	(Yfp),	there	is,	in	principle,	no	need	of	light	excitation	if	the	signal	is	strong	enough	and	may	be	more	easy	to	set	up	in	comparison	to	existing	FRET	approaches.			 We	also	exploited	the	flagellar	properties	with	the	idea	to	quantify	chemotaxis	from	pH	changes	 (Chapter	 5).	 Since	 the	 flagella	 are	 powered	 by	 an	 influx	 of	 protons,	 the	 idea	 was	 to	measure	potential	pH	differences	inside	the	cells	due	to	the	rotational	change	of	the	flagella	 in	presence	 of	 an	 attractant.	 We	 expressed	 the	 pHluorin	 protein	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 in	 the	periplasm,	both	of	which	were	robust	 indicators	 to	 the	change	of	pH.	 In	contrast	 to	our	 initial	hypothesis,	 we	measured	 a	 pH	 increase	 in	 the	 cytoplasm	 and	 a	 decrease	 in	 the	 periplasm	 in	chemotaxis-active	cells,	which	suggests	an	active	export	of	the	protons	to	the	outside	of	the	cells,	probably	to	compensate	the	necessary	proton	flux	through	the	flagella.	One	hypothesis	could	be	that	this	pH	efflux	is	due	to	an	increase	in	the	respiration	rate.	Is	this	specific	to	E.	coli?	Notably	
Rhodobacter	 sphaeroides	 possesses	 a	 unidirectional	 flagellum	 that	 stops	 instead	 of	 switching	rotational	direction,	such	as	with	E.	coli	[11].	The	R.	sphaeroides	motor	is	also	powered	by	a	flux	of	proton	through	the	membrane.	It	would	be	interesting	to	investigate	whether	pH	would	also	increase	in	the	cytoplasm	during	chemotaxis	of	R.	sphaeroides.			
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Escherichia	coli	as	chassis	for	chemotaxis	assays	
E.	coli	is	the	most	studied	bacterial	species	for	its	chemotaxis	response.	We	showed	that	it	 strongly	 and	 robustly	 responds	 to	 serine	 at	 100	 µM	 in	 microfluidic	 chips	 as	 well	 as	 with	agarose	plug	assays.	But	is	this	species	the	optimal	bacterium	for	chemotaxis-based	biosensors	development?	Of	course,	it	is	well	known	and	responds	strongly	but	it	is	not	very	sensitive	(1-10	µM	 serine	 are	 needed)	 nor	 an	 extremely	 fast	 swimmer.	 Other	marine	 bacterial	 species	 swim	much	faster	than	E.	coli	and	since	they	are	adapted	to	a	 low	carbon	content	environment,	they	are	able	 to	detect	and	swim	towards	 low	and	transient	burst	of	 food	more	efficiently	 [12,	13].	For	 this	 reason	 it	 may	 be	 interesting	 to	 test	 other	 natural	 chemotactic	 bacteria	 in	 the	 same	microfluidic	 chips	 and	 define	 the	 lower	 gradient	 thresholds	 at	 which	 cells	 measurably	 show	chemotaxis.		The	advantage	of	using	E.	coli	is	for	genetic	engineering.	Synthetic	bioreporters	based	on	chemotaxis	molecular	pathway	can	be	easily	engineered	using	E.	coli	as	chassis.	However,	E.	coli	is	 not	 naturally	 attracted	 to	 toxic	 molecules	 (i.e.,	 compounds	 of	 environmental	 interest).	 We	showed	 that	 a	 chemoreceptor	 for	 toluene	 originating	 from	 Pseudomonas	 putida	 can	 be	expressed	in	E.	coli	and	can	induce	a	chemotaxis	response	towards	toluene	(Chapter	6).	This	was	surprising	but	shows	that	the	signaling	from	the	toluene-receptor	must	be	sufficiently	conserved	to	 link	 to	E.	coli's	CheY	and	motors.	Likely,	 the	expression	of	 the	 toluene–receptor	 is	not	 (yet)	completely	optimal,	because	we	could	not	detect	membrane	localization	like	for	Tsr.	In	principle,	however,	E.	coli	 expressing	heterologous	 receptors	 could	be	used	 in	 the	microfluidic	device	of	Chapter	 2	 as	 sensors	 for	 environmentally	 relevant	 compounds.	 (Of	 note	 that	 PDMS	 is	 not	 the	best	material	 to	use	 in	combination	with	aqueous	samples	containing	organic	solvents	such	as	toluene,	because	this	will	dissolve	into	the	PDMS	and	will	reduce	the	bioavailable	concentration).	The	 chemotaxis	 system	 of	 E.	 coli	 could	 be	 further	 used	 as	 a	 modular	 unit,	 for	 example,	 by	modifying	 the	 ligand	 specificity	 of	 E.	 coli	 periplasmic	 binding	 protein	 that	 can	 dock	 to	chemoreceptors	 [14,	 15]	 or	 to	 create	 chimeric	 chemoreceptors	 from	 heterologous	 ligand-binding	domains	fused	to	conserved	signaling	domains	of	E.	coli	[16].	One	can	also	think	about	
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fishing	 in	 the	 natural	 pool	 of	 motile	 bacteria	 by	 designing	 traps	 to	 isolate	 new	 strains	chemotactic	to	molecule	of	environmental	interest,	which	receptors	might	then	be	expressed	in	
E.	 coli	 [17,	 18].	 This	would	 increase	 the	 range	 of	 potential	 target	 compounds	 for	 chemotaxis-based	biosensors.		
Conclusion	To	 conclude	 chemotaxis	 is	 an	 interesting	 behavior	 to	 base	 the	 development	 of	 new	bacterial	 bioreporters,	 thanks	 to	 its	 fast	 response	 but	 also	 thanks	 to	 the	 adaptation	 feedback.	Indeed	bacteria	 react	 transiently	 to	a	sudden	 increase	of	attractant/repellent	until	 they	adapt.	This	 response	 allows	 the	 development	 of	 reversible	 bioreporters	 that	 can	 be	 used	 multiple	consecutive	times	because	bacteria	intrinsically	and	rapidly	reinitialize	their	response.	This	is	in	contrast	 to	 transcription-based	 bioreporters,	 which	 require	 time	 to	 degrade	 the	 induced	reporter	 proteins	 produced	 (depending	 on	 their	 stability)	 in	 order	 to	 perform	 a	 second	measurement	 on	 the	 same	 cells.	 Multiple	 measurements	 are	 usually	 performed	 on	 different	batches	of	cells	[19,	20]	or	separated	by	a	certain	time	(days)	[21].		Finally	in	this	work,	we	investigated	different	approaches	to	exploit	chemotaxis	in	order	to	produce	biosensing	signals.	It	is	the	first	time	that	this	universal	behavior	is	used	in	order	to	quantify	chemical	compound	 in	a	biosensory	perspective.	Our	results	are	promising	and	show	that	functional	biosensors	based	on	chemotaxis	may	be	achieved	using	a	variety	of	approaches	and	produce	different	types	of	detectable	signals.			 	
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